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Introduction

1 Introduction
1.1 Restriction-modification systems – general characteristics
Awareness of the phenomenon of restriction and modification and the consequent revolution
in molecular biology grew from the observations of microbiologists in the early 1950s that the
host range of a bacterial virus (phage) could be influenced by the bacterial strain, in which the
phage was last propagated. While phages produced in one strain of a bacterial species would
readily infect a culture of the same strain, they might only rarely achieve successful infection
of cells from a different strain of the same species. This finding implied that the phages
carried an "imprint" that identified their immediate provenance. The occasional successful
infection of a different strain resulted in the production of phages that had lost their previous
imprint and acquired a new one, i.e., they acquired a new host range, hence the term host
controlled modification (Luria, 1953) (Murray, 2000).
The phenomenon of host specificity was initially observed by Luria and Human in the early
1950s (Luria and Human, 1952). But the pioneering experiments were made by Bertani and
Weigle (Bertani and Weigle, 1953) a year later. They did the biological tests for a classical
RM system using temperate phages ( and P2) and identified the classical RM systems of
Escherichia coli K-12 and E. coli B. A decade later Arber and Dussoix predicted its molecular
basis, with elegant molecular experiments they showed the imprint to be a DNA modification
(Arber and Dussoix, 1962). They proposed that the host specificity was based on a twoenzyme system, with the main function to defend their host against foreign DNA. The enzyme
system is composed of a restriction enzyme, which recognizes specific DNA sequences and is
able to cleave the foreign invading DNA upon entering the bacterial cell, and a modification
enzyme responsible for protecting host DNA against the action of its own restriction enzyme.
This protection is achieved by cleaving incoming DNA, which is recognized as foreign,
because it lacks the appropriate modification imprint (the absence of a characteristic
modification) at defined sites within the recognition sequence. The host DNA is resistant to
the cleavage as these sites are modified. The modification enzyme is a DNA methyltransferase
that methylates specific bases (N4 or C5 methylation at cytosine or N6 methylation at
adenine) within the target sequence. In the absence of the specific methylation the target
sequence renders the DNA sensitive to the restriction endonuclease. Restriction enzyme and
modification methylase were thought to recognize the same nucleotide sequence and together
form a restriction-modification (RM) system.
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In 1968, the first RM systems identified, restriction-modification enzymes EcoB and EcoK
(Linn and Arber, 1968; Meselson and Yuan, 1968) were isolated, biochemically analyzed and
classified as Type I enzymes. Analysis of Type I restriction enzymes lead to the discovery of
the Type II restriction enzymes and to the birth of genetic engineering in 1972, when Smith
and Wilcox (Smith and Wilcox, 1970) isolated and characterized the first Type II restriction
enzyme, HindII, that cleaved DNA in well-defined fragments. This discovery revolutionized
research into gene structure and gene expression.
The relative obscurity of the Type I enzymes arises not only because they are complex
multifunctional enzymes, but also because, in contrast to the highly commercial and important
Type II restriction enzymes, the Type I enzymes cut DNA into random fragments of no
practical use for molecular biology. Despite such biochemical complexity, the genes encoding
Type I restriction systems appear in at least 50% of the bacterial genomes, so although they
are not technologically useful, nature seems to have a use for them (Dryden, 2004b).
Since the host-controlled barrier against a successful infection by phages that lack the correct
modification was referred to as restriction, the relevant endonucleases have acquired the
colloquial name of restriction enzymes. Similarly, the methyltransferases are more commonly
termed modification enzymes. Classically, a restriction enzyme is accompanied by its cognate
modification enzyme, and they two comprise a restriction and modification (RM) system
(Murray, 2000). Most restriction systems conform to this classical pattern. There are,
however, some restriction endonucleases that attack DNA only when their target sequence is
modified; such modification-dependent restriction enzymes do not, therefore, coexist with a
cognate modification enzyme.
RM systems are classified on the basis of their composition and cofactor requirements, the
nature of their target sequence, and the position of the site of DNA cleavage with respect to
the target sequence. (Yuan, 1981) Currently, four distinct well-characterized types of RM
systems are known (I, II, III, IV), although a few do not fit well into any of these (Roberts et
al., 2003b) (Table 1).
REBASE, the restriction enzyme database from New England Biolabs, lists 3870 restriction
enzymes: 93 Type I, 3761 Type II, 11 Type III and 5 Type IV (http://rebase.neb.com/cgibin/statlist on June 20th 2008). The predominance of Type II enzymes certainly is biased by
their usefulness for recombinant DNA work. The analysis of published genome sequences
suggests a distribution among putative RM systems: approximately 29% Type I, 45% Type II,
8% Type III and 18% Type IV.
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A nomenclature for restriction enzymes originally suggested by Smith and Nathans (Smith
and Nathans, 1973), was changed also for DNA methyltransferases, homing endonucleases
and their genes in 2003 (Roberts et al., 2003a). The authors proposed that the enzyme names
should begin with a three-letter acronym, in which the first letter was the first letter of the
genus from which the enzyme was isolated and the next two letters were the first two letters of
the species name. Extra letters or numbers could be added to indicate individual strains or
serotypes. Abbreviations REase (or in some cases, R) or MTase (or in some cases, M),
describing type of enzyme, should be regarded to restriction endonuclease and
methyltransferase, respectively.

Figure 1 Organization of the genetic determinants and subunits of the different types of RM
systems. (Murray, 2000)
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Table 1 Distinguishing characteristics of the different types of restriction systems (Dryden et al., 2001)

Genes
Subunits
Enzyme activity

Protein composition

Type I*

Type II

Type III*

Type IV*

hsdR, hsdM, hsdS

ecoIR, ecoIM

res, mod

mcrB, mcrC

HsdR, HsdM, HsdS

Res, Mod

Res, Mod

McrBl, McrBs, McrC

REase, MTase, ATPase

REase, MTase

REase, MTase, ATPase

REase, GTPase

2 subunits

3 subunits

3 subunits

Cofactors
AdoMet, ATP, Mg2+

Mg2+

AdoMet, ATP, Mg2+

GTP, Mg2+

for methylation

AdoMet

AdoMet

AdoMet (Mg2+)

-

Recognition site

Asymmetric, 2 parts

Double symmetric

asymmetric

2 parts

EcoKI: AAC (N)6 GTGC

EcoRI: GAATTC

StyLTI: CAGAG

McrBC:RmC(N)40-80 RmC

Methylation site

Recognition site

Recognition site

Recognition site

-

Restriction site

1-7kb from rec site

Inside rec site

24-26 bp from rec site

30 bp from rec site

yes

no

yes

yes

for restriction

DNA translocation

*nucleoside triphosphate-dependent restriction enzymes
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1.2 Types of RM systems
1.2.1 Type I
Type I restriction endonucleases and the corresponding methylases were originally found in
enteric bacteria such as Escherichia coli and Salmonella typhimurium. There is also biological
evidence for functional Type I RM systems in Bacillus subtilis, Citrobacter freundii,
Klebsiella pneumoniae, Lactococcus lactis, Mycoplasma pulmonis, Staphylococcus aureus
and many strains and species of Salmonella. Many homologous sequences that correspond to
each subunit of Type I enzymes have also been found in various bacterial genome projects
including Archaebacteria (Chin et al., 2004). All Type I RM systems from enteric bacteria
seem to originate from a common ancestor. In evolution the enzymes developed significantly
different specificities, that led to the classification into four distinct families based on genetic
complementation, cross-hybridization of genes, protein homology and antibody crossreactivity (IA to ID) (Barcus et al., 1995) (Murray et al., 1982). More recently, additional
family Type IE has been introduced (Chin et al., 2004). Sequence comparisons of the putative
Type I RM systems predicted from genomic sequences suggest that family affiliations extend
across the Eubacterial kingdom (Titheradge et al., 2001). Based on the comparison of family
members within a single family, there is the criteria of having at least 70% identity scores to
members of the same family, for both HsdR and HsdM subunits (they usually share >90%
identity with the same family members and always <30% identity with members of other
families), and 80% local homology, at various conserved regions for HsdS proteins. The
interpretation of a homology among the HsdS proteins is more complicated because of the
two target recognition domains (TRD) containing variable amino acid sequences. The N
terminal, central and C-terminal HsdS regions, however, are usually well-conserved within
each family. (Chin et al., 2004)
Unlike Type II systems, which have separate MTases and endonucleases, the multi-subunit
complexes of Type I systems are endowed with both restriction and modification activities. SAdenosylmethionine (AdoMet) is a methyl donor for the methyltransferase activity that
protects bacterial DNA against cognate restriction and serves as the cofactor for the
endonuclease, which is unable to restrict DNA in the absence of AdoMet. The
endonucleolytic activity requires also ATP and Mg2+ [for reviews see (Bourniquel and Bickle,
2002); (Dryden et al., 2001); (Loenen, 2003); (Murray, 2000)].
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The DNA sequences recognized by Type I RM systems consist of two non-symmetrical target
half sites, each 3-5 bp long, separated by a spacer of 6-8 non-specific nucleotides. It has been
shown that each half site is recognized by a specific domain of the HsdS polypeptide. The
regions of the genes coding these domains have no homology with each other (unless they
recognize the same DNA sequence) and they are separated by regions of good homology,
which code amino acids that are thought to be important for interactions between the subunits
of the enzymes (Cowan et al., 1989; Fuller-Pace and Murray, 1986; Kannan et al., 1989;
Nagaraja et al., 1985)
The Type I RM enzyme binds to its target sequence in the presence of cofactors and the
alternative activities of restriction or modification are determined by the methylation state of
the target sequence. DNA methylation activity results in a transfer of a methyl group from
AdoMet to the N-6 position of a specific adenine. One adenosyl residue in each of the specific
recognition domains is methylated so that a fully modified site has methyl groups in both
strands of the DNA. Hemimethylated target sequences are the substrate for the modification
activity. Upon binding to unmethylated, non-modified DNA targets, the RM enzyme initiates
the complex restriction reaction. The reaction involves an activation of a powerful ATPase
activity, that correlates with the bizarre characteristic of these enzymes, ATP-dependent DNA
translocation, which is followed by double strand cleavage at a non-specific site several
thousands of base pairs distant from the enzyme-bound target sequence (Davies et al., 1999a;
Janscak et al., 1999a; Studier and Bandyopadhyay, 1988; Thorpe et al., 1997). The
endonuclease does not turnover in the cleavage reaction, but the ATPase activity continues for
a long period of time after the cleavage is completed (Janscak et al., 1998).
Type I restriction enzymes are complex, oligomeric proteins comprising three different
subunits encoded by three closely linked genes, hsdR, hsdM, and hsdS. The acronym hsd was
chosen at a time when RM systems were referred to as host specificity systems. Thus hsd
denotes “host specificity of DNA”. hsdM and hsdS genes encode subunits required for a
functional modification methylase and are transcribed as an operon from a single promoter in
front of hsdM. hsdR is transcribed from its own promoter and codes for the HsdR subunit,
which assembles with HsdM and HsdS subunits and thus forms a restriction endonuclease
with potent ATPase activity upon cleavage of DNA (Figure 1, 2). Two different gene orders
have been reported for Type I systems: one, hsdR-hsdM-hsdS (IA and IB), and the other,
hsdM-hsdS-hsdR (IC and ID) (Wilson, 1991) (Figure 2). The order reflects the order of the
transcription as well. The distance between two transcriptional units is quite small. The
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longest distance was reported in EcoKI, which is 0.5 kb between hsdR and hsdM genes
(Loenen et al., 1987). The two subunits encoded by hsdM and hsdS, HsdM and HsdS, are both
necessary and sufficient for methyltransferase activity, and form complex methylase (MTase).
The third subunit (HsdR) is required for translocation and restriction; together with MTase
they form active endonuclease.
The quaternary structure of the active Type I restriction enzyme is HsdM2HsdR2HsdS. The
HsdS (specificity) subunit includes two target recognition domains (TRDs) that impart target
sequence specificity to both the restriction and modification activities of the complex. HsdM
includes the binding site for AdoMet and the active site for DNA methylation; HsdR includes
the active site for ATP hydrolysis and other sequences essential for DNA translocation and
endonuclease activity (Murray, 2000).

Figure 2 Genes order of Type I RM enzymes.
Types IA, IB and ID RM systems are chromosomally encoded (Barcus et al., 1995;
Titheradge et al., 1996). The hsd genes for members of the IA, IB and ID families are closely
linked to the serB locus, at 98.5 minutes on the chromosome of Escherichia coli K-12, and
they behave as alleles in tests dependent on genetic recombination (Titheradge et al., 1996).
Most Type IC RM systems are carried on large conjugative plasmids (Firman et al., 1983;
Hedges and Datta, 1972; Skrzypek and Piekarowicz, 1989).
Based on identities in HsdM and HsdR, members of the IA group are more closely related to
those of IB than to those of IC and ID; similarly members of IC are more closely related to
those of ID than to those of IA and IB. They also differ in the distance between the bases that
are the targets for methylation. Adenosyl residues, substrate for the methylation, are separated
by 9 bp in the IB family, 8 bp in the IA family, 7 or 8 bp in the IC family and 6 bp in the first
member of the ID family (Titheradge et al., 2001)(Table 2).
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The IA and ID families have members from both E. coli and Salmonella, the IB family has a
member from Citrobacter freundii in addition to those from E. coli. The majority of the Type
IC systems characterized to date is encoded by plasmids that are known to be transferred
readily between E. coli and Salmonella (Thorpe et al., 1997).
The archetypal members of the Type IA are represented by EcoBI and EcoKI, EcoAI for
Type IB, EcoR124I and EcoR124II for Type IC, and StyBLI for ID. Many new Type I
systems have been identified or postulated from genomic sequences of non-enteric bacteria
and archaea. These new systems may not fit within the experimental definition of the known
families (Dryden et al., 2001).

1.2.1.1 Type IA family
EcoKI and EcoBI are the first classical restriction enzymes identified in E. coli K-12 and E.
coli B (Table 2), respectively (they are referred to as EcoK and EcoB in early papers) (Bertani
and Weigle, 1953) and the first RM systems isolated, biochemically analyzed and classified as
Type I enzymes (Linn and Arber, 1968)(Meselson and Yuan, 1968). They are the founder
members of a family of restriction and modification strains referred to as Type IA. This
family also includes members of Salmonella enterica strains (Bullas et al., 1980) and a variety
of natural isolates of E. coli (Murray, 2000) (Barcus et al., 1995).

1.2.1.2 Type IB family
EcoAI, specified by the hsd genes of E. coli 15T– (Barcus et al., 1995), was proposed to be the
first member of the second family of Type I RM systems (IB). According to the results of
hybridization screening of bacterial DNAs and serological screening of bacterial extracts, it
was considered to be a member of a new family, other than IA. The nucleotide sequences of
the hsd genes for EcoKI and EcoBI (Type IA) hybridized to each other, and antibodies raised
against EcoKI reacted with EcoBI, but DNA probes comprising the EcoKI genes failed to
hybridize with those of E. coli 15T2, that encoded EcoAI. Similarly, antibodies against EcoKI
did not cross-react with EcoAI. Escherichia coli 15T– has chromosomal hsd genes that behave
as alleles of those in E. coli K-12 but they share very little sequence similarity as evidenced
initially from hybridisation screens (Fuller-Pace et al., 1985) (Suri and Bickle, 1985)
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Later other members were identified: EcoEI (Fuller-Pace et al., 1985), CfrAI from
Citrobacter freundii (Daniel et al., 1988) and StySKI from Salmonella enterica serovar
kaduna (Thorpe et al., 1997) (Table 2).

1.2.1.3 Type IC family
Type IC family represented by EcoRI24I was recognized initially via plasmid-encoded
members (Glover et al., 1983), but genes for a chromosomally encoded representative
(EcoprrI) have been identified in an E. coli strain at a location distinct from the immigration
control region (Linder et al., 1990), (Tyndall et al., 1994). Type IC family includes also
EcoR124II (Firman et al., 1985) and EcoDXXI (Skrzypek and Piekarowicz, 1989), which
reside on large conjugative plasmids.
EcoRl24I and EcoR124II systems are the most closely related Type I RM systems discovered
so far. In particular, the two hsdS genes are so closely related that they appear identical when
analysed by DNA-DNA hybridization techniques. The recognition sequences of EcoRl24I and
EcoR124II have identical specific domains and differ by only one extra nucleotide in the nonspecific spacer separating these two domains, 5 '-GAA(N6)RTCG-3' and 5 '-GAA(N7)RTCG-3', respectively (Price et al., 1987b) (Table 2). This is reflected in the difference
between their hsdS genes, where an extra 12-bp repeat within the central conserved region of
EcoRl24II was found in comparison to EcoR124I, giving rise to the repeated amino acid
motif T-A-E-L in the specificity polypeptides of either system (Price et al., 1989) (Figure 3).
Variations in the spacer length have enabled different specifities to evolve (Price et al., 1987a)
(Loenen, 2003).

9
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hsd

EcoR124

ACCGCTGAGCTT ACCGCTGEGCTT
T A E
L
T
A
E
L

hsdS
EcoR124II
12
ACCGCTGAGCTT ACCGCTGAGCTT
T A E
L
T A E L

ACCGCTGAGCTT
T A E L

Figure 3 Comparison of hsdS genes of EcoR124I and EcoR124II
The extra four amino acids in the middle of the EcoR124II hsdS gene product, which in an
alpha-helical configuration would extend 0.6 nm, are sufficient to explain the differences in
sequence recognition. As a consequence of this, the specific domains in the EcoR124II
sequence are 3.4 Å further apart and rotated with respect to each other through a further 36
degrees, which implies major structural differences in the proteins recognizing these
sequences. It was suggested that the EcoR124II system was generated by an unequal crossing
over, a change in specificity arising through the natural processes of spontaneous mutation
and homologous recombination. This kind of specificity change should not be rare in nature
(Price et al., 1989).
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1.2.1.4 Type ID family
The RM system StySBLI of Salmonella enterica serovar blegdam was the first representative
of the fourth family, ID (Titheradge et al., 1996). Initially it was identified on the basis of
biological tests (Bullas et al., 1980). Salmonella enterica serovar blegdam has a restriction
and modification system encoded by genes linked to serB. The genes encoding the ID systems
map to the same region of the E. coli K-12 chromosome as those for Type IA and Type IB
and Salmonella enterica serovar typhimurium LT2. Nevertheless, there is no obvious
similarity in their nucleotide sequences. While the gene order in S. enterica serovar blegdam
is serB hsdM, hsdS and hsdR, in E. coli K-12 and S. enterica serovar typhimurium LT2 it is
serB hsdR, hsdM and hsdS. This shows that ID family is more closely related to IC family
than to IA or IB families (see the gene order in Figure 2).
EcoR9I from Escherichia coli and KpnAI from Klebsiella pneumoniae are other members of
this family (Titheradge et al., 2001).

1.2.1.5 Type IE family
In 2004 Chin presented the KpnBI RM system as a typical Type I system but possessing a
new specificity. It was the prototype of a new Type I family designated Type IE (Chin et al.,
2004). KpnBI was recognized in the GM236 strain of Klebsiella pneumoniae.
The DNA recognition sequence for the KpnBI enzymes was identified as a new 8 nt sequence
containing one degenerate base with a 6 nt spacer, CAAAN6RTCA (the methylation loci is
the italicized third A in the 5′ specific region and the A opposite the italicized T in the 3′
specific region) (Table 2). The modification genes consist of both hsdM (2631 bp) and hsdS
(1344 bp) genes, overlap by one base and share the same promoter located upstream of the
hsdM gene.
All of the KpnBI subunits share sequence homologies with the putative sequences from
Archaeon Methanosarcina mazei Go1 (high identity scores, 40 to 53%) and with other
methano-bacteria as well as Helicobacter pylori strains. However, all these candidates for
membership of the IE family are putative proteins obtained from various genome projects and
their enzyme activities still remain to be demonstrated.
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Table 2 Recognition sequences of Type I RM enzymes. (N = any nucleotide, R = purine, Y =
pyrimidine)
IA
EcoKI
EcoBI
StySPI
StyLTIII
EcoDI

5´ AAG N6 GTGC 3´
5´ TGA N8 TGCT 3´
5´ AAC N6 GTRC 3´
5´ GAG N6 RTAYG 3´
5´ TTA N7 GTCY 3´

IB
EcoAI
EcoEI
CfrAI

5´ GAG N7 GTCA 3´
5´ GAG N7 ATGC 3´
5´´GCA N8 GTGG 3´

IC
EcoR124I
EcoR124II
EcoDXXI
EcoprrI

5´ GAA N6 RTCG 3´
5´ GAA N7 RTCG 3´
5´ TCA N7 RTTC 3´´
5´ CCA N7 RTGC 3´

ID
StySBLI

5´ CGA N6 TACC 3´

IE
KpnBI

5´ CAAA N6 RTCA 3´

1.2.1.6 Regulation of functions of Type I RM enzymes
In vivo, Type I RM enzymes do not cleave the bacterial chromosome even if unmethylated
sites are present (Makovets et al., 1999). These enzymes must have control mechanisms that
prevent restriction activity preceding modification to avoid damage to the host unmodified
chromosome. It has been shown that this temporal control can occur posttranslationally either
via the subunit assembly pathway (Firman, 2000), or via ClpXP proteolysis of the assembled
enzyme (Makovets et al., 1998) (Doronina and Murray, 2001). These controls protect resident
bacterial chromosome after the transfer of the hsd genes to a new host or under conditions that
lead to DNA damage. Consequent repair of DNA can generate unmodified restriction sites,
which are manifested by decreased restriction of incoming unmodified phage DNA – a
phenomenon first described as restriction alleviation by EcoKI (Bertani and Weigle,
1953)(Blakely and Murray, 2006). It is still not understood how the RM enzymes can
distinguish between “self” DNA and foreign DNA independently of the methylation status of
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the DNA. Recently, it has been proposed that the condensed state of the bacterial nucleoid
prevents the translocation and thus cutting the chromosomal DNA (Keatch et al., 2004).
It has been shown that HsdR of EcoKI is proteolysed by ClpXP protease only when it is a part
of an assembled translocation-proficient EcoKI complex, preferentially in cytoplasmic
fraction, while in the membrane fraction HsdR is not degraded (Doronina and Murray, 2001).
This is in keeping with our results showing that the HsdR subunit of EcoKI system is
phosphorylated in vivo only when coproduced with HsdM and HsdS subunits – as part of
assembled EcoKI restriction endonuclease, while the individually produced HsdR subunit is
not phosphorylated (Cajthamlova et al., 2007). So far this is the first case of phosphorylation
of a Type I RM enzyme reported.
In contrast to EcoKI, no subunit of EcoAI or EcoR124I was found to be phosphorylated.
These results correspond to the data on posttranslational regulation of their restriction activity
by the ClpXP protease. Although Type IA and Type IB RM enzymes require ClpXP for RA
(Makovets et al., 1999), the Type IC enzymes, including EcoR124I, and the Type ID enzymes
do not need any additional cofactor (Makovets et al., 2004). The HsdR subunit of EcoR124I is
not sensitive to the cytoplasmic ClpXP protease at all (Kulik and Bickle, 1996) and efficient
transmission of the EcoAI hsd genes was found to be less dependent on ClpXP than
transmission of the hsd genes for EcoKI (Makovets et al., 1998). This is probably due to the
instability of the EcoAI REase complex in contrast to the MTase complex, which is stable
(Janscak and Bickle, 1998) and efficiently methylates the unmethylated targets (Suri and
Bickle, 1985) while EcoKI and EcoR124I prefer the hemimethylated DNA substrate. For
EcoR124I, the balance between disassembly and reassembly is used to tune restriction activity
in vivo by the amount of available HsdR. By keeping the HsdR expression levels low, the cell
is able to prevent formation of R2 events and thus cleavage-proficient R2 complexes. (Janscak
et al., 1998) Apparently, subunits assembly pathway of the EcoR124I and EcoAI RM
enzymes play a significant role in the control mechanism governing restriction activity
(Janscak and Bickle, 1998)(Firman, 2000).
Another mechanism playing an important role in the control of restriction and modification
activities is based on differences in membrane localization of the Type I enzymes (Holubova
et al., 2004) (Figure 4). The results clearly document that Type I RM enzymes interact with
the cytoplasmic membrane and that the nature of these interactions differs from family to
family. A fraction of EcoKI enzyme, resistant to ClpXP, was shown to be membraneassociated, probably through interaction with chromosomal DNA, and is thought to be
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targeted against invading DNA (Holubova et al., 2000)(Doronina and Murray, 2001). The
membrane association can provide a degree of the targeting of the REase that is required for
efficient protection of the host against invading phage DNA. In this control mechanism,
interaction of RM enzyme with the cytoplasm membrane could play a role in keeping a
balance between membrane-attached enzyme and soluble (cytoplasmic) intermediates.

Figure 4 Possible cell localization of different families of Type I RM systems. (Holubova et
al., 2004) Trypsinization of spheroplasts revealed that the restriction enzymes vary in the
extent of embedding into the cytoplasmic membrane. The fraction of membrane-associated
enzymes should be protected against cytoplasmic protease ClpXP.

1.2.2 Type II
Since the discovery of Type II restriction enzymes in the 1970’s, they have been used
extensively in recombinant DNA technology and DNA cloning, more than 3500 have been
characterized to date. These enzymes are simple, the best-studied and more diverse than
originally thought. They differ in details of the recognition process and the mode of cleavage.
Still most of them have a similar structural core and seem to share a common mechanism of
DNA cleavage, suggesting that they evolved from a common ancestor. Only a few restriction
endonucleases discovered so far do not belong to the PD...D/ExK enzyme family, but have
active sites typical of other endonuclease families. (Pingoud et al., 2005)
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Type II restriction endonucleases differ from the Type I, III and IV enzymes by more
simplified subunit organization. They are usually homodimeric or homotetrameric enzymes
that cleave DNA within or close to their recognition site. They require Mg2+ as cofactor but
do not require ATP or GTP hydrolysis for their nucleolytic activity. They coexist in bacterial
cells with a separate methylase protein. The corresponding modification enzymes require only
AdoMet as a cofactor and methylate both strands of DNA at a specific base resulting in N6methyladenine, 5-methylcytosine or N4-methylcytosine. In general, the Type II REases and
their associated MTases are separate, independent enzymes, but in several classes (e.g. IIB,
IIG and IIH) the R and M genes are fused into a single composite gene.
The recognition process triggers large conformational changes of the enzyme and the DNA,
which lead to the activation of the catalytic centres. In many restriction enzymes, the catalytic
centres (one in each subunit) are represented by the PD…D/EXK motif, in which the two
carboxylates are responsible for Mg2+ binding, the essential cofactor for the great majority of
enzymes. The precise mechanism of cleavage has not yet been established for any enzyme;
the main uncertainty concerns the number of Mg2+ ions directly involved in the cleavage. The
cleavage in the two strands usually occurs in a concerted fashion and leads to an inversion of
configuration at the phosphorus (Pingoud and Jeltsch, 2001).
The archetypal („orthodox“) Type II enzymes are homodimers that recognizes palindromic
sequences of 4–8 bp, and cleave DNA within this sequence in both strands. Depending on
orientation of the two subunits in respect to each other and to the recognized sequence, they
can produce ‘blunt’ or ‘sticky’ ends with 3´- or 5´-overhangs of up to 5 nucleotides. Typical
representatives are EcoRI (produces sticky ends with 5′-overhangs), EcoRV (produces blunt
ends) and BglI (produces sticky ends with 3′-overhangs). There are many other different
subtypes of Type II enzymes, which do not conform to the definition of orthodox Type II
enzymes. A new nomenclature for these heterodox Type II restriction endonucleases (Table 3)
has recently been proposed (Roberts et al., 2003a). Many Type II restriction enzymes have not
been characterized in detail yet and for many of them it is not known whether they belong to
Type IIP, E or F. Crystal structure information is available for 27 Type II restriction
endonucleases so far (http://rebase.neb.com/cgi-bin/crylist ).
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Table 3 Subtypes of Type II REases (Roberts et al., 2003a)
Subtypea

Defining feature

Examples

Recognition sequence

A

Asymmetric recognition sequence

FokI

GGATG (9/13)

AciI

CCGC (–3/–1)

BcgI

(10/12) CGANNNNNNTGC
(12/10)

GsuI

CTGGAG (16/14)

HaeIV

(7/13) GAYNNNNNRTC (14/9)

BcgI

(10/12) CGANNNNNNTGC
(12/10)

EcoRII

↓CCWGG

NaeI

GCC↓GGC

SfiI

GGCCNNNN↓NGGCC

SgrAI

CR↓CCGGYG

BsgI

GTGCAG (16/14)

Eco57I

CTGAAG (16/14)

BcgI

(10/12) CGANNNNNNTGC
(12/10)

AhdI

GACNNN↓NNGTC

B
C

E

F

G

H

Two targets; one cleaved, one an effector

Two targets, both cleaved coordinately

Symmetric or asymmetric target. Affected
by AdoMet
Symmetric or asymmetric target. Similar
to Type I gene structure

M

Subtype IIP or IIA. Require methylated
target

DpnI

Gm6 A↓TC

P

Symmetric target and cleavage sites

EcoRI

G↓AATTC

PpuMI

RG↓GWCCY

BslI

CCNNNNN↓NNGG

FokI

GGATG (9/13)

MmeI

TCCRAC (20/18)

Bpu10I

CCTNAGC (–5/–2)b

BslI

CCNNNNN↓NNGG

S

T

a

Cleaves both sides of target on both
strands
Symmetric or asymmetric target. R and M
functions in one polypeptide

Asymmetric target and cleavage sites

Symmetric or asymmetric target. R genes
are heterodimers

Not all subtypes are mutually exclusive. E.g. BslI is of subtype P and T.
The abbreviation indicates double strand cleavage as shown below: 5′ C C↓T N A G C
3′ G G A N T↑C

b
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1.2.3 Type III
The Type III enzymes are the least well characterized of the three major RM systems. Till
now a combination of genetics and bioinformatics has revealed more than 140 confirmed and
putative Type III RM systems. These represent around 6% of all RM systems, but the real
percentage may be higher due to the over-representation of commercially exploitable Type II
enzymes (Sears et al., 2005).
Two closely related protein complexes, EcoPI and EcoP15I, specified by phage P1 and the
related plasmid p15B of Escherichia coli, are the most studied Type III enzymes to date. To a
lesser degree analysed enzymes are HinfIII and HineI (from H.influenzae serotypes Rf and
Re, respectively, studied by using the HP1c1 phage), StyLTI (from Salmonella enterica
serovar typhimurium), LlaFI (the only Type III RM system that has been characterized in
Gram-positive bacteria Lactococcus lactis) (Su et al., 1999), BceS1 and PhaB1, and a new
Type III restriction endonuclease designated PstII (recently purified from Providencia stuartii
(Sears and Szczelkun, 2005).
The Type III restriction–modification enzymes are hetero-oligomeric, multimeric (~ 380 kDa)
and multi-functional enzymes, composed of only two subunits, encoded by the mod and res
genes: Mod (DNA recognition and site-specific methylation of DNA) and Res (DNA
translocation and cleavage). The Mod subunit forms a stable dimer that acts as an independent
modification methylase in the presence of AdoMet. In contrast, the Res subunit has no
enzymatic activity when not assembled with Mod. The Res subunit is able to translocate and
cleave DNA in an ATP-dependent fashion only after formation of a complex Res2Mod2
(stoichiometry of an active endonuclease). The recognition sequence of Type III enzymes is
asymmetric, uninterrupted and 5–6 bp in length. Cleavage requires the presence of inversely
oriented recognition sites(Meisel et al., 1992) and occurs at non-specific loci adjacent to the
site, at a distance of approximately 25–27 bp downstream of the recognition sequence. These
recognition sites can be separated by tens to thousands of base pairs. DNA cleavage relies on
both ATP and Mg2+ cofactors. ATP acts as an allosteric activator of DNA binding and as a
transferable source of chemical energy. As for Type I endonucleases, ATP hydrolysis is
essential for Type III restriction enzyme translocation of the DNA and phosphodiester bond
hydrolysis. Despite the similarity of the tracking mechanisms, the level of ATP hydrolysis by
the Type I and Type III enzymes are very different. The Type I enzymes hydrolyse two orders
of magnitude more ATP than the Type III enzyme to move a given distance (Szczelkun,
2000). Sears et al. (Sears et al., 2005) also showed that PstII, in contrast to other Type I and
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III enzymes, has more relaxed nucleotide specificity and can cut DNA with GTP and CTP
(but not UTP).
The methyl donor S-adenosyl methionine (AdoMet) appears to have a dual role in the Type III
restriction reaction. As an allosteric activator it promotes DNA association and the MTase
conformation, and secondly it influences endonuclease activity by preventing DNA cleavage
between incorrect arrangements of sites, the cleavage occurs only when two endonucleases
bind two recognition sites in a designated orientation (Peakman et al., 2003). In certain
buffers it also stimulates DNA binding. (Peakman and Szczelkun, 2004) However, under the
right conditions, AdoMet is not strictly required for DNA cleavage by a Type III enzyme.
(Peakman et al., 2003)
The model of DNA cleavage by Type III restriction enzymes is very similar to that of Type I
endonucleases. Amino acid motifs found within the Res subunits of the Type III enzymes are
characteristic of superfamily 2 (SF2) DNA helicases, implying that the ATPase activity of
Type III enzymes may be coupled to polynucleotide tracking as in the helicases. The evidence
for 1D motion comes from the observation that a pair of Type III sites, in head-to-head
orientation, is required for DNA cleavage as well as the co-operative interaction of the Res
subunits from two Res2Mod2. The communication between site-specific recognition and nonspecific cleavage by Type III enzymes is provided by ATP-dependent DNA tracking
mechanism similar to that of Type I enzymes, but unidirectional. (Peakman and Szczelkun,
2004)
As mentioned before, Type III restriction enzymes require inversely oriented recognition sites
in order to catalyse DNA cleavage reactions. This ensures that hemimethylated recognition
sites are sufficient protection against restriction since DNA replication will always leave the
unmodified sites in direct orientation (Bourniquel and Bickle, 2002).

1.2.4 Type IV
The above-described RM systems restrict unmodified DNA. Type IV restriction enzymes
specifically recognise and cut modified DNA. These modification-dependent restriction
systems (MDRS) are pure endonucleases and lack an associated methylase. The only known
MDR systems are McrA, Mrr and McrBC. The McrA and Mrr systems have only been
partially characterised and do not appear to have a requirement for nucleotide hydrolysis. The
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McrBC system, which has been more thoroughly characterized, does require nucleotide
hydrolysis.
Historically, modification-dependent restriction (MDR) endonucleases represent the first
restriction systems ever described (Luria and Human, 1952), predating even classical phage
experiments identifying E. coli Type I R–M systems (Bertani and Weigle, 1953)(Arber and
Dussoix, 1962). The first studied MDR enzymes exhibited restriction activity against nonglycosylated 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (HMC)-DNA in T-even phages. In the 1980s, the
terminology mcr (for modified cytosine restriction) was introduced.

Figure 5 The Immigration Control Region of E. coli K-12 encodes three restriction systems.
The hsd cluster predicts the synthesis of three subunits, HsdS, HsdM and HsdR of Type I
restriction–modification enzyme, EcoKI. The mcrB and mcrC genes encode the modificationdependent McrBC enzyme, whereas the Mrr enzyme is the product of the mrr gene.
(Bourniquel and Bickle, 2002)

EcoKMcrBC of E. coli (or McrBC) is the best example studied at both the genetic and
biochemical level (Raleigh and Wilson, 1986) (Stewart et al., 2000). On the basis of sequence
similarity it is evident that there are many such systems in other bacteria and archaea.
McrBC is a two-subunit complex enzyme, which cuts DNA up to 3000 bp away from the
target site sequence. Methylated DNA is an absolute requirement for DNA cleavage. McrBC
endonuclease is encoded by the mcrB and the mcrC genes. Three products are expressed
from these two genes. The mcrC gene encodes the McrC protein (40 kDa), the mcrB gene
encodes two protein products, a large (53 kDa) full-length gene product termed McrBL and a
smaller McrBS protein (34 kDa) (Figure 5).
The mcrB gene is responsible for specific DNA recognition and binding to methylated DNA,
GTP-binding and hydrolysis, as well as interaction between subunits. Firstly there is the Nterminal McrBL DNA binding domain. The second active domain is the GTP-binding domain
of McrB, similar to that found in other GTPases. The mcrB gene shares sequence similarity
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with members of the AAA+ family of motor proteins (Neuwald et al., 1999) (AAA+ standing
for ATPases associated with various cellular activities). The key feature of the AAA+ family
is a conserved module of 230−250 amino acids that includes the Walker A and B motifs and
other unique regions of similarity (Patel and Latterich, 1998). The McrC protein harbours an
endonuclease motif TD244…D257xK, the catalytic centre for DNA cleavage.
McrBC together with PstII are the only known nucleases to use GTP instead of ATP. GTP is
necessary for DNA cleavage activity; GDP, GMP nor ATP could substitute for GTP
(Sutherland et al., 1992). GTP enhances McrBL DNA binding affinity, it is required for the
formation of the McrBL-DNA-McrC ternary complex and the McrBC-mediated DNA
translocation process is strictly dependent on GTP hydrolysis.
The McrBC endonuclease recognizes specifically hemimethylated or fully methylated DNA
with an RmC recognition site, where mC can be 5-methylcytosine, 5-hydroxymethyl-cytosine
or N4-methylcytosine. The presence of two methylated recognition sites is required before
DNA cleavage; they may be located at a variable distance, separated by as much as 3 kb
without impeding the DNA cleavage process. McrBC endonucleases remain bound to their
recognition sites during the translocation, strictly dependent on GTP hydrolysis. DNA
cleavage occurs upon stalling of translocation and is catalysed by the endonuclease domain of
the McrC subunit. The mechanism of DNA cleavage is similar to that of Type II FokI enzyme
and requires the co-operation between the endonuclease domains from two McrC proteins
(dimerisation needed). Cleavage occurs between the two bound RmC sites, approximately 10,
20, 30 (preferentially), 40 and 50 base pairs away from the recognition site.

1.3 Subunits of Type I RM enzymes
1.3.1 Specifity subunit - HsdS
The key role for DNA target site specificity of Type I R -M systems has been assigned to the
product of the hsdS gene (Boyer and Roulland-Dussoix, 1969). The HsdS subunit of the
multimeric Type I restriction endonucleases is responsible for DNA recognition and have two
main functions; the DNA binding and the interaction with the other subunits in the assembly
of the active endonuclease. The in vitro solubility of HsdS varies depending upon the Type I
family; the HsdS subunit of EcoKI (Dryden et al., 1997) and HsdS of EcoR124I are insoluble
when expressed independently from a variety of expression vectors; both are soluble as fusion
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proteins or as a part of MTase (Patel et al., 1992). HsdS of EcoAI is soluble as demonstrated
by Janscak and Bickle (Janscak and Bickle, 1998).
Sequence comparisons of Type I R–M systems have shown that the HsdS subunit consists of
two highly variable (even among members of the same family) domains of 150–180 amino
acid residues and two or more regions that are well conserved within a given family (FullerPace and Murray, 1986). The domain boundaries predicted from sequence comparisons were
reinforced by analyses of the limited proteolysis products from both EcoKI (Cooper and
Dryden, 1994) and EcoR124I (Webb et al., 1995) MTases. The two variable regions of the
HsdS subunit form independent target recognition domains (TRD1 and TRD2), each being
responsible for recognition of one half of the bipartite DNA recognition sequence (Cowan et
al., 1989) (Gubler et al., 1992). The TRD1 recognizes the 5′ part and the TRD2 recognizes the
3′ part of the bipartite target sequence, only specific regions of these domains are absolutely
involved in DNA recognition (Cowan et al., 1989). New combinations of these variable
sequences within the hsdS gene generate different DNA specificities. The amino acid
sequences of TRDs are poorly conserved among HsdS subunits from different systems.
The TRDs are separated by a short amino acid spacer region, which is highly conserved
among systems within a Type I family and less strongly among families. It lies about midway
between the C- and N-termini and is known as the central conserved region. The other
conserved region is at the C-terminus and some enzymes, e.g. EcoR124I, possess a very short
one also at the N-terminus. Internal sequence homologies suggest a “circular” organization of
the HsdS domains, within which the two TRDs are separated by two spacer regions and which
locates the two HsdM subunits symmetrically with respect to the target sites on the DNA
(Kneale, 1994). This symmetrical structure is predicted to be common to all members of the
known families of Type I enzymes (Figure 6). The conserved regions of HsdS have been
implicated in intersubunit contacts. Since there are two such regions in HsdS, each one
interacts with a single HsdM subunit (Kneale, 1994) (Janscak and Bickle, 1998) and probably
also with HsdR (Weiserova et al., 2000; Weiserova and Firman, 1998).
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Figure 6 HsdS-HsdM interactions in EcoR124I. (Murray, 2000)
(a) Organization of HsdS - two TRDs and the regions conserved in sequence for all members
of one family. (b) Model of Kneale - the repeated sequences form linkers joining the TRDs in
a rotationally symmetrical configuration. (c) Model of the MTase - two HsdM subunits bind
to the linker region to generate an enzyme.

1.3.2 Modification subunit - HsdM and methyltransferase
The HsdM subunit is responsible for binding the methylation cofactor S-adenosylmethionin
(AdoMet), determining the methylation status of the target sequence and carrying out
methylation of adenine bases.
The HsdM subunit is well conserved within the family (>90%), but comparisons among
members of different families generally indicate only 25 to 30% identity. Levels of sequence
identity of HsdM are much lower among families except at the conserved motifs.
HsdM contains amino acid motifs common to all adenine MTases. Site-directed mutagenesis
of the hsdM gene of E. coli K-12 demonstrated the relevance of two conserved sequences
located in the central part of the subunit to the methyltransferase activity (Willcock et al.,
1994). A change in the sequence predicted to be motif I (D/E/SXFXGXG) abolished binding
of AdoMet, while changes in motif IV (N/DPPF/Y/W) prevented catalysis but did not affect
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binding of the cofactor. Molecular modelling of Type I HsdM subunits, based on sequence
alignment and predicted secondary structures, suggested a domain in HsdM subunits, which
resembles that of the γ class of Type II N-6 adenine methyltransferases and includes the six
motifs found in the catalytic domain of M.TaqI (Labahn et al., 1994).
The first third of the HsdM subunit of EcoKI contains amino acids involved in establishing
the preference of this system for methylating hemimethylated DNA (Kelleher et al., 1991).
The C-terminal region of the modification subunit of EcoKI is essential for the assembly of
the EcoKI methyltransferase. (Powell et al., 2003)
A trimeric complex with a subunit stoichiometry of M2S1 (two HsdM subunits and one HsdS
subunit) appears to be required for methylation activity and the detection of methylation status
(Janscak and Bickle, 1998) (Dryden et al., 1993) (Taylor et al., 1992). The HsdS and HsdM
subunits alone, without HsdR, are sufficient for the methylation function (Suri and Bickle
1984). M.EcoR124I is stable in this complex. M.EcoKI is unstable, dissociates in free HsdM
subunit and a M1S1 dimer, which is inactive as an MTase although still able to bind to its
target sequence (Dryden et al., 1993; Dryden et al., 1997).
Methylation is probably achieved by a base-flipping mechanism, in which the target base is
rotated 180° out of the DNA helix into the enzyme catalytic site (Mernagh et al.,
1998)(Roberts and Cheng, 1998). It is predicted to be common to all DNA methyltransferases
as well as some DNA repair enzymes (Roberts and Cheng, 1998). For all Type I RM enzymes
with known target sequences, one adenine targeted for methylation is located within the top
strand of the DNA in the 5′ part of the target, and the second adenine is located within the
bottom strand in the 3′ part of the target sequence. If both adenines are unmethylated, the
restriction reaction is triggered when the HsdR subunits are present. Hemimethylated DNA is
the preferred target for rapid methylation by EcoKI (Dryden et al., 1993) and EcoR124I
(Taylor et al., 1993). EcoAI rapidly methylates unmethylated and hemimethylated targets
(Suri and Bickle, 1985). The EcoKI and EcoR124I MTases take hours to produce measurable
methylation of unmethylated DNA.
Although HsdS is the determinant of specificity, it is not able to bind DNA independently of
HsdM, which is highly soluble even at very high levels of expression. Both subunits are
required for DNA binding so HsdM must play a structural role in addition to its catalytic role
in the methyl transfer reaction. For EcoKI and EcoR124I HsdM is required to maintain the
solubility of HsdS (Patel et al., 1992), probably through hydrophobic interactions between
sites on the surfaces of both subunits, which would otherwise be exposed. It has been
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proposed that HsdM is required to enable HsdS to bind to its DNA recognition sequence by
maintaining the circular organization of the HsdS, in particular of the TRDs, so that they can
correctly locate both part of the DNA recognition sequence (Kneale, 1994). It was shown that
a large number of lysine residues in both the HsdM and HsdS subunits are protected from
modification when the intact MTase binds its DNA recognition sequence, suggesting that the
HsdM subunit makes numerous contacts with the phosphate groups of the DNA backbone.
Experimental evidence from X-ray scattering (Taylor et al., 1994) and DNA footprinting
(Mernagh and Kneale, 1996b) indicate that the methyltransferase completely encloses the
DNA when it binds. For M.EcoR124I DNA binding confers considerable protection from
proteolysis (Webb et al., 1995). Chemical modification experiments have shown that the
methyltransferase undergoes a significant conformational change when it binds to DNA
(Taylor et al., 1996). DNAse I footprinting experiments on M.EcoR124I bound to DNA
containing the recognition site have shown that the DNA is protected over an unusually large
region, amounting to over 20 bp on both strands of the DNA helix (Mernagh and Kneale,
1996a).

1.3.2.1 The structure prediction of MTase
The high-resolution crystal structure of a Type I HsdS subunit has been determined (Kim et
al., 2005)(Calisto et al., 2005) and the structures of two Type I HsdM subunits were deposited
in the Protein Data Bank, but have yet to be published. However, no crystal structure has been
reported for the trimeric MTase.
We have (Obarska et al., 2006) recently published a structural model of the Type IC
M.EcoR124I DNA methyltransferase (MTase), comprising the HsdS subunit, two HsdM
subunits, the cofactor AdoMet and the substrate DNA molecule. The structure of the
methylase subunits was based on the crystal structures of HsdS(MjaXIP) (Kim et al., 2005),
HsdS(MgeORF438P) (Calisto et al., 2005) and M.TaqI–DNA complex (Goedecke et al.,
2001) as well as EcoKI HsdM subunit (Protein Data Bank, Rajashankar KR, Kniewel R, Lima
CD, New York Structural, Genomics Research Consortium). It was modelled using
bioinformatics methods, with the docking of domains generated by fold-recognition and
comparative modelling, followed by optimization of inter-subunit contacts by energy
minimization and guided by experimental data on protein–DNA interactions in EcoR124I.
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Two globular target recognition domains (TRD) of HsdS are separated by an alpha helical
region (Figure 7A). The HsdM subunits are arranged in a manner that allows them access to
the methylation target sites by base flipping (Su et al., 2004) (Su et al., 2005) (Figure 7B).
The precise association of the HsdR subunits to the MTase complex remains unclear.

A

B

Figure 7 Predicted structural fold of the M.EcoR124I DNA methyltransferase and substrate.
(A) The energy-minimized model of HsdS, with the DNA fitted to the experimentally
measured 49° bend. The conserved (blue) region and variable (cyan) globular regions of the
HsdS structure. (B) The HsdS subunit is shown in green, with the helical coiled-coil region
below the DNA. The two HsdM subunits (in yellow and orange) can be seen located on either
side of the DNA in a symmetrical arrangement. The target adenines of the recognition
sequence are coloured red, and the methyl donor in blue. (Obarska et al., 2006)
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The model of M.EcoR124I has allowed identification of a number of functionally important
residues that appear to be involved in DNA-binding (Figure 8) and a detailed analysis of the
location of surface-modifiable lysines. Classically, mutations within the hsdS gene of a Type I
RM enzyme produce a r−m− phenotype due to the loss of DNA-binding properties (Glover
and Colson, 1969) (Hubacek and Glover, 1970). Mutations in the central conserved region of
the hsdS gene were found to cause an unexpected r−m+ phenotype, described as “nonclassical”, which is thought to be due to alterations of protein–protein interactions and of the
MTase ability to undergo conformational changes required for DNA binding (Weiserova and
Firman, 1998) (Weiserova et al., 2000). Our group significantly contributed to this model by
providing new point mutations within or close to the central conserved domain of hsdS and
localisation of those prepared and mentioned previously ([Weiserova, 2000 #1652] and our
unpublished results) (Figure 8). The mutations at either end of the domain retained the wt

phenotype. It is probably because this region serves as a flexible hinge allowing movement of
both TRDs during the conformational changes at DNA binding and bending of the MTase
upon DNA binding.

Figure 8 Predicted 3D structure of the DNA-binding subunit (HsdS) of EcoR124I. (Obarska
et al., 2006) Location of ‘non-classical’ mutations within HsdS. Red spheres illustrate ‘nonclassical’ mutations, blue spheres indicate silent mutations. The yellow amino acid is Pro218,
in which a Serine substitution produced an r−m− phenotype.
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In fact these mutations may stabilize the bend at the end of the helix but still allow overall
flexibility of the coiled-coil structure. The mutation in the centre of the coiled-coil structure
(Leu175Pro) only lowered the ability of the endonuclease to cut DNA, most probably because
it changed the orientation of the TRDs required during DNA binding.
Very interesting is the phenotype of two ‘mirrored’ lysines at either end of the coiled-coil spacer
region. Symmetrical mutations Lys184Asn and Lys384Asn revealed r−m+ phenotype, which

may reflect the loss of protein-protein interactions between HsdS and HsdR, probably because
this region is important for these interactions. The double mutation Lys184Asn/ Lys384Asn
also showed the restriction deficiency and revealed “non-classical” r−m+ phenotype in vivo.
However, this phenotype was produced in vitro only in the presence of the HsdR subunit;
MTase alone was not able to modify the DNA (Guzanova, Weiserova, unpublished data). It
seems likely that Lys184Asn/ Lys384Asn can methylate only in the form of endonuclease,
HsdR is stabilizing the MTase on DNA and thus helping the methylation process.

1.3.3 The motor subunit - HsdR
The addition of two HsdR subunits to the MTase (M2S1) completes the Type I endonuclease,
which is thus able to cleave DNA containing unmethylated sites. Cleavage occurs at locations
remote from the target sequence in a process involving translocation of DNA. The enzyme
remains attached to the target site and large loops of DNA are produced in the translocation
process.
HsdR comprises several domains defined by limited proteolysis, sequence and mutational
analysis. Near the N-terminus, there is a proteolytically defined endonuclease domain of 400
amino acids containing an amino acid motif common to all endonucleases, motif X
(Titheradge et al., 1996), which resembles both the catalytic site of Type II restriction
endonucleases, PD...(D/E)-X-K (Figure 9), and the RecB family endonucleases (Davies et al.,
1999b) (Janscak et al., 1999b) (McClelland, 2004) (Titheradge et al., 1996). Changes in this
motif lead to the loss of nuclease activity and removal of restriction ability (Davies et al.,
1999b) (Janscak et al., 1999b).
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Figure 9 Conserved region in the HsdR polypeptide of restriction-modification enzymes
EcoKI, EcoAI and EcoR124I
The C-terminal domain of 300 amino acids is possibly involved in contacting the MTase core
(Davies et al., 1999b). It is necessary for subunit assembly to produce functional
endonuclease. In between the endonuclease domain and the C-terminal domain there is a
region with sequence similarity to the 1A and 2A domains of DNA and RNA helicases
(Gorbalenya et al., 1989)(Gorbalenya and Koonin, 1991)(Bird et al., 1998).

1.3.3.1 DNA Translocation and cleavage
The restriction reaction is a multi-step process requiring ATP binding, ATP hydrolysis for
translocating DNA past the enzyme and Mg2+ for DNA cleavage. This activity of Type I RM
enzymes is very bizarre as cleavage occurs after translocation of DNA thousands of base pairs
away from the binding site (Szczelkun et al., 1997). The ability to translocate the DNA and
the use of ATP as a fuel for this translocation involves Type I RM enzymes among molecular
motors. Molecular motors in general move unidirectionally along polymer tracks, producing
movement and force in an ATP-dependent fashion (Kliche et al., 2001). Type I RM enzymes
are similar, but instead of moving along DNA, they move the DNA through the DNA-bound
enzyme complex. The first step for the DNA restriction reaction is the recognition of the
target site by MTase. The methyltransferase core of the enzyme remains stably bound to
dsDNA (Seidel et al., 2005) and then loads HsdR subunits on either side of the complex onto
adjacent DNA by allowing them to bind and initiate translocation. The addition of HsdR to
the MTase enhances the DNA binding affinity in the presence of cofactors, but curiously in
their absence DNA specificity is abolished and the enzyme binds well to any DNA sequence
(Powell et al., 1998). This tight binding to non-specific DNA may allow the enzyme to move
linearly along the DNA looking for its target sequence.
The HsdR subunits, while remaining bound to the MTase, interact tightly with DNA via their
motor domains and translocate adjacent DNA bidirectionally (Firman and Szczelkun, 2000)
(Seidel et al., 2004) (Seidel et al., 2005) with a speed of several hundred base pairs (bp) per
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second (McClelland et al., 2005). DNA translocation results in the formation of two large
DNA loops coming out from both sides of the enzyme–DNA complex., as seen by electron
microscopy (EM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Yuan et al., 1980)(Endlich and Linn,
1985)(Rosamond et al., 1979) (Berge et al., 2000) (Ellis et al., 1999) (van Noort et al., 2004)
and the topology of the DNA is altered (Janscak and Bickle, 2000) (Seidel et al., 2004).
Although there is evidence that the complex most likely undergoes a conformational change
and non-duplex DNA is formed transiently in a small initial expanding DNA loop (8 nm in
length) (van Noort et al., 2004), recently, it was shown that interstrand crosslinks (ICLs) do
not inhibit translocation during the subsequent loop expansion (Stanley et al., 2006).
Motion of the enzyme is highly processive (dissociation from the track or stalling events are
rare) and has a rate between 100 and 500 bp/s depending on the enzyme in question
(McClelland et al., 2005). The translocation process brings together enzymes bound to
different unmethylated sites on the same DNA molecule. It is thought that DNA cleavage
occurs when translocation is impeded, upon collision with a roadblock, which in vivo is most
likely another translocating Type I RM enzyme. The cleavage occurs via two successive
nicking reactions. The collision model was originally proposed by Studier and
Bandyopadhyay (Figure 10) (Studier and Bandyopadhyay, 1988) (Janscak et al., 1999a).

Figure 10 Model of DNA translocation (Dryden et al., 2001) Restriction enzyme binds to
unmethylated recognition targets (white rectangles). Upon ATP hydrolysis HsdR (in red)
translocates the DNA and DNA loops are extruded. (A) Cleavage of DNA is thought to occur
when two translocating complexes bound to the same DNA molecule collide. (B)
Dimerisation of two restriction complexes bound to unmethylated recognition targets has
been shown to occur before the addition of ATP. (C) DNA cleavage can be stimulated when
DNA translocation is impeded by any block (a stop sign).
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DNA molecule is cleaved by Type I restriction enzymes with an efficiency, which depends on
the number of target sites present on the DNA. On circular DNA with a single recognition
site, cleavage can occur when the enzyme stalls due to bi-directional translocation of the
entire DNA circle (Janscak et al., 1999a). Each HsdR subunit, loaded by MTase, translocates
in opposite direction and can therefore collide with one another. Linear DNA molecules
containing a single recognition site are resistant to cleavage as they lack a block to DNA
translocation. On these one-site linear DNA substrates each HsdR subunit translocates in an
opposite direction and therefore a collision event between two HsdRs is not possible. They
can be cleaved only if they contain at least two unmodified recognition sites (Dreier et al.,
1996) (Janscak et al., 1999a) (Murray et al., 1973), with cleavage occurring in the region
between the recognition sites (Studier and Bandyopadhyay, 1988) (Szczelkun et al., 1997). If
the sites are recognized by the same enzyme, on linear or circular DNA the cleavage occurs
roughly half way between two successive target sites. For EcoKI the majority of cleavage was
observed midway between sites (Studier and Bandyopadhyay, 1988) (Garcia L. R and
Molineux, 1999). In contrast, EcoR124I revealed increased level of cleavage close to its
recognition site (Szczelkun et al., 1997). Type I enzymes from different families can
cooperate to cut linear DNA containing one site for each enzyme but the cleavage position
does not have to be half way between sites, which suggests different translocation rates and
the stability of the collision complexes (Janscak et al., 1999a) (Szczelkun, 2002). If the
circular DNA containing one target site is concatenated with a DNA circle lacking a target
site, only the DNA containing the target site is cleaved (Szczelkun et al., 1996).
As mentioned above, alterations to the DNA structure, such as the introduction of a Holliday
junction (Janscak et al., 1999a) or large single-stranded DNA gaps (Stanley et al., 2006), have
been shown to induce DNA cleavage. Cleavage of the DNA at the bead has also been
observed in single-molecule experiments (Seidel et al., 2004). These cleavage events may
occur in the absence of interacting with a second HsdR. It is possible that any modification
significantly hindering DNA translocation by an HsdR subunit can trigger cleavage. However,
the rate and amplitude of cleavage, observed under these conditions, is significantly lower
compared to a collision of two HsdR subunits.
Despite the understanding of the mechanism of how Type I restriction enzymes select DNA
cleavage sites, little is known about the nature of the DNA ends produced during the cleavage.
Jindrova et al. (Jindrova et al., 2005) analyzed the DNA ends resulting from the cleavage of a
circular DNA substrate by the representatives of the Type IA, IB and IC families, EcoKI,
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EcoAI and EcoR124I, respectively. All three enzymes cut a circular DNA randomly with no
preference for a particular base composition surrounding the cleavage site, producing both 5′and 3′-overhangs of varying lengths. EcoAI preferentially generated 3′-overhangs of 2–3 nt,
whereas EcoKI and EcoR124I displayed some preference for the formation of 5′-overhangs of
a length of ~ 6–7 and 3–5 nt, respectively. Type I restriction enzymes require two cleavageproficient HsdR subunits to introduce DNA double-strand breaks, each providing one
catalytic centre for phosphodiester bond hydrolysis (Dryden et al., 1997) (Janscak et al., 1998)
(Jindrova et al., 2005) (Figure 11).

Figure 11 Proposed models for DNA duplex breakage by Type I restriction enzymes on
circular (A) and linear (B) DNA substrates. The pairs of scissors indicate the position of DNA
double-strand break. (Jindrova et al., 2005)

The functional Type I endonuclease has stoichiometry of HsdR2HsdM2HsdS1, which is often
referred as R2 complex. It had been previously shown that R2 complex is unstable and
dissociates easily (Janscak et al., 1998). Many purified Type I RM enzymes are found to
dissociate under in vitro conditions into a partially assembled enzyme complex carrying only
one HsdR (HsdR1HsdM2HsdS1, or R1 complex) (Janscak et al., 1998) (Suri, 1984). R1
complex lacks endonuclease activity, but is still able to translocate DNA (Firman and
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Szczelkun, 2000). For EcoR124I, the translocation rate of an HsdR in an R1 complex is the
same as in an R2 complex, although its processivity is reduced by more than three-fold (Seidel
et al., 2004). The direction of translocation between R1 complexes can switch (Firman and
Szczelkun, 2000) (Seidel et al., 2004), which can be explained by the HsdR dissociation and
reassociation in between translocation events.
The translocation rate of R2 complex of EcoR124I is about 1000 bp/sec, while translocation
rate of R1 complex is only 550 bp/sec. This two-fold difference in the translocation rate
indicates that the two HsdR subunits are independent translocases, whose forward stepping is
not coordinated (Dryden, 2004a; Seidel et al., 2004), each HsdR subunit pulling DNA from
opposite direction (Firman and Szczelkun, 2000). Average translocated distances by R1 and
R2 complexes of EcoR124I are 4300 bp and 1300 bp, respectively (Seidel et al., 2004). While
EcoKI is able to translocate 40 000 bp of  phage DNA in in vivo conditions (Garcia L. R and
Molineux, 1999).
Although some of the translocation properties of Type I restriction enzymes have been well
characterized, the processes accompanying initiation of translocation have remained obscure.
Seidel et al. (Seidel et al., 2005) have observed repeated reinitiation of the translocation
activity; after the translocation was terminated due to the limited processivity(Firman and
Szczelkun, 2000)(Seidel et al., 2004), the motor activity can be re-established. The authors
showed the termination of the translocation process is caused by disassembly of the enzyme
complex. Specifically, the translocating HsdR motor subunit dissociates from the MTase core,
which itself remains bound to the DNA. HsdR dissociation is the final step in the termination.
An obligate step for reinitiation of translocation is the binding of a new HsdR motor subunit
from solution to the DNA-bound MTase. This means that the MTase core repeatedly loads
motor subunits from the solution onto the adjacent DNA. The loading events of the two
motors of EcoR124I occur in an independent manner. Reinitiation of translocation by the
Type I RM enzyme EcoR124I depends strongly on the concentration of HsdR motor subunits
in the solution, whereas it is independent of the amount of MTase in the solution (Figure 12).
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Figure 12 Three possible mechanisms for the termination and reinitiation of translocation by
Type I RE (Seidel et al., 2005) (1) release of the translocated DNA by the HsdR subunits, the
enzyme complex remains bound on the DNA; (2) disassembly of the enzyme by dissociation
of the HsdR subunits from the MTase; (3) complete dissociation of the enzyme complex from
the DNA.

1.3.3.2 EcoR124I as a SF2 helicase
The central region of the HsdR subunit contains seven DEAD-box amino acid motifs, which
classify Type I RM enzymes as Superfamily 2 helicases (McClelland, 2004). This group of
helicases encompass a range of both DNA and RNA helicases from eukaryotes, prokaryotes
and viruses, implicated in ATP binding, ATP hydrolysis and DNA translocation (Linder,
2006).
On the basis of sequence, structure and mechanism, helicases were divided into six
superfamilies, and each superfamily was subdivided on the basis of mechanistic
understanding (Singleton et al., 2007). For the largest two groups (SF1 and SF2) seven
“signature” motifs were originally described (Gorbalenya, 1993) but these motifs have
expanded to include new ones, such as the Q-motif (Tanner et al., 2003), TxGx (Pause and
Sonenberg, 1992) or motif 4a (Korolev et al., 1998). Some of these additional motifs are
specific for a superfamily or a subfamily. Of all these motifs, three are highly conserved
among the families: Walker A (motif I) and Walker B (motif II), involved in the binding and
hydrolysis of the NTP, and “arginine finger” (motif 6) that plays a key role in energy
coupling. The Walker A motif (GxxxxGK(T/S) – consensus for SF2) is often referred to as
the phosphate-binding loop or P-loop; it is involved in binding the terminal phosphate groups
of ATP through the amino group of the conserved lysine residue and the hydroxyl group of
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either the threonine or serine is involved in ligating the metal ion Mg2+. The Walker B motif
has the amino acid residues DExx (DEAD for SF2); it is involved in the coordination of Mg2+
through the carboxyl group of conserved aspartic acid. The other motifs are less well
conserved and differ among families. However, in all superfamilies the conserved motifs are
arranged within core RecA-like domains.
As mentioned above, the motor function of HsdR subunit is accomplished by SF2 helicase
motifs, although DNA unwinding is not observed for Type I RM enzymes, which is the
difference from the classical helicases (Seidel et al., 2005). They contain the protein motifs,
which form an energy-coupling module based around RecA-folds that converts the binding
and hydrolysis of NTPs into mechanical events on DNA or RNA (Singleton and Wigley,
2002). For helicases as originally defined, the catalysis of nucleic acid strand separation is the
key to their translocation mechanism (Kuhn et al., 1979) (Soultanas and Wigley, 2001).
However, there are also many enzymes classified as helicases, which fail to unwind such
substrates. The lack of unwinding activity reflects the fact that ssDNA or ssRNA production
is not required for the cellular role of the enzyme.
Extensive sequence analysis and mutational experimentation have demonstrated the
importance of all seven conserved DEAD-box motifs for ATP hydrolysis and DNA
translocation. DNA cleavage is affected indirectly (Davies et al., 1999b) (Davies et al., 1998)
(Davies et al., 1999a). The presence of these helicase motifs implies that Type I enzymes use
a helicase activity to move DNA past the enzyme until the cleavage site is reached (Figure
13).

Figure 13 Conserved motifs of EcoKI HsdR subunit. The endonuclease motif (motif X) was
first identified in Type II restriction enzymes. The consensus sequence PD(D/E)XK is within
the DNA cleavage catalytic domain. Motifs I–VI (DEAD-box motifs) represent the seven
conserved motifs characteristic of superfamily 2 DNA and RNA helicases. The scale gives the
length of the polypeptide amino acid sequence. (Bourniquel and Bickle, 2002)
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Recently, Stanley et al. (Stanley et al., 2006) showed that despite the presence of
characteristic helicase motifs in HsdR, EcoR124I is very unlikely to be an obligate
unwindase. The authors used DNA containing covalent interstrand crosslinks (ICLs) and
demonstrated that EcoR124I could translocate DNA past ICLs, which is inconsistent with an
obligatory unwinding mechanism. They observed that both backbone and base modifications
affected translocation, with the greatest effects on the 3´–5´ strand. It was therefore suggested
that, like other related dsDNA motors, EcoR124I utilises the entire dsDNA structure for its
motor activity. Translocation of the intact dsDNA occurs principally via contacts to the sugarphosphate backbone and bases of the 3´–5´ strand; contacts to the 5´–3´ strand are not
essential for motion but they play the key role in stabilising the motor on the DNA.
Consequently, EcoR124I represents a prototypical member of a new class of dsDNA
translocases, which also includes enzymes involved in chromatin remodelling (Durr et al.,
2005)(Whitehouse et al., 2003)(Lia et al., 2006) and DNA recombination (Singleton et al.,
2001). The presence of ATP binding motifs, that couple nucleotide binding energy to protein
domain motions, points to their relationship to classical helicases (Singleton and Wigley,
2002).
However, EcoR124I cannot be currently classified as a helicase and a new motor taxonomy is
required. Although many proteins classified as helicases unwind dsDNA substrates, more and
more experimental evidences prove (e.g. (Stanley et al., 2006)) that many helicases,
particularly those within SF2, do not unwind dsDNA. Singleton (Singleton et al., 2007) has
suggested a change in the nomenclature of helicases. The α helicases translocate along ssDNA
and either passively or actively unwind dsDNA. The β helicases translocate along dsDNA and
may possess unwinding activity through accessory domains (e.g. RecG), or dsDNA
translocation is required for some activity such as restriction of phage (Type I RM enzymes)
or remodelling of chromatin (SWI2/SNF2). A directionality of 3’-5’ is classified as “A” and
directionality of 5’-3’ is described as “B”. According to this pre-nomenclature and results
presented by Stanley et al (Stanley et al., 2006), EcoR124I is a prototype of the SF2Aβ
helicase.
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1.3.3.3 The structure of HsdR
To date, there are no crystallographic data available providing information on the HsdR
structure. However, recently the structure has been modelled using a combination of fold
recognition, homology modelling and de novo protein folding methods (Obarska-Kosinska et
al., 2008). Three-dimensional models of the N-terminal domain and central domain of the
EcoR124I HsdR structure were constructed and the C-terminal domain was predicted to
contain a coiled-coil element, presumably involved in protein-protein interactions.
Because of the absence of experimentally determined high-resolution structures and any
homolog of known structure similar to the EcoR124I HsdR subunit to model the entire
subunit (on the basis of the sequence similarity structural considerations, match of secondary
structure elements, compatibility of residue-residue contacts, etc.), the HsdR sequence had to
be split into several overlapping segments. These segments were individually submitted to the
Gene-Silico meta-server for the three-dimensional fold identification and FR servers (protein
fold-recognition) for sequence-structure-function relationship investigation. The results
enabled to divide the EcoR124I HsdR structure into the domains: N-terminal nuclease domain
(residues 1-249), DNA translocase module (composed of two RecA-like NTPase domains,
residues 250-464 and 473-728) and C-terminal domain (residues 729-1083).
Analysis of sequence conservation indicated that the N-terminal domain harbours a conserved
pattern of residue E-Xn-D-X13-E-X-K resembling the canonical PD-(D/E)xK nuclease motif.
A prediction of secondary structure indicated that the conserved residues are associated with
an α-β-β-β-α-β pattern of secondary structures typical for nucleases from the PD-(D/E)xK
family (Bujnicki and Rychlewski, 2001)(Kosinski et al., 2005). The predicted secondary
structure of this domain of the EcoR124I HsdR contains a long insertion between the first (β1)
and the second β-strand (β2) of PD-(D/E)xK fold and additional two β-strands at the Nterminus (Figure 14).
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Figure 14 Model of the N-terminal domain of EcoR124I HsdR. A) Model coloured according
to MetaMQAP evaluation. Well-scored regions are coloured blue, poorly scored are in red. B)
Residues predicted to be functionally important. (Obarska-Kosinska et al., 2008)

The central region with the function of DNA translocase (Gorbalenya and Koonin, 1991) was
predicted to exhibit the DEAD-box helicase-like fold and unsurprisingly it contains two RecA
like subdomains (RecA-I and RecA-II) consisting of beta sheets surrounded by alpha helices
(Figure 15).

A

B

Figure 15 Model of the central domain, DNA translocase domain, of the EcoR124I HsdR. A)
Model coloured according to MetaMQAP evaluation. Well-scored regions are in blue, poorlyscored in red. B) The residues predicted to be involved in ATP binding are located in a cleft
between two ATPase domains. (Obarska-Kosinska et al., 2008)
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The C-terminal domain, as mentioned above, is believed to be important for binding HsdR to
the MTase complex. Secondary structure prediction indicated that this region is rich in
helices, exhibits some tendency for intrinsic disorder and shows a potential to form two to
four coiled coils.
The crystal structures of some SF2 enzymes are available – the HCV NS3 helicase domain
(Yao et al., 1997), UvrB (Theis et al., 1999), RecQ (Bernstein et al., 2003), RecG (Singleton
et al., 2001) and more recently Rad54 (Thoma et al., 2005) and SWI2/SNF2 ATPase core (a
Rad54 homologue) bound to DNA (Durr et al., 2005).
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2 Aims of the work


Investigation of the role of the conserved amino acid residues in PD-(ExK) Motifs II
and III of the HsdR subunit in the function of Type I restriction modification enzyme
EcoR124I



Mutagenesis of D151, E165 and K167 amino acid residues in the Motifs II and III
and analysis of their effect on cleavage, ATPase and DNA translocation activities



Bioinformatics analysis of the amino acid alignment of the N-terminal nuclease
domain of HsdR revealed a new motif, QxxxY, typical of RecB-like nucleases.
Therefore this motif was further analysed.



Mutagenesis of the QxxxY motif of the HsdR subunit and an examination of the role
of Q and Y residues in the function of EcoR124I
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3. Materials and methods
3.1. Bacterial strains, plasmids and bacteriophages
All bacteria and plasmids used are listed in Table 4.
Table 4 E.coli strains and plasmids
E.coli strain

Genotype or phenotype

BL21(DE3)

E.coli B F- dcm, ompT hsdS (rB- mB-) gal  (DE3)

C122

E.coli C prototroph (hsdR-S)

Source
{Studier, 1990 #1656}
British culture collection,
Strain No.122

F'traΔ36, lacI, Δ(lacZ)M15 proAB/recA1, endA1,
JM109(DE3)

gyrA96 (NalR), hsdR17, mcrA relA1, supE, sbcBC, thi-

Promega

1, Δ(lac-proAB),λ(DE3)

Plasmids
plasmid IncFIV carrying hsd genes EcoR124I, TcR

{Hedges, 1972 #1730}

A derivative of R124 with mutation in hsdR gene

(Weiserova, unpublished

(EcoR124I)

result)

pACR124

pACYC184 carrying the Ptrc - hsdR (EcoR124I), CmR

{Janscak, 1996 #929}

pACYC184

CmR, TcR, ori p15A

{Chang, 1978 #874}

R124
R124 - 25

A derivate of pUC119 and pET3A, carrying hsdM and
pJS4M

hsdS (EcoR124I) genes expressed from T7 promoter,

{Patel, 1992 #612}

ApR
pCFD30
pMDS27.3
pTYB11
pLKS5

pTZ19R carrying a single recognition site for
EcoR124I, ApR
pTYB11 carrying a single recognition site for
EcoR124I, Ap

R

pBR322 derivative, M13 origin, rop, lacI, T7 promoter,
ApR
pTYB11 carrying a single recognition site for
EcoR124I, ApR, Section 3.6.8.4.1.

{Weiserova, 2000 #1652}
(Mark Szczelkun, unpublished
results)
New England Biolabs
{Stanley, 2006 #2310}
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Bacteriophages
vir

- virulant mutant of phage  able to multiply within lysogenic or non-lysogenic cells
(collection of IMIC) {Ptashne, 1988 #2137}

0

- phage vir multiplied in the strain C r- m-, no modification occurs (unmodified)

 R124I - phage vir multiplied in the strain C122/R124, where it is modified to R124I
specificity

3.2 Chemicals and stock solutions
Chemicals used are listed in Table 5.

Table 5 Chemicals
Chemicals

Company

Acryl amide

Serva, Germany

AA/BAA (Acrylamid/bis-acrylamide),29:1,
30% stock solution

Sigma-Aldrich, Germany

Agar

Oxoid, UK

Agarose

Sigma-Aldrich

AgNO3

Lachema, CR

Albumin, Bovine

Sigma-Aldrich

Ammonium acetate

Lachema

APS - ammonium persulphate

Lachema

ATP

Sigma-Aldrich

Benzamidine

Sigma-Aldrich

BFM - Bromphenol blue

Lachema

CaCl2

Lachema

CH3COOH, acetic acid

Lachema

Complete – protease inhibitors mix

Roche, Germany

Coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250

Serva

DTT - dithiotreitol

Sigma-Aldrich

EDTA - ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid

Lachema

Ethanol

Lachema

Formaldehyde

Lachema

Gelatine

Oxoid
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Glucose

Lachema

Glutaraldehyde

Sigma-Aldrich

Glycerol

Lachema

Glycine

Sigma-Aldrich

HCl – hydrochloric acid

Fluka

IPTG - isopropyl--D-thiogalaktopyranosid

Serva

Isobutylalcohol

Lachema

Malachite green
-mercaptoethanol

Serva

Methanol

Lachema

MgCl2 - Magnesium chloride

Lachema

MgSO4 - Magnesium sulphate

Lachema

MnCl2 - Manganese chloride

Lachema

NaCl – Sodium chloride

Lachema

Na2CO3 - Disodium carbonate

Lachema

NaF – Sodium fluoride

Fluka

Na2HPO4 - Disodium hydrogen phosphate

Lachema

NaOH – Sodium hydroxide

Lachema

PMSF - Phenylmethylsulfonyl fluorid

Sigma-Aldrich

SDS - Sodiumdodecylsulfate

Serva

Sodium acetate

Lachema

Sucrose
TEMED - N,N,N´,N´-tetramethylethylendiamin

Serva

Tris-acetate

Lachema

Tris-Cl

Lachema

Tryptone

Oxoid

Yeast Extract

Oxoid

Enzymes: SphI, Hind III, EcoRI – Fermentas, USA
ApaI – New England Biolabs, USA
Pfu Turbo DNA polymerase, Dpn I – Stratagene USA
Oligonucleotides for mutagenesis were supplied by East Port (Praha, CR).
Oligonucleotides for stopped-flow experiments were supplied by MWG Biotech (Ebersberg,
Germany).
MW standards: DNA MW Marker X (0.07 – 12.2 kbp), Roche, Germany
DNA MW Marker SmartLadder (200 – 10 000 bp), Eurogentec, UK
Protein Marker Standard Mixture (15000-150000), Sigma, USA
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Radioactive [γ32P]-ATP was supplied from Amersham Biosciences (370 MBq/ml, 110
TBq/mmol).

3.3 Bacterial media and antibiotics
LIQUID MEDIA
LB Medium (Luria-Bertani Medium)
Tryptone (Oxoid)…………………….................................…10 g
Yeast Extract (Oxoid)…………………....................................5 g
NaCl……………………………………...................................5 g
Deionized H2O ……………...........................................…ad 1 000 ml
The pH adjusted to 7.4 with NaOH before autoclaving.
2xYT Medium
Tryptone (Oxoid)…………………….................................…16 g
Yeast Extract (Oxoid)…………………..................................10 g
NaCl……………………………………...................................5 g
Deionized H2O ……………...........................................…ad 1 000 ml
The pH adjusted to 7.4 with NaOH before autoclaving.
SOLID MEDIA
1.5% LA: 1.5 g agar (Oxoid) / 100 ml LB
0.6% LA (soft agar overlay): 0.6 g agar (Oxoid)/ 100 ml LB
ANTIBIOTICS
Stock concentration

Working concentration

Ampiciline (Ap)

100 mg/ ml in ddH2O

100 g/ml

Tetracycline (Tc)

12.5 mg/ ml in ddH2O with 12.5 g/ml
96% ethanol (50% v/v)

Chloramphenicol (Cm)

20 mg/ ml in 96% ethanol

50 g/ml
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3.4 Buffers and solutions
Phage buffer: 22 mM KH2 PO4
49.1 mM Na2HPO4
85.6 mM NaCl
pH adjusted to 7.2 before autoclaving
After autoclaving add:

1 mM MgSO4,
0.1 mM CaCl2
0.001% gelatine

Physiologic solution: 0.85% NaCl

Solutions for plasmid DNA isolation:
Solution I, pH 8:

50 mM glucose
25 mM Tris-Cl
10 mM EDTA

Solution II:

0.2 M NaOH
1% SDS

Solution III:

7.5 M Ammonium acetate

TAE - Tris-acetate electrophoresis buffer, pH 8:

40 mM Tris-Ac
1 mM EDTA

TE, pH 8.0:

10 mM Tris-Cl
1 mM EDTA

SDS-PAGE (Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis):
Tris-glycine electrophoresis buffer (running buffer):

25 mM Tris-Cl
250 mM Glycine
0.1% SDS
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4x Tris-Cl/SDS, pH 8.8: 1.5 M Tris-Cl containing 0.4% SDS
4x Tris-Cl/SDS, pH 6.8: 0.5 M Tris-Cl containing 0.4% SDS
Resolving gel 10%: H2O …………….……………….……………….…5 ml
AA/BAA (30% stock solution, 29:1)…….…..….…4 ml
4x Tris-Cl/SDS, pH 8.8….………………................3 ml
10% APS...40 l
TEMED………………………………....…………16 l
Stacking gel 5%:

H2O …………………………………….…………..3 ml
AA/BAA (30% stock solution, 29:1)…………....0.75 ml
Tris-Cl/SDS, pH 6.8…………………………......1.25 ml
10% APS…………………………………………...20 l
TEMED……………………………………………...5 l

1x SDS gel loading buffer:

50 mM Tris-Cl, pH 6.8
2% SDS
1% -mercaptoethanol
10% glycerol
0.01% BPB

Bradford dye reagent:

10% Coomassie Brilliant Blue G250
95% Ethanol
85% H3PO4

Staining of proteins in SDS-polyacrylamide gels with Coomassie brilliant blue:
0.1% CBB R250
50% methanol
10% acetic acid
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Buffers for protein purification
Buffer L:

10 mM Tris-Cl, pH 8
50 mM NaCl
0.1 mM EDTA, pH 8
1 mM DTT

Buffer H:

10 mM Tris-Cl, pH 8
2 M NaCl
0.1 mM EDTA, pH 8
1 mM DTT

Buffer C:

10 mM Tris-Cl, pH 8
0.2 M NaCl
0.1 mM EDTA, pH 8
1 mM DTT

STE:

10 mM Tris-Cl, pH 8
100 mM NaCl
0.1 mM EDTA, pH 8

Lysis buffer:

50 mM Tris-Cl, pH 8
25% (w/v) sucrose
5 mM EDTA, pH 8
3 mM DTT
1 mM benzamidine
0.1 mM PMSF

Buffers for malachite green ATPase assay:
Phosphate buffer, pH 8.3:

300 mM KH2PO4
62.4 mM K2HPO4

Malachite green reagent:

5.72% (w/v) ammonium molybdate in 6 M HCl
2.32% (w/v) polyvinyl alcohol

Materials and methods
0.0812% (w/v) malachite green
dH2O - mixed before use in a ratio 1:1:2:2

Buffers for DNA-binding studies:
Binding buffer:

50 mM Tris-Cl, pH 8
25 mM NaCl
10 mM MgCl2
1 mM DTT
10% glycerol

6% non-denaturating PAG: 40% AA/BAA (19:1).............................................1.5 ml
50x TAE.................................................................0.2 ml
1 M DTT..................................................................30 μl
TEMED...................................................................10 μl
10% APS.................................................................60 μl
H2O......................................................................8.27 ml
Dilution buffer:

50% buffer L
50% (w/v) glycerol

Buffers for DNA cleavage assay
Restriction buffer:

50 mM Tris-Cl, pH 8
50 mM NaCl
10 mM MgCl2
1 mM DTT

STEB - Stop solution:

100 mM EDTA
2% SDS
10% glycerol
0.1% BPB solution
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BPB – bromphenol blue solution:

2.5% glycerol
2.5 mM DTT
0.025% (w/v) BPB

DNA loading buffer: 0.07% bromphenol blue
7% SDS
33% glycerol

Buffers for DNA translocation assay (bulk experiments – stopped-flow fluorimeter):
Buffer R:

50 mM Tris-Cl, pH 8
10 mM MgCl2
1 mM DTT

Buffer MM:

10 mM Mes, pH 5.5
12.5 mM MgCl2

3.5 Instruments and devices


Gel analysis software, Advanced Image Data Analyzer v. 3.28 (Aida)



Stopped flow data analysis software, KinetAsyst 3.11, Hi-Tech Scientific, UK



GraFit 5.0.8, Data analysis software, Erithacus Software, Slough, UK



Labview - Magnetic Tweezers Software, software made in Dr. Ralf Seidel Laboratory



Origin 7, Data analysing and Graphing Software, Massachusetts, USA



Rotor TFT 80.13 (rmax= 84.7 mm), DuPont, USA



OTD-Combi ultracentrifuge, Sorvall-OTD-Combi, DuPont, USA



Sorvall RT6000B centrifuge, DuPont, USA



Sorvall RC5C centrifuge, DuPont, USA



Rotor Sorvall SS34 (rmax= 10.7 cm), DuPont, USA



Mini Spin Plus Centrifuge, Eppendorf, Germany



Vortex Genie 2, Scientific Industries, USA



Gel documentation system GDS 5000, UNLipmex, UK



Sonicator, U50, Kika Laboratortechnik, Germany
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Spectrophotometer, Unicam SP, 1700



Spectrophotometer BioMate 5, ThermoSpectronic, USA



Cell Density Meter Biowave CO8000, WPA, UK



Transilluminator UVT-20M, Herolab GmbH Laboratorgerate, Germany



Protein Gel Electrophoresis Apparatus, ATTO gel box, GRI, Japan



Horizontal Gel Electrophoresis Apparatus Horizon 58, Whatman Biometra, USA



Water bath SUB 6, Grant Instruments, UK



Water bath WBU 45, Memmert, Germany



Electrophoresis power supply 500/200, Bio-Rad Laboratories, USA



Electrophoresis power supply E143, Consort nv, Belgium



Block Heater BTD, Grant- Bio, Grant Instruments, UK



Thermoblock TB1 TGradient, Whatman Biometra, UK



Protein Purification System, Econo System, Bio Rad, USA



Gel Dryer Model 583, Bio Rad, USA



SF61-DX2 stopped-flow fluorimeter, Hi-Tech Scientific, Salisbury, UK



Magnetic Tweezers Setup:
Camera Pulnix TM 6710 CL; Translational and rotational motors: Physical
Instruments, M126 P1, Karsruhe, Germany; Piezo Controller: Physical Instruments,
E665CR; Syringe Pump: World Precision Instruments, AL-1000, Sarasota, USA; All
mechanical parts: Thorlabs, Munich, Germany; All optical parts (lenses, mirrors):
Newport, CA, USA; Cyclope frame grabber installed in a 486-100-MHz PC (the card
connecting camera to the PC): National Instruments, PCI 1428, Austin, Texas, USA
Nikon Diaphot-200 inverted microscope, USA



Protein purification column:
HiPrep 16/10 DEAE FF column (20ml), Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, UK
HiTrap Heparin HP column (5 ml), Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, UK
HiPrep 16/60 Sephacryl S-200 High Resolution (120ml), Amersham Pharmacia
Biotech, UK
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3.6. Methods
3.6.1. Site - directed mutagenesis
3.6.1.1 Oligonucleotide annealing
Forward and reverse oligonucleotides (100 μM) were added in equal quantities giving a final
solution of 50 μM. This was heated in a block heater at exactly 90 °C for 10 min before being
allowed to slowly cool in the block to room temperature.
The forward oligonucleotides used for the substitutions (in bold) were:
D151A: CACGCTAACCGTTATGCCGTAACTATCCTGGTTAATGG
E165A: CCGCTGGTACAAATCGCACTGAAAAAACGCGGC
E165D: CCGCTGGTACAAATCGACCTGAAAAAACGCGGC
E165H: CCGCTGGTACAAATCCATCTGAAAAAACGCGGC
K167A: GGTACAAATCGAACTGGCAAAACGCGGCGTGGC
Q179A: TCGTGAGGCTTTCAACGCGATACATCGTTACAG
Q179K: TCGTGAGGCTTTCAACAAGATACATCGTTACAG
Y183A: CCAGATACATCGTGCCAGTAAAGAGAGTTTTAACAGCG
Y183F: CCAGATACATCGTTTCAGTAAAGAGAGTTTTAACAGCG
Q179A,Y183A double mutant: TCGTGAGGCTTTCAACGCGATACATCGTGCCAG was
used to mutate pACR124(Y183A)

3.6.1. Site - directed mutagenesis
The Quick-Change XL mutagenesis kit of Stratagene was employed for site-directed
mutagenesis of the hsdR gene present on pACR124 plasmid {Janscak, 1996 #929}; the
process was carried out as described in the handbook supplied.
The QuickChange XL method is performed using PfuTurbo DNA polymerase and a thermal
temperature cycler. PfuTurbo DNA polymerase replicates both plasmid strands with high
fidelity and without displacing the mutant oligonucleotide primers. The procedure utilizes a
supercoiled double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) vector with an insert of interest and two synthetic
oligonucleotide primers containing the desired mutation. The oligonucleotide primers, each
complementary to opposite strands of the vector, are extended during temperature cycling by
using PfuTurbo DNA polymerase. Following temperature cycling, the product is treated with
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DpnI, which is specific for methylated and hemimethylated DNA and is used to digest the
parental DNA template and to select for mutation-containing synthesized DNA. DNA isolated
from almost all E. coli strains is dam methylated and therefore susceptible to DpnI digestion.
A double mutant (Q179A,Y183A) was produced by two consecutive rounds of mutagenesis.
DNA sequences were determined using a Vistra DNA sequencer 725 (Dr. J. Fehlsberg). The
DNAs after mutagenesis were transformed into XL-10 GOLD (Stratagene) competent cells
and approximately ten colonies obtained after transformation of each mutant was minipreped.
The purified DNAs were then used for in vivo restriction and modification analysis.

3.6.2. Preparation and transformation of competent cells E. coli
Chemically competent E. coli were prepared and transformed as described in Sambrook et al.
{Sambrook, 1989 #936} using the calcium chloride method {Cohen, 1972 #2266}. When
using commercial competent cells, transformations were carried out as described in the
handbook supplied.

3.6.2.1. Preparation of competent cells E. coli
10 ml of LB media was inoculated with 100 l of overnight culture; the culture was incubated
at 37oC with vigorous shaking for approximately 3 hours. Cell density was monitored by
determining absorbance at 600 nm. Cells were cooled on ice for 10 min and centrifuged (4000
rpm, 15min, 4 °C). Pellet was resuspended in 5 ml (1/2 of original volume) of ice-cold 50 mM
CaCl2 {Cohen, 1972 #2266}. The suspension was incubated on ice for 1 hour, then
centrifuged and pellet was gently resuspened in 625 l (1/15 of original volume) of 50 mM
CaCl2 containing 20% glycerol. Competent cells were stored as 100 l aliquotes at -70 °C.

3.6.2.2. Transformation of competent cells E. coli
To 100 l of competent cells, 1 l of plasmid DNA (5 ng/1 l) and 10 l of 10 x TCM (1 ml
of 1 M MgCl2, 1 ml of 1 M CaCl2, 1 ml of 1 M Tris/HCl, pH 7.5) were added, gently mixed
by inverting the tube and placed on ice for 30 min. Mixture was then incubated for 2 min at
37 °C and subsequently for 10 min at room temperature. Then 1 ml of LB media was added,
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gently mixed and heat-shocked at 42 °C for 2 min. Finally, the cells were incubated for 1h at
37 °C and 100 l aliquots were spread on LA plates containing appropriate antibiotic.
Competent cells, treated as above but without DNA, were used as a control of transformation.
The plates were incubated overnight at 37 °C.

3.6.3. DNA
3.6.3.1. Purification of plasmid DNA from E. coli
3.6.3.1.1 Small scale DNA preparation
DNA was prepared by standard procedures, modified method of alkaline lysis of plasmid
DNA {Sambrook, 1989 #936} or by following manufacturers protocols (Eppendorf
Perfectprep Plasmid MiniPrep Kit handbook, Stratagene StrataPrep Plasmid Miniprep Kit
handbook, Qiagen Mini Prep Kit or Maxi Prep Kit handbook).
Standard procedure: aliquots of 3 ml of LB media were inoculated with mid-log culture
(grown from a single colony carrying appropriate plasmid) in 1:100 dilution and cultivated
overnight at 37 oC. The cells were collected by centrifugation (15 000 x g, 3 min, RT) and the
pellets were resuspened in 200 l of ice cold Solution I. The mixture was incubated for 5 min
at room temperature. The aliquots of 400 l of ice cold freshly prepared Solution II were
added to lyse the bacteria and to denature proteins and DNA. After 5 min incubation on ice,
300 l of ice cold Solution III were added to neutralise the content of a tube, which was then
mixed by inverting several times. Bacterial proteins aggregate and precipitate, entangling
large chromosomal DNA fragments. The relatively small plasmid DNA renature and remain
free in solution. The mixture was incubated for 10 min on ice and precipitated proteins were
removed by centrifugation (15 000 x g, 15 min, RT). DNA remainining in supernatant was
precipitated with 600 l of isopropanol, 30 min incubated at room temperature, centrifuged
(16 000 x g, 10 min, RT), washed with 0.8 ml of 70 % ethanol, centrifuged (16 000 x g, 3
min, RT), dried in thermostat at 37°C and dissolved in 20 l of TE. The presence of plasmid
DNA was determined by electrophoresis in agarose gel.
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3.6.3.1.2 Large scale DNA preparation – CsCl DNA preparation
Single colonies were used to inoculate 5 ml of LB media supplemented with ampicillin (100
μg/ml) and incubated overnight at 37°C. The overnight cultures were used to inoculate 500 ml
of M9 minimal media {Sambrook, 1989 #936} supplemented with ampicillin (100 μg/ml) and
thiamine (2 μg/ml). Cultures were grown to an OD600 of ~0.6 before 2.5 ml chloramphenicol
(35 mg/ml in 99.8 % (v/v) ethanol) was added. For DNA labelling, 0.5 ml of 3H- thymine
(37MBq/ml, 925 GBq/mmol) was added. Growth of the cultures continued overnight at 37°C.
Cells were cooled on ice prior to centrifugation at 4000 rpm at 4 °C for 20 min (Sorvall K26).
The supernatant was discarded and the cells resuspended in 6.25 ml of 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH
8.0) and 25 % (w/v) sucrose. Before the addition of 1 ml lysozyme (10 mg/ml in 250 mM
Tris-HCl, pH 8.0) and shaked at room temperature for 30 min, the suspensions were
transferred to Beckman tubes. Next, 3 ml of ice cold 200 mM EDTA (pH 8.0) was added and
the mixtures were left on ice for 5 min. Following the addiction of 6.25 ml of 2 % (v/v) Triton
X, 50 mM Tris-HCl, 50 mM EDTA (pH 8.0) were added and the cultivation continued on ice
for a further 30 min, with occasional inversion. Subsequently, the mixtures were centrifuged
at 37 000 rpm for 30 min at 4 °C (Beckman-Coulter Optima L-80 XP ultracentrifuge, 70Ti
rotor). The supernatants were extracted in equal volumes of Tris-saturated liquid phenol (10
mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0), 1:1 phenol:chloroform, and chloroform. To separate the
layers, each mixture was centrifuged for 10 min at 10 000 rpm (4 °C, Sorvall RC5C, SS-34
rotor), retaining the upper aqueous layer each time. The nucleic acids were precipitated by
adding the equal volume of isopropanol (~ 14 ml) and storing at - 20 °C for 30 min.The DNA
was then pelleted by centrifugation at 20 000 rpm for 30 min (4 °C, Sorvall RC5C, SS-34
rotor). The isopropanol was removed and each of the DNA/RNA pellets was resuspended in 6
ml TE (50 mM Tris- HCl, 50 mM EDTA, pH 8.0). Once the pellet was completely dissolved,
precisely 6.51 g of CsCl was added. Each sample was transferred into a 12 ml Beckman tube
and overlaid with 500 μl paraffin oil, topped up and balanced with TE-CsCl (1.085 g/ml
solution CsCl). Ethidium bromide (5 mg/ml, 8 μl) was added to each tube and then tubes were
balanced to each other within 0.01 g. After centrifugation at 55 000 rpm for 12 hours at 15 °C
(Beckman ultracentrifuge) DNA was visualized using a long wavelength transilluminator and
the plasmid DNA was collected with hypodermic syringe. The DNA samples were transferred
to 5 ml tubes and 200 μl of TE was added, followed by 1 ml paraffin oil and 200 μl EtBr
(5mg/ml). Tubes were topped up with TE-CsCl (1 g/ml CsCl).
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The DNA samples were centrifuged at 75 000 rpm for 3 hours and 65 000 rpm for 2 hours at
15 °C (Beckman ultracentrifuge). Under UV illumination the lower band was collected (upper
band contains OC DNA). Each sample was washed with CsCl saturated isopropanol until both
DNA and isopropanol layer were free from any EtBr. DNA was dialysed in a Slide-a-lyser
cassette (Pierce, 10 000 MW) at 4 °C, against 4 l of 50 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA (pH 8.0)
and subsequently against 10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA (pH 8.0). The concentration and
purity of each DNA preparation was determined from their absorbances at 260 nm and 280
nm. An A260/A280 ratio of 1.8 -1.9 indicates high level of purity.

3.6.3.2. Electrophoresis of plasmid DNA in agarose gel
Unless otherwise stated, electrophoresis of plasmid DNA was carried out in 0.9 % (w/v) or 1
% (w/v) agarose gel containing ethidium bromide (EtBr) using horizontal electrophoresis
apparatus. The solution of agarose in TAE was heated up in a microwave and allowed to boil
until a clear solution with no particle distortion was observed. After cooling to approximately
40 °C, EtBr was added to a final concentration of 500 ng/ml. DNA samples were mixed with
indicator loading buffer before loading on a gel. Unless otherwise stated, gels were run in
TAE at constant voltage (60-80 V) at room temprature. The EtBr-bound DNA was visualized
in UV light (254 nm).

3.6.3.3. Determination of DNA concentration
DNA concentrations were determined from UV absorbance at 260 nm, assuming that A260=1
corresponds to 50 μg/ml DNA and a molecular mass of 6.6×105 Da/kbp.

3.6.4. Phages
3.6.4.1. Preparation of phage lysates
An aliquot of 0.1 ml of vir stock phage lysate (109-1010 PFU/ml) and 0.5 ml of overnight
culture of appropriate bacterial strain was added to 3 ml of soft agar pre-heated to 45 °C and
the tube was thoroughly mixed and poured onto the surface of the agar plate (1.5% LA).
Immediately after pouring, the plate was swirled to distribute the soft agar over the entire agar
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surface. During overnight cultivation at 37 °C almost complete lysis of cells occurs. The
bacteria grow as tiny colonies within the soft agar layer. These colonies appear as a
translucent lawn of growth covering the surface of the plate. The phages form clear patches in
the bacterial lawn, called plaques. The plaques are formed, because the phages burst open the
bacteria at hat site on the plate.
After incubation the soft agar layer was scratched from the surface of the agar plate,
transferred to the Ehrlenmayer flask, and 3 ml of phage buffer and 0.5 ml of chloroform were
added. The flask was then vigorously shaken for 3 hours at 37 °C. Afterwards, the content of
the flask was centrifuged (4 000 x g, 30 min, RT), the supernatant was diluted with phage
buffer and the phage titer was analysed.
Strains for reproduction of the phage were chosen according to the required modification of
the phage DNA. Phage vir.0, containing non-modified DNA, was prepared by growing on
the strain C122 (r- m-) and phage vir.R124I (phage DNA has specifity R124I) growing on the
strain C122/R124I (r+R124I m+R124I).

3.6.4.2. Bacteriophage titer analysis
The viral titer (PFU/ml) is defined as the number of infectious viral particles per millilitre of
growth medium. Determination of bacteriophage titer is a simple method, accomplished by a
serial dilution of bacteriophage stock culture. The dilutions of bacteriophage are then mixed
with the soft agar medium and these mixtures are layered on top of agar plates. By counting
the number of plaques, and multiplying by the serial dilution factor, the titer, which is the
number of phage particles in the original phage culture, can be determined.
Aliquots of 3 ml of soft agar (0.6% LA) pre-heated to 45°C were mixed with 0.1 ml of
appropriate dilutions of phage lysate and 0.5 ml of overnight culture of the indicator strain (1
x 109 cells/ml). The contents of the tubes were thoroughly mixed and immediately poured
onto the entire surface of the agar plate. After overnight incubation at 37 °C the number of
plagues was counted and phage titer in the lysate was calculated.
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3.6.5. Tests of restriction-modification (R-M) phenotype
3.6.5.1. Determination of restriction phenotype – complementation analysis
The restriction phenotype (r) was determined by using a qualitative drop test {Colson, 1965
#2166}. An agar plate was overlaid with 3 ml of soft agar containing 0.5 ml of the tested
bacterial culture from overnight incubation at 37°C. After the soft agar layer solidified, it was
spotted with drops (20 μl) of phage lysates vir.0 and vir.R124I of known concentrations
(102, 103, 104 and 106 PFU/ml). After overnight incubation at 37 °C the number of plagues in
drops was scored. The efficiency of plating (e.o.p.) was determined as the fraction of
bacteriophage surviving on the tested strain compared to that growing on the non-restricting
control strain at the same temperature and the same concentration of phage in lysate. Numbers
0.0001-0.01 correspond to the r

+

phenotype, numbers 0.01-0.1 to the r+

-

phenotype and

numbers 0.1-1.0 to the r– phenotype.
A quick way for restriction phenotype (r) determination is a screening strip spot test, which
was used for testing a great number of clones. Instead of using one Petri dish for each tested
clone, a strip of ON culture was made on the surface of an agar plate and after drying a drop
of defined amount of phage lysate modified and unmodified with the same titre was spotted
on the culture strip. After overnight incubation at 37 °C the number of plagues in drops was
scored.

3.6.5.2. Determination of modification phenotype
To determine modification phenotype (m), the phage lysate vir grown on a tested strain was
used. A plague of  grown on the tested strain was stabbed with a sterile straight platinum
wire and phage particles were resuspended in 1 ml of phage buffer to give approximately 105
PFU/ml. The suspension was then appropriately diluted and the dilutions were spotted onto
soft agar overlays of each indicator strains C122 (r-R124I m-R124I) and C122/R124I (r+R124I
m+R124I), and grown overnight at 37 oC. The efficiency of modification of specifity EcoR124I
was scored as a ratio of titer of a phage, grown on the strain containing plasmid with a given
specifity, and a titer of a phage, grown on non-modifying strain C122. Numbers 1.0-0.5
correspond to the phenotype m+, numbers of 0.5-0.09 to the m+ - and numbers below 0.09
correspond to the phenotype m-.
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3.6.6. Protein purification
3.6.6.1. Preparation of cell extract
EcoR124I MTase was overproduced in E. coli JM109(DE3)[pJS4M] and HsdR in
JM109(DE3)[pACR124] using 2xYT media {Sambrook, 1989 #936} supplemented with
ampicillin or chloramphenicol, respectively. Media were inoculated with a 1:100 dilution of a
mid-log culture and cultivated at 37°C until A600 = 0.4 – 0.6. The culture was induced with
1mM IPTG and grown for another four hours. Then the culture was cooled on ice for 30 min
and the cells were collected by K26 (4500 rpm, 30 min, 4°C), washed with iced-cold STE and
collected by Sorvall RT6000B (4500 rpm, 15 min, 4°C). Pellet was washed again with icedcold STE, transferred to pre-weighed cold Falcon tubes and repelleted using Sorval (rotor SS
34; 10 000 rpm, 15 min, 4°C). Efficiency of induction was analysed by SDS PAGE
electrophoresis. Cells were stored in -20°C for the next use.

3.6.6.2. Protein purification
Proteins were purified using Econo System, Bio Rad. All purification steps were carried out at
0 - 4°C. The wet-cell paste was resuspended at 1g/ 10 ml 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH8), 25% (w/v)
sucrose, 5 mM EDTA, 3 mM dithiothreitol, 1 mM benzamidine and 0.1 mM
phenylmethylsulphofluoride. Cells were disrupted by sonication. The crude extract was
clarified by low speed centrifugation (Sorval RC5C, rotor SS34, 18000 rpm, 20 min) and
supernatant was saturated with ammonium sulphate to 70% at permanent stirring in cold room
for 3 hours. The solution was centrifuged using Sorval RC5C (rotor SS34, 18000 rpm, 20
min). Pellet was resuspended in 40 ml of 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH8), 50 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM
EDTA, 1 mM dithiothreitol and dialysed against 4L of 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH8), 50 mM NaCl,
0.1 mM EDTA, 0.5 mM dithiothreitol. After dialysis higher molecular mass particles were
removed by ultracentrifugation (Sorval ultracentrifuge, rotor TFT 80.13, 50000 rpm, 1 hour).
The supernatant was loaded on a chromatography column.
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3.6.6.2.1 Purification of EcoR124I MTase
EcoR124I MTase was purified from E. coli JM109(DE3) carrying plasmid pJS4M using
ionex and affinity chromatography {Taylor, 1992 #615;Weiserova, 2000 #1652}.

3.6.6.2.1.1 Ionex chromatography
The technique of ion exchange chromatography is a technique used for the separation and
purification of proteins, polypeptides, nucleic acids, polynucleotides, and other charged
biomolecules. It is based on the interaction between charged solute molecules and oppositely
charged moieties covalently linked to a chromatography matrix. Separation in ion exchange
chromatography depends upon the reversible adsorption of charged solute molecules to
immobilized ion exchange groups of an opposite charge.
HiPrep 16/10 DEAE FF column (20ml, Amersham) was used for ionex chromatography.
Column was stored in 20% ethanol. Before its first use it was equilibrated with 5xV (volume
of column) of buffer L (low concentration of NaCl, 50 mM, pH 8), 5xV of buffer H (high
concentration of NaCl, 2 M, pH 8) and 5xV of buffer L, at 1 ml/min flow rate at 4 °C. For
repeated use it was equilibrated with 2xV of buffer H and 10xV of buffer L at 1 ml/min flow
rate at 4 °C.
Dialyzed sample was loaded on equilibrated column at 1 ml/min flow rate. The column was
washed at the same flow rate with 5V of buffer L to wash away ballast proteins. Bound
proteins were eluted with linear gradient of NaCl (0.05 – 0.2 M NaCl). Elution was monitored
by continuous measuring of absorbance at 280 nm and the presence of MTase in selected
fractions was analysed by electrophoresis. Fractions with the highest amount of the enzyme
were pooled and concentrated using Centricon 30 concentrators (Amicon centrifugal filter
devices).

3.6.6.2.1.2 Affinity chromatography
Affinity chromatography is a purification technology, which separates proteins on the basis of
a reversible specific interaction between a protein (or group of proteins) and a specific ligand
coupled to a chromatographic matrix. It enables the purification of a biomolecule on the basis
of its biological function or individual chemical structure.
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HiTrap Heparin HP column (5 ml, Amersham) was used for affinity chromatography. The
column was stored in 20% ethanol and before its first use it was equilibrated 10V of buffer L,
2V of buffer H and 10V of buffer L. Between purifications the column was equilibrated with
2V of buffer H and 10V of buffer L. The flow rate during equilibration and MTase
purification was 1 ml/min at 4 °C.
Joined fractions from ionex chromatography were loaded onto equilibrated heparin column.
The column was washed with 10V of buffer L to wash away the ballast proteins and the
bound proteins were eluted with linear gradient of NaCl (0.05 – 1 M NaCl). Fractions with the
highest amount of proteins were chosen and detected as in Section 3.6.6.2.1.1, pooled and
concentrated using Centricon 30. Protein concentration was determined as a function of UV
absorbance at 280 nm using extinction coefficient derived from the content of amino acids in
EcoR124I MTase (εMTase= 160 400 M-1 cm-1). Enzymes were stored in 50% glycerol at -20
°C.

3.6.6.2.2 Purification of HsdR subunit
HsdR subunit was purified from E. coli JM109 (DE3) carrying plasmid pACR124 using ionex
chromatography and gel filtration. {Janscak, 1996 #929}

3.6.6.2.2.1 Ionex chromatography
HiPrep 16/10 DEAE FF column (20ml, Amersham) was used for ionex chromatography. It
was equilibrated the same way as in 3.6.8.2.1. The flow rate during equilibration and HsdR
purification was 1 ml/min at 4 °C.
Dialyzed sample was loaded on the equilibrated column. The column was washed at the same
flow rate with 5V of buffer L to wash away ballast proteins. Bound proteins were eluted with
linear gradient of NaCl (0.05 – 0.3 M NaCl). Elution was monitored by continuous measuring
of absorbance at 280 nm, and the presence of HsdR in selected fractions was analysed by
electrophoresis. Fractions with the highest amount of enzyme were pooled and concentrated
using Centricon 30.
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3.6.6.2.2.2 Gel filtration
Gel filtration chromatography is a method used for a separation of proteins, peptides, and
oligonucleotides on the basis of their size; both the molecular weight and their threedimensional shape contribute to the degree of retention. Molecules move through a bed of
porous beads with a well-defined range of pore sizes and diffuse into the beads to greater or
lesser degrees. Smaller molecules diffuse further into the pores of the beads, having access to
the mobile phase inside the beads as well as the mobile phase between beads. Therefore move
through the bed more slowly and elute last in a gel filtration separation. Larger molecules
enter the beads less or not at all. They have access only to the mobile phase between the beads
and therefore move through the bed more quickly and elute first.
For gel filtration column Hi Prep 16/60 Sephacryl S-200 HR (120ml, Amersham) was used.
Before the first use the column was equilibrated with 0.5 V of distilled water (0.5 ml/min flow
rate) and following with 2V of buffer C (0.5 ml/min flow rate).
Concentrated fractions from ionex chromatography were loaded onto equilibrated Sephacryl
column with 0.5 ml/min flow rate. The column was washed at the same flow rate with buffer
C. Elution was monitored by continuous measuring of absorbance at 280 nm and the presence
of HsdR in selected fractions was checked on SDS electrophoresis. Fractions with the highest
amount of enzyme were pooled and concentrated using Centricon 30. Protein concentration
was determined as a function of UV absorbance at 280 nm using extinction coefficient
derived from the content of amino acids in HsdR124I (εHsdR = 91 900 M-1 cm-1). Enzymes
were stored in 50% glycerol at –20 °C.

3.6.7. SDS-PAGE - SDS polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of proteins
SDS-PAGE method was used for analyzing mixtures of proteins according to their molecular
weight {Laemmli, 1970 #900}. In this technique proteins react with the anionic detergent,
SDS (sodium dodecylsulfate), to form negatively charged complexes. These complexes can
be separated on the bases of their different charge, size and mobility in the electric field.
Proteins were separated in 10% gel using ATTO gel system (Japan GRI). Electrophoresis was
run at the constant current 10 mA/gel at room temperature. Proteins were visualized by
colouring the gel in Coomassie brilliant blue R-250 (20 min, 30°C, decolouring in boiling
water).
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3.6.7.1. Drying of polyacrylamide gels
Gels were incubated for 15 min in 2% glycerol solution, then dried in a gel drier for 2 h at
80°C (drier) or inserted in between two wet cellophane foils, fixed between two metal frames
and air-dried overnight.

3.6.7.2. Determination of the protein concentration
Protein concentrations were calculated using molar extinction coefficients derived from
amino acid sequences (εMTase= 160 400 M-1 cm-1, εHsdR = 91 900 M-1 cm-1) and absorption
readings at 280 nm.
Another method for determination of the protein concentration is the Bradford's assay
{Bradford, 1976 #1930}. The Bradford method is based on noncovalent binding of a protein
with the anionic form of the dye Coomassie Blue G-250. The protein-dye interactions are not
well understood, but peptides that contain large numbers of basic and aromatic amino acids
interact strongly with the dye. In the absence of protein, the dye reagent is pale red. Upon
binding to a protein, a blue colour is generated with an absorbance maximum at 595 nm.
Calibration curve (concentration of proteins/A280nm) was made up using series of dilutions of
BSA (bovine serum albumin). Aliquots of 100 l of protein solutions (albumin or cell lysate)
were mixed with 1 ml of a Bradford reagent (Section 3.4) and the absorbance of the mixture
was measured at 595 nm (A595nm) after 5 min incubation. Concentration of proteins in solution
was estimated from the calibration curve according to their corresponding absorbance.

3.6.8. Protein analysis
3.6.8.1. Determination of ATPase activity using phosphate- binding protein
Fluorescence stopped-flow ATPase method is suitable for fast measuring of Pi release (Brune
et al. (1994). A sensor has been developed that can rapidly measure micromolar
concentrations of inorganic phosphate released in enzymatic reactions in real time, using the
stopped flow fluorimeter apparatus. The sensor exploits the A197C mutant of Escherichia
coli phosphate binding protein (PBP), generated by oligonucleotide-directed mutagenesis, that
had been labelled specifically at the introduced cysteine with the fluorophore N-[2-(1-
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maleimidyl)ethyl]-7-diethylamino

coumarin-3-carboxomide

(MDCC)

(Brune

et

al.,

Biochemistry, 1994) {Webb, 2003 #2302} {Webb, 2007 #2303} {Seidel, 2008 #2304}.
The measurements were carried out in a Hi-Tech Scientific (Salisbury, UK) fluorescence
stopped-flow apparatus (model SF-61 DX2). The reaction buffer (“MDCC-PBP plus mop”
solution) contained 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 10 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT, 8 µM MDCC-PBP,
0.2 mM 7-methylguanosine, 0.01 U/ml purine nucleoside phosphorylase, 0.1 mM AdoMet.
For the specific experiments, a linearised plasmid DNA pLKS5 with a single recognition site
for EcoR124I was used. For the non-specific experiments, a linearised pTYBIII with no
recognition site for EcoR124I was employed. Typically, two syringes of the apparatus
contained 8 µM MDCC-PBP. A „Pi mop“ system (0.01 U/ml purine nucleoside phosphorylase
plus 0.2 mM 7-methylguanosine, converting to ribose-1-phosphate) was added to both
syringes to ensure removal of trace amounts of Pi. Caution was taken to minimize Pi
contamination by the use of plasticware, highly purified water, etc. No significant amount of
contaminating Pi was found in the buffers. The excitation and emission wavelengths were
437 nm and 465 nm, respectively. A 455 nm band pass filter was placed between the sample
chamber and photomultiplier tube. After the stopped flow syringes and chambers were treated
and left for 10 min with Pi mop, they were washed with distilled water before starting the
experiments. Then one syringe was filled with a mixture of 0.5 nM DNA, 120 nM MTase,
400 nM HsdR in the MDCC-PBP plus mop solution and the other one with the MDCC-PBP
plus mop solution without ATP. After couple of „pushes“ to ensure that the mixed solution is
in the observation chamber, the photomultiplier voltage was adjusted to obtain the signal and
the fluorescence time course on mixing these solutions was measured. Second syringe was
then in a sequence filled with a fresh solution containing 12.5, 25, 48, 96, 190, 320, 600 and
1200 µM ATP, and the fluorescence of Pi release was remeasured each time after pushing the
new solution into the observation chamber. We obtained a fast increase in the fluorescence
signal due to the binding of Pi to MDCC-PBP. Data were analysed in KinetAsyst 3.11 (HiTech Scientific) and GraFit 5.0.8 (Erithacus Software, Slough, UK).

3.6.8.2. Determination of in vitro restriction activity - DNA cleavage assay
The restriction activities of the in vitro reconstituted wt and mutant endonucleases were
monitored as the cleavage of covalently closed circular plasmid DNA (CCC) to linear DNA
(L) {Janscak, 1996 #929}.
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EcoR124I endonucleases were assembled in vitro by mixing wild-type methylase and wildtype or mutant HsdR subunits in a ratio 1:5 in the restriction buffer. The reaction proceeded
for 10 min at room temperature. A plasmid pCFD30 containing a single recognition site for
EcoR124I was used as a substrate for DNA cleavage in vitro {Weiserova, 2000 #1652}. 10
nM plasmid pCFD30 was incubated with in vitro assembled Enase (20 nM MTase, 160 nM
HsdR) for 5 min at 37°C. The cleavage reaction in a volume of 20 μl was initiated by addition
of ATP to a final concentration of 4 mM and stopped by mixing with an equal volume of stop
solution and heating at 65°C for 5 min. 12 μl of mixture was loaded on 0.9% agarose gel. The
separated DNA forms were easily distinguished due to their different mobility in the agarose
gel.
For the time-course reactions, 5 nM 3H-labelled pMDS27.3 was digested with 40 nM MTase
and 100 nM HsdR at 37 °C in the reaction buffer. Reactions were initiated by the addition of
4 mM ATP. At timed intervals thereafter, 20 μl aliquots were removed, quenched in 0.5 Vol
(10 μl) of STEB and heat inactivated at 67 °C for 20 min prior to gel electrophoresis on a 1%
(w/v) agarose gel. The relative amounts of each species in individual lanes were determined
by scintillation counting {Vipond, 1995 #2270}. Data were further analysed using Excel
(Microsoft) and Grafit 5.0.8 (Erithacus Software Limited)

3.6.8.3. Determination of DNA binding properties - EMSA
The DNA binding properties of the mutant HsdR subunits were investigated by
electrophoretic mobility shift assay using an oligoduplex carrying a single EcoR124I target
recognition sequence. EcoR124I can form three distinct and separable protein-DNA
complexes: MTase-DNA, R1-MTase-DNA and R2-MTase-DNA. This method is based on the
observation that protein-DNA complexes migrate more slowly than free DNA molecules
when subjected to non-denaturing polyacrylamide electrophoresis.

3.6.8.3.1 EMSA using fluorescein - labelled oligonucleotides
For fluorescent EMSA, the 30-mer oligonucleotides, containing one EcoR124I recognition
site

(shown

in

bold

letters)

were

utilised:

5’-

Fluo-

CGTGCAGAATTCGAGGTCGACGGATCCGGG 3’. The top strand was labelled by
flourescein (Eastport). DNA binding reactions were performed in a volume of 10 μl in a
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binding buffer. 200 nM labelled DNA duplexes were incubated with in vitro assembled Enase
(MTase/ HsdR mixtures in a range of various concentrations) in a ratio 1:1 for 10 min at room
temperature. Unbound and bound DNA were separated on a 6% polyacrylamide
non-denaturing TAE gel run at 100V in cold room (4°C). After electrophoresis, gels were
imaged with LAS camera using two blue filters for excitation at λ=470 nm and one yellow
filter for excitation at λ=515 nm. The data were analysed using AIDA software (ImaGenes,
Germany).

3.6.8.3.2 EMSA using γ32P - labelled oligonucleotides
3.6.8.3.2.1 Labelling oligonucleotides with 32P
The 50 μl reaction contained 5’ ends at 30 pmols, 15 pmoles [γ32P]ATP, 20 units of T4 PNK
in 7 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM MgCl2, 0.5 mM DTT, pH 7.6. The reactions were incubated at 37
o

C for 30 min before the kinase was inactivated at 67 oC for 20 min. The labelled

oligonucleotide was separated from unincorporated ATP using BioRad Micro-Spin 6
Chromatography columns as directed. Labeled oligonucleotides were stored at -20 oC.

3.6.8.3.2.2 EMSA using γ32P - labelled oligonucleotides
DNA binding reactions were performed using the 5’-end-[γ32P]- labelled 39-mer oligoduplex
{Janscak, 1998 #828}, containing one EcoR124I recognition site. 20 μl volume reactions
were performed in a binding buffer containing 5 nM DNA, 40 nM MTase and 5, 500 and
2000 nM HsdR. Samples were mixed with 5 μl of 5x Loading buffer just before loading on a
gel. Unbound and bound DNAs were separated on a 5% polyacrylamide non-denaturing TBE
gel run at 40W. After electrophoresis, gel was dried between two sheets of cellophane for 2
hours at 60oC. The dried gels were visualised using a Molecular Dynamics PhosphorImager
and analysed in AIDA Image Software.
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Figure 16 Sequence of the oligoduplex used in the EMSA {Janscak, 1998 #828}. The
bipartite EcoR124I recognition sequence is boxed.

3.6.8.4. Determination of DNA translocation activity
3.6.8.4.1. Triplex displacement assay – stopped flow measurements
The method utilizes a fluorescently labelled triplex forming oligonucleotide (TFO) attached at
a specific distance from the EcoR124I binding site. Translocation by EcoR124I leads to the
dissociation of the triplex, which can be monitored by the change in the fluorescence upon
displacement {Firman, 2000 #1638; McClelland, 2005 #2088} (Figure 17).

Figure 17 Triplex displacement assay. A tetramethylrhodamine-labelled triplex is attached at
specific distances from the EcoR124I binding site. Translocation leads to displacement of the
triplex resulting in an increase of fluorescence, which is monitored with a stopped-flow
apparatus.{Seidel, 2005 #2145}
Recorded displacement profiles are characterized by a lag time in which, owing to ongoing
translocation, no triplex is displaced. Once the motors reached the triplex, a rapid triplex
displacement occurs. The lag time is linearly dependent on the distance between the triplex
and the binding site of the enzyme. The overall shape of the displacement profile is
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determined by the rates of HsdR binding kbind,HsdR, initiation kini, translocation kstep, triplex
displacement kTFO and termination of translocation koff {Firman, 2000 #1638}.
The preparation of fluorescently labelled triplex DNA and the analysis by stopped flow were
carried out as described previously {McClelland, 2005 #2088} with the following
modifications. Triplex binding sites (TBS) were introduced into DNA substrate at precise loci
downstream of the recognition sequence for EcoR124I. Linear DNA substrates were
generated from the plasmid pLKS5 (Figure 18) by restriction digest with ApaI, and purified
by extraction with phenol/chloroform and chloroform followed by precipitation with ethanol.
Cloning and preparation of the DNA substrate, linearized pLKS5, was done by Louise
Stanley, University of Bristol. 50 nM linear DNA and 25 nM tetramethylrhodamine
(TAMRA) -labelled-TFO were mixed in buffer MM in an opaque tube and incubated at 20 °C
overnight.

Figure 18 Arrangement of TBSs in pLKS5. A) Multi-site triplex substrate pLKS5 used for
TDA with four specific triplex binding sites (1, 2, 3, 4) and the positions of TBSs downstream
of recognition sequence for EcoR124I (light blue triangle). B) Sequences of TFOs and TBSs
used.
The triplexes were stored on ice, and diluted 1/10 into buffer R before use. In addition to full
binding to its own TBS, TFO126 showed partial binding to TBS127. By heating TFO126 to
30°C for 10 min just before use, it was possible to reverse the non-specific binding.
Endonuclease was incubated (without ATP) with substrate, on which a TAMRA-labelled
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TFO was pre-bound. Reactions were carried out at 25°C, maintained by a water bath
connected to the chamber housing the syringes and the flow cell. Rapid mixing intensity
measurements were performed using an SF61-DX2 stopped-flow fluorimeter (Hi-Tech
Scientific, Salisbury, UK) fitted with a 70 W Hg/Xe lamp (Hamamatsu Photonics, Japan).

Figure 19 SF61-DX2 stopped-flow fluorimeter (Hi-Tech Scientific, Salisbury, UK).
An excitation wavelength of 548 nm (6 nm bandwidth) was used with a 570 nm band-pass
filter placed between the sample chamber and photomultiplier tube. Reactions were recorded
using a continuous time base; 512 points were recorded with the PM volts set to maximum
(>1 kV). Pre-equilibrated samples (≥400 μl) containing 10 nM DNA (5 nM TFO),
endonuclease and reaction buffer (±AdoMet) were loaded into the “C” syringe of the SF61DX2 stopped-flow. An 8 mM solution of ATP in the reaction buffer (±AdoMet) was loaded
into the “D” syringe. Equal volumes (40 μl) from C and D syringes were mixed and the
progress of the reaction monitored over 50–300 s. Following the addition of ATP, 1-D
enzyme motion resulted in collision with, and displacement of, the TFO, producing more than
two-fold increase in the fluorescent intensity. Final concentrations in a single reaction were: 1
nM DNA (0.5 nM TFO), 30 nM MTase, 120 nM HsdR, 100 μl AdoMet, 4 mM ATP. Data
averages were collected from five or more individual time-courses and analysed in
KinetAsyst 3.11 (Hi-Tech Scientific) and GraFit 5.0.8 (Erithacus Software, Slough, UK).
3.6.8.4.2. Magnetic tweezers measurements
Magnetic tweezers can repeatedly resolve single translocation events, as the end-to-end
distance of a single stretched DNA molecule is monitored in real time.
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Figure 20 Magnetic tweezers. A) A DNA molecule with a single EcoR124I binding site is
anchored between a magnetic bead and a glass slide. A pair of magnets is used to stretch the
DNA molecule with different forces. {Seidel, 2005 #2145} B) DNA molecule is bound to a
glass surface at one end by digoxigenin/anti-digoxigenin links and at the other end to a
superparamagnetic bead by biotin/streptavidin links.
All measurements were carried out at 25°C in the flow cell, prepared as follows: The glasses
with tiny holes on the sides were cleaned in acetone by sonicating for 10 min in the ultrasonic
cleaner. The cleaning was repeated in the same way in isopropanol. Glasses were dried by air
flow to prevent any stain remainings on the surface. The parafilm was cut and layed on the
cleaned glasses, a small hole and a thin channel were cut in the parafilm in order to form a
chamber and to allow the liquid to get to the chamber during an experiment. Other thick glass
was coated with 1% polystyrene-toluene solution (at 150°C for 1h) in order to make it
hydrophobic. A double layer of parafilm was placed between the drilled and the coated
glasses. The coated glass was heated and caused the parafilm to become transparent and
adhere to the glass. Before using, the flow cell was stained with antidigoxigenin overnight at
4°C. Then the cell was washed twice with a BSA solution and three-times with 1xPBS.
Polystyrenebeads, so called reference, were added in 100xPBS and left to anchor to the
bottom of the cell overnight. By flushing the chamber with buffer R, the reference beads, not
stuck onto the glass surface, were washed away. The solution containing a 10kbp DNA
attached to magnetic beads was then flushed into the chamber and left for 5 min, followed by
washing with buffer R to remove the non-settled beads. The settled molecules then have one
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end specifically attached to the bottom of the cell and the other end to a superparamagnetic
bead (Figure 20 A, B). The magnetic field used to pull on the beads, to stretch and supercoil
the DNA molecule, was generated by a pair of external (Co-Sm) magnets. In order to measure
the DNA extension at a given force, the x, y, and z coordinates of the magnetic bead were
determined, relative to a non-magnetic polystyrene bead (reference) affixed to the bottom of
the flow cell. The beads were observed on a Nikon Diaphot-200 inverted microscope with a
60× immersion oil objective. Video data relating the Brownian motion of the magnetic bead
was generated by a square pixel XC77CE Sony camera connected to a Cyclope frame grabber
(timed on the pixel clock of the camera) installed in a 486-100-MHz PC. After confirmation
of the correct contour and persistence lengths, experiments were started by flushing the
solution of endonuclease into the flow cell. DNA translocation and the length of DNA were
measured in real time video images of the bead using smart image analysis and computational
algorithms. Obtained events were then fitted in Magnetic tweezers Labview software and
analysed in Origin (Origin 7, Data analysing and Graphing Software, Massachusetts, USA).
Magnetic tweezers experiments using 2.8 μm magnetic beads (DynaBeads MyOne
Streptavidin T1, Dynal Biotech ASA, Oslo, Norway) were carried out as described previously
{Seidel, 2004 #2042} in reaction Buffer R supplemented with 4mM ATP using 20nM MTase
and 160 nM HsdR upon the applied stretching force of 1.5 pN.

Figure 21 The magnetic tweezers setup (http://www.typei-rm.info)

Results

4 Results
The alignment of the primary amino acid sequences around Region X of characterised and
putative HsdR subunits from REBASE (http://rebase.neb.com/rebase/rebase.html) revealed
the locations of conserved residues in this N-terminal domain. These residues are parts of the
motifs, which can be classified as PD-(ExK) nuclease superfamily I Motifs I, II, III. A
putative QxxxY motif is also present, which is characteristic of RecB-like nucleases (section
4.2) (Figure 22). Two distinct sets of sequence alignments were identified, one exemplified by
EcoR124I and the other one by EcoAI (Figure 22) (Sisakova et al., 2008).

Figure 22 Nuclease motifs in the HsdR subunit of Type I enzymes. (A) The EcoR124I HsdR
subunit with domains indicated. The locations of PD-(ExK) nuclease superfamily I Motifs I,
II, III and QxxxY are shown with residues highlighted that are conserved across all HsdRs
examined. (B) Multiple alignment of representative HsdR sequences of the EcoR124I-family.
(C) Multiple alignment of representative HsdR sequences of the EcoAI-family.
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4.1 Analysis of Motifs II and III in the Region X of the HsdR EcoR124I
Previous studies, undertaken when more limited number of HsdR primary sequences were
known, identified Motifs II and III, and subsequent mutagenesis studies confirmed the
fundamental importance of the catalytic residues from these motifs (Titheradge et al., 1996)
(Janscak et al., 1999) (Davies et al., 1999b) (Davies et al., 1999a), consistent with the well
established roles in the Type II restriction enzymes (Pingoud et al., 2005). Site-directed
mutagenesis proved the relevance of these motifs to the endonuclease activity of EcoAI
(Janscak et al., 1999) and EcoKI (Davies et al., 1999b). In both cases single amino acid
substitutions in the conserved residues (D, E, K) of the region X, PD-(ExK) sequence, (Figure
23) uncoupled the DNA translocation and DNA cleavage activities of the enzymes.
Substitution of the conserved Gly in the spacer between the acidic residues of the motif had
no effect on restriction function (Janscak et al., 1999).

4.1.1 Mutagenesis of the nuclease catalytic motifs of EcoR124I HsdR
With the aim to explore the interrelationship between nuclease and helicase domains of the
HsdR subunit, we examined the DNA translocation properties of EcoR124I complexes in
which the HsdR subunits had been mutated in the RecB-like nuclease motifs II or III. We
generated restriction-deficient mutants of the EcoR124I enzyme by site-directed mutagenesis
of the conserved amino acid residues in these motifs (Figure 22 and 23).

Figure 23 Conserved amino acid residues, aspartic acid D, glutamic acid E and lysine K, in
the endonuclease motif of the IA, IB, IC families of Type I RM enzymes
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The coding sequences for D151, E165 and K167 in hsdR (R124I) were individually
substituted by a neutral alanine. In addition, the conservative E165D and non-conservative
E165H substitutions were performed to extend the collection of mutants for the in vitro
analysis (Figure 24).

Figure 24 Amino acid substitutions in the motif X of the hsdR (R124I) gene. Aspartic acid
D151 was substituted by alanine, glutamic acid E165 was substituted by alanine, histidine and
aspartic acid, and lysine K167 by alanine.
The mutagenesis of hsdR (R124I) gene was generated in the expression plasmid pACR124
using the Quick-Change XL system (Stratagene, Materials and Methods, section 3.6.1). The
vector DNA with incorporated desired mutation was then transformed into competent cells and
tested in vivo.

4.1.2 In vivo analysis of restriction-modification activity of mutant endonucleases
4.1.2.1 Test of restriction phenotype
The restriction phenotype of the mutant endonucleases was determined by testing the ability
of cells expressing the mutant HsdR subunits to restrict the growth of unmodified phage
lambda (λ0). We used the method of complementation analysis that is based on the
competition between two HsdR subunits produced in one cell (the mutant and the wild type
HsdR subunit) to assemble with MTase and to produce a complex endonuclease EcoR124I
(Figure 25). This test enabled to distinguish restriction-deficient mutants from restrictionproficient mutants.
For this assay the plasmid DNAs after mutagenesis were purified from the XL-1 blue strain
and transformed into two strains. JM109(DE3) carrying R124 plasmid, which produces
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functional wild type (wt) HsdR and thus gives the strain r+m+ phenotype, meaning it is able
to restrict a foreign DNA. Plasmid R124, the original vector of EcoR124I system, was
chosen for complementation assays to keep the balance of subunits concentrations in the cell
as natural as possible. The other strain was JM109(DE3) carrying R124-25 plasmid, a
restriction-deficient derivative of R124 plasmid prepared by chemical mutagenesis, unable to
restrict foreign DNA and having r-m+ phenotype. Both IncFIV plasmids, R124 and its
derivative R124-25, were introduced into JM109(DE3) by conjugation. Despite the inducible
promoter controlling the hsdR gene on pACR124 all assays were carried out in JM109(DE3)
in the absence of IPTG. We compared the level of the growth restriction of λ0 and λR124
phages by both types of transformants and the efficiency of plating (e.o.p.) of λ0 phage on
these strains was determined.

Figure 25 The scheme of the positive and negative (trans-dominant) complementation.
In order to test a great number of clones we use a quick screening test, in which we made two
to three strips from the overnight (16-18 hours) cultures on the plate and dropped defined
amount of phage lysate, modified and unmodified, with the same titre (Figure 26), instead of
using one Petri dish for each tested clone.
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Figure 26 In vivo complementation analysis. 1. The upper strip on the Petri dish is an ON
culture of JM109(DE3)[R124-25], unable to restrict the growth of neither λ0 nor λR124
phages (phages are able to lyse the cells). The lower strip is an ON culture of
JM109(DE3)[R124] able to restrict the growth of λ0 and recognize modified λR124I phage.
2. None of the three different mutants (A, B or C) can restrict the growth of λ0 or λR124I
phages.
The results from the screening test and the results from the DNA sequencing enabled us to
narrow down the choice of restriction-deficient mutants for the further detailed in vivo
analysis. In this analysis, we used the quantitative drop test (Colson, 1965) (Figure 27),
where one Petri dish was overlayed with one ON culture of a mutant strain, and λ0 and
λR124 phages were dropped on it in four different dilutions (106, 104 , 103, 102 ). As
described in Materials and Methods (section 3.6.5.1) after ON incubation the number of
plagues in drops was scored and the efficiency of plating (e.o.p.) was determined as the
fraction of λ bacteriophage surviving on the tested strain compared to that growing on the
non-restricting control strain.
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Figure 27 Complementation analysis. 1. E.coli C122 as an example of a strain unable to
restrict the growth of λ0 phage DNA, the phage formed the plagues of lysed cells. 2. Clear
restriction of the growth of the λ0 DNA by E.coli JM109(DE3)[R124][pACR124], the strain
produces the wt HsdR. 3. JM109(DE3)[R124][pACR124mutD151A], the strain carrying the
mutant plasmid unable to restrict the plaque formation.
The data from this experiment are summarized in Table 6 and Table 7. The results indicate
that all mutants had greatly impaired restriction activity in vivo, they all exhibited no
complementation in the r- strain and showed strong trans-dominant effect in the r+ strain. The
complementation tests revealed that only the wild type HsdR was able to restore the
restriction-proficient phenotype in r- host (positive complementation) (Figure 25). The transdominant effect of the mutant HsdR subunit on the wild type HsdR, produced by R124
plasmid, was reflected in a 1000-fold reduction in the level of EcoR124I restriction. This
indicates that the restriction deficiency of our mutants is not due to a complex assembly
defect.
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Table 6 Complementation analysis of rm phenotype in E. coli JM109(DE3)[R124-25]
harbouring plasmids carrying the hsdR genes with individual substitutions.
Plasmid

Restrictiona

with substitution

(vir.0)

pACR124 wt

0.002

1.0

r+ m+

D151A

0.9

1.0

r- m+

E165A

0.2

0.9

r- m+

E165D

0.6

1.0

r- m+

E165H

1.0

0.8

r- m+

K167A

1.0

1.0

r- m+

Modificationb

rm
phenotype

Restriction indicates the e.o.p. of vir.0 on tested strains relative to e.o.p of vir.0 on E.coli
C122 indicator strains
b
Modification specificity indicates the e.o.p. of phage vir produced by the tested strain and
measured on E.coli C122[R124] and E.coli C122 indicator strains
a

Table 7 Trans-dominant effect of mutant HsdR subunits in E. coli JM109(DE3)[R124]

a

Plasmid

Restrictiona

Modificationa

with substitution

(vir.0)

pACR124 wt

0.001

1.0

r+ m+

D151A

0.1

1.0

r- m+

E165A

0.1

0.9

r- m+

E165D

0.3

1.0

r- m+

E165H

0.2

0.8

r- m+

K167A

0.1

1.0

r- m+

r-m
phenotype

as legend in Table 6
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4.1.2.2 Test of modification phenotype
Individual r- clones carrying endonuclease mutants were analysed for modification function.
Modification is the second characteristic needed for the functional complex endonuclease. If
the mutant protein shows restriction-deficient phenotype, it is either because the mutation
impaired the function of the nuclease domain or because of the structural or conformational
change of the mutant protein. For the analysis of the modification activity we used the 
phage lysates grown on tested strains and dropped them on the layer of indicator strains C122
(r -R124I m -R124I) and C122[R124I] (r +R124I m +R124I) as described in 3.6.5.2. The strain C122
does not possess any hsd genes therefore the growth of “modified” phage on the ON culture
was not restricted and cells were finally lysed (Figure 28, panel 1). However, when phage
lysates of tested strains were dropped on the layer of C122 [R124I] strain, the specificity of
phage DNA was recognized by the restriction-modification system of C122 [R12I] resulting
in the strain inability to restrict the growth of the phage (Figure 28, panel 2).
The results of the test revealed that the mutant HsdR subunits are able to assemble with
MTase into the complex endonuclease with restriction-deficient but modification-proficient
r-R124I m+R124I phenotype (Tables 6 and 7).

Figure 28 In vivo analysis of the modification activity. Lysed cells of E.coli C122 strain (1)
and C122[R124I] (2) in the drops of  phage modified by a mutant REase. The growth of the
modified phage was not restricted by C122 strain, because it does not possess restriction
modification system, neither by C122 [R124] strain, carrying R124 specificity, which shows
that the modified phage had the same specificity conferred by the mutant REase.
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4.1.3 Biochemical characterisation of wild type and mutant EcoR124I REases
4.1.3.1 Protein purification
EcoR124I MTase was overexpressed in the E. coli JM109(DE3) strain carrying plasmid
pJS4M (Patel et al., 1992). The enzyme was purified in two steps using an ion and affinity
chromatography. First, the Mtase was eluted from the HiPrep 16/10 DEAE FF Sepharose
column using a linear gradient of NaCl with the maximum of 0.2 M NaCl. The enzyme was
then applied onto the second column, HiTrap Heparin HP Sepharose, from which it was
eluted using a linear of NaCl with the maximum of 0.75 M NaCl.
Wt and mutant HsdR subunits were overexpressed in the JM109(DE3)[pACR124] strain
carrying the hsdR gene under PTrc promoter (Janscak et al, 1996). HsdR subunits were also
purified in two steps using an ion chromatography and gel filtration. Cell lysates were first
subjected to the HiPrep 16/10 DEAE FF agarose column using a linear gradient of NaCl with
the maximum at 80 mM NaCl followed by the purification on the HiPrep 16/60 S-200 HR
gel filtration column.
The presence and purity of the enzymes was detected by SDS-PAGE electrophoresis (e.g.
Figure 29 for the wt HsdR) and the protein concentrations were determined by measuring the
absorbance at 280 nm (εMTase= 160 400 M-1 cm-1, εHsdR = 91 900 M-1 cm-1). The final amounts
and molar concentrations of the purified MTase and HsdR subunits are displayed in the Table
8. Figure 30 shows the SDS polyacrylamide gel of all purified HsdR mutant subunits.
Table 8 The amounts and molar concentrations of the purified wt MTase and wt and mutant
HsdR EcoR124I
Mass concentration

Molar concentration

(μg/ μl)

(μM)

MTase

7.06

44

wt HsdR

4.26

46

D151A

9.09

98

E165A

18.35

199

E165D

7.48

81

E165H

10.29

112

K167A

11.03

120

Protein
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Figure 29 10% SDS-PAGE analysis. The purification of the wt HsdR EcoR124I subunit from
JM109(DE3)[pACR124] strain using a DEAE FF Sepharose column. Lane 1 – standard
HsdR, lane 2 – crude extract, lane 3 – 12 – elution fractions. Fractions 7, 8 and 9 were pooled,
concentrated and loaded on HiPrep 16/60 S-200 HR column.

Figure 30 10% SDS-PAG of purified mutant EcoR124I HsdR subunits. Lane 1 – protein
marker (150, 100, 75, 50, 35, 25 kDa), Lane 2-5 – D151A, E165A, E165D, E165H, K167A
mutant HsdR subunits, respectively.

4.1.3.2 In vitro DNA cleavage assay
Restriction activity of the in vitro reconstituted wt and mutant endonucleases was monitored
by the cleavage of covalently closed plasmid DNA (CCC) to linear DNA (LN) as described
previously (Weiserová et al., 1993). In contrast to the wt REase, which cleaves doublestranded CCC DNA and thus produces a LN DNA, the mutant enzyme should have no
restriction activity, not even nicking activity that would result in the open-circle form of
plasmid DNA (OC).
We first tested cleavage activity after a fixed incubation time. We reconstituted the EcoR124I
REase by mixing purified HsdR with MTase at a molar ratio of 8:1 to ensure the R2M2S1
complex is fully present (Janscak et al., 1998). Also an excess of HsdR is required because of
the dynamic nature of the HsdR interaction with the Mtase (Seidel et al., 2005). The plasmid
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pCFD30 with a single recognition site for EcoR124I enzyme was used as a substrate for in
vitro DNA cleavage analysis (Weiserová et al., 2000). 10 nM pCFD30 plasmid was
incubated with the reconstituted REase at a molar ratio of 2:1 for 10 minutes at 37°C with a
presence of 4 mM ATP; reconstitution of Type I RM systems in this manner results in
enzyme activity identical to that of the holoenzyme (Seidel et al., 2005) (Dryden et al., 1997).
The reaction was inactivated at 67 °C for 20 min. In agreement with the in vivo phenotype
none of the mutants was able to cleave the CCC plasmid DNA to its LN form, even when
being in the excess over DNA. The E165D and E165A mutants showed very little nicking
activity (Figure 31).

Figure 31 Analysis of in vitro DNA cleavage. The cleavage reactions were carried out at 37
°C in 20 μl volumes containing 10 nM DNA, 20 nM MTase, 160 nM HsdR, 4 mM ATP in
the reaction buffer. The reaction was stopped by the addition of 10 μl of STEB. DNA
substrates and products were separated by agarose gel electrophoresis (section 3.6.3.2). Lane
1 – no HsdR present in a reaction, Lane 2 – wt HsdR, Lane 3 – D151A mutant HsdR , Lane 4
–E165A mutant HsdR, Lane 5 – E165D mutant HsdR, Lane 6 – E165H mutant HsdR, Lane
7- K167A mutant HsdR. OC – open circle – nicked DNA, LN – linear DNA, CCC –
covalently closed circular DNA, M – DNA marker X, size in bp.
In the following in vitro time course cleavage experiments the plasmid pMDS27.3 with a
single EcoR124I recognition site was used. The reaction mixture, containing 5 nM DNA, 40
nM MTase and 100 nM HsdR in the reaction buffer, was initiated by the addition of 4 mM
ATP. Individual time points of 20 μl aliquots were stopped at the time intervals by addition
of 10 μl of STEB and inactivated at 67 °C for 20 min. The quenched reactions were separated
by agarose gel electrophoresis, which allows resolving the substrate (CCC), intermediates
(OC) and final products (LN) DNA of the cleavage reaction. The plasmid DNA was 3Hlabelled (Section 3.6.3.1.2) and relative amount of each DNA band at each time point was
determined by scintillation counting (Vipond et al., 1995). Data was further analysed using
Excel (Microsoft) and GraFit (Erithacus Software limited) and a percentage of each DNA
product was calculated from total DNA per lane.
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Figure 32 Time course cleavage by the wt EcoR124I. (A) DNA cleavage reaction was carried
out at 25 °C in reaction buffer, containing 5 nM pMDS27.3, 40 nM MTase, 100 nM HsdR, 4
mM ATP. Aliquots (20 μl) were removed at the time points indicated. DNA substrates and
products were separated by agarose gel electrophoresis. (B) The relative amounts of CCC
substrate, OC and full length LN DNAs were quantified. The DNA profiles show the levels of
DNA substrate and reaction products, the amount of LN DNA increases towards the end of
the reaction
Figure 32 shows a characteristic profile of the DNA digestion by the wt EcoR124I REase and
formation of reaction intermediates and products in time. CCC DNA is cleaved while OC
and LN DNA is produced. As expected, in ongoing time further digestion of OC form results
to produce LN DNA, while the CCC substrate is disappearing. Within two minutes a peak of
~38% OC DNA is observed, which is rapidly followed by the LN DNA cut in both strands.
DNA cleavage does not go to completion; ~22% DNA remains cut in only one strand, ~4%
remains intact. The E165D mutant exhibited significant nicking activity; OC DNA form
reached almost 45% of all DNA forms in 15 minutes (Figure 33), while the wt enzyme
created ~70% of LN form in the same time (Figure 32). The rest of the mutants (D151A,
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E165A, E165H, K167A) showed no restriction as well as no nicking activity. The example of
restriction-deficient cleavage by the K167A HsdR mutant is in Figure 34.

Figure 33 Time course DNA cleavage by EcoR124I E165D mutant. (A) as legend in Figure
32. (B) The relative amounts of substrate and product DNA were quantified. The increasing
concentration of OC DNA form over time indicates a single-stranded cleavage.

Figure 34 Time course cleavage by EcoR124I K167A mutant. DNA cleavage reaction was
carried out at 37 °C in reaction buffer, containing 5 nM pMDS27.3, 40 nM MTase, 100 nM
HsdR, 4 mM ATP. Aliquots (20 μl) were removed at the time points indicated, heat
inactivated and separated by agarose gel electrophoresis. Neither OC nor LN cleavage
products were detected.
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To compare the cleavage rates, we analysed the disappearance of the CCC DNA (Figure 35).
The apparent rate of CCC cleavage was determined using:



y  A 1 e

 kcut ,app t offset 



(Equation 1)

where y represents the appearance of the nicked intermediate (one DNA strand cut in the CCC
DNA), A is the percentage of DNA cut, kcut,app is the apparent cleavage rate and offset is a time
lag that represents the continuum of initiation/translocation/collision states prior to cleavage. y
values were calculated by subtracting the CCC concentration at each time point from the
starting concentration and normalising the result to a 100% scale.
Both E165A and E165D showed a reduction in the apparent cleavage rate and an increase in
the lag offset. These observations are consistent with a reduced DNA cleavage rate, although
an increased lag can also reflect slower translocation. The activity of these mutants – slow in
vitro DNA nicking and a high e.o.p. in vivo - is reminiscent of the slow DNA nicking activity
of the positionally-unrelated K78A mutant of EcoAI (Davies et al., 1999a).

Figure 35 Disappearance of CCC DNA in the reaction with wt, E165A and E165D.

4.1.3.3 In vitro analysis of DNA binding activity
The DNA binding properties of the mutant REase were investigated by an electrophoretic
mobility shift assay (EMSA) using an oligoduplex carrying a single target recognition
sequence for the EcoR124I enzyme. EMSA is one of the most powerful methods for the
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analysis of DNA-protein interactions. Binding of the protein to the DNA (radiolabelled or
fluorolabelled oligoduplex) can results in a complex, which is retarded to the unbound DNA
(Fried, 1989), protein-DNA complexes migrate more slowly than free DNA molecules when
subjected to non-denaturing polyacrylamide electrophoresis. The purpose of this study was to
find out, whether the loss of the restriction activity of the HsdR mutants, complete or only
partial, was not caused by the change of their ability to bind DNA and MTase. EMSA did not
reveal any significant differences in the DNA binding properties of the mutant enzymes in
comparison to the wt REase (Figure 36), demonstrating that any of analysed substitution did
not cause structural changes of mutant REases. The figure 36 shows that all mutant and wt
REases were able to form R2 complex at the ratio 2:1 HsdR:MTase.

Figure 36 EMSA using fluorescein – labelled oligoduplex DNA. 200nM oligoduplex was
incubated with 200 nM MTase and different concentrations of HsdR. DNA:protein complexes
and free DNA were separated in 6% non-denaturating polyacrylamide gel (Section 3.6.8.3.1).
Lanes: 1 – 200 nM oligoduplex without presence of a protein, 2 - 200 nM MTase, 3-5 –100
nM, 200 nM and 400 nM wt HsdR, 6-10 - 400 nM mutant HsdR (D151A, E165A, E165D,
E165H, K167A)
The EMSA using a 39bp 32P-labelled dsDNA substrate (Figure 37) is considered to be more
“sensitive” when a low concentration of substrate DNA is analysed (Figure 37). We used high
excess of the MTase concentration over the DNA concentration (8:1) to ensure the formation
of tight DNA:MTase complex and higher concentrations of the HsdR subunits as were used
for fluorescent gel shift assay. At 5 nM concentration all HsdR subunits formed R1 complex
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with DNA, wt HsdR formed slightly smaller amount of R1 compared to the mutant HsdR
subunits. At this ratio there is still very little amount of DNA:MTase complex visible in the
gel. At 500 nM concentration of HsdR all HsdR subunits showed formation of R2 complex of
a comparable amount, the E165D mutant showed slightly more significant R2 band. We found
no significant difference in the efficiency of R2-complex formation between the wild type and
mutant HsdR subunits and these results confirmed those obtained from fluorescent gel shift
assay. This shows that in vitro assembly of the whole protein complex was not distorted by
the mutations.

Figure 37 EMSA using γ32P - labelled DNA. 5 nM oligoduplex was incubated with 40 nM
MTase and different concentrations of HsdR (5, 500, 2000 nM). DNA:protein complexes and
free DNA were separated in 5% non-denaturating polyacrylamide gel (Section 3.6.8.3.2).
Lanes: 1 – 5 nM single-stranded DNA without present protein, 2 - 5 nM double-stranded
DNA without present protein, 3 – 40 nM MTase, 4-6 – 5, 500, 2000 nM wt HsdR, 7-9 - 5,
500, 2000 nM D151A, 10-12 - 5, 500, 2000 nM E165A, 13-15 - 5, 500, 2000 nM E165D, 1618 - 5, 500, 2000 nM E165H, 19-21 - 5, 500, 2000 nM K167A.
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4.1.3.4 In vitro analysis of ATPase activity
The HsdR subunit includes the active site for ATP hydrolysis, which is necessary for ATPdependent DNA translocation by RM enzymes Type I. To study the ATPase activity of
EcoR124I mutants the concentration of inorganic phosphate (Pi) released by the ATP
hydrolysis was measured by the phosphate binding protein based assay (Brune et al., 1998)
(Webb, 2007).
This assay is based on Escherichia coli phosphate binding protein (PBP), the product of the
phoS gene, which is induced under conditions of Pi starvation and is located in the periplasm
as part of the Pi scavenging system of the bacteria. MDCC (N-[2-(1-maleimidyl)ethyl]-7diethylamino coumarin-3-carboxomide) labelled PBP is highly specific (Luecke and Quiocho,
1990) monomeric protein (35 kDa) and enables to measure Pi release from enzyme in real
time using the stopped flow apparatus. For our experiments MDCC-PBP was prepared by Dr.
Mark Szczelkun (University of Bristol, UK).
MDCC-PBP binds Pi tightly (Medveczky, 1971} and therefore low levels of Pi contamination
can affect the observed change of Pi. Pi is a fairly ubiquitous contaminant in buffers as well as
in biological solutions, moreover proteins alone can also be contaminated. Pi also binds to and
washes off glassware. To remove Pi contamination, we used a “Pi mop”, an enzymatic backup
system that consisted of purine nucleoside phosphorylase and 7-methylguanosine (Brune et
al., 1994).
The ATPase activity of EcoR124I cleavage mutants was measured at 25°C using “MDCCPBP plus mop” solutions (section 3.6.9.1.2.) containing 12.5, 25, 48, 96, 190, 320, 600, 1200
µM ATP. Pi released from ATP hydrolysis binds to MDCC-PBP, which resulted in a fast
increase of a fluorescence signal. The fluorescence of Pi release was remeasured each time
after pushing the new solution into the observation chamber. To obtain the real Pi release
from the ATPase activity of the mutants, the experiments were performed using a linearised
plasmid DNA pLKS5 with a single specific recognition site for EcoR124I (specific binding)
and with a linearised pTYB11 with no recognition site for EcoR124I (non-specific binding).
pLKS5 and pTYB11 differ by only ~2%. Rates obtained on specific DNA were corrected for
background HsdR ATPase activity by subtracting rates determined in parallel on the nonspecific DNA and the final data were then analysed in GraFit (Erithacus Software, Slough,
UK). An example of such a correction is in the Figure 38.
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Figure 38 Pi release by the K167A mutant REase. Kinetic profiles of Pi release by K167A on
the specific substrate pLKS5 (green line S) and on the non-specific substrate pTYB11 (blue
line NS) using 12.5 μM ATP in MDCC-PBP solution at 25 °C. Reactions contained 0.5 nM
DNA, 120 nM MTase, 400 nM HsdR, 8 µM MDCC-PBP, 0.2 mM 7-methylguanosine, 0.01
U/ml purine nucleoside phosphorylase and 0.1 mM AdoMet. Red line (C) – final data
obtained from the specific substrate data (S) corrected by subtracting the non-specific
substrate data (NS).

Figure 39 The kinetics of Pi released by K167A mutant using different concentrations of
ATP (12.5, 25, 48, 96, 190, 320, 600 and 1200 µM). Reactions contained 0.5 nM DNA, 120
nM MTase, 400 nM HsdR, 8 µM MDCC-PBP, 0.2 mM 7-methylguanosine, 0.01 U/ml purine
nucleoside phosphorylase, 0.1 mM AdoMet and 12.5 - 1200 µM ATP. Change of the
fluorescence of the ATPase reaction was measured using stopped-flow apparatus. The red
lines are the fits to the final data.
The kinetics of Pi release was estimated for all mutant enzymes, compared to the wt enzyme,
under different concentrations of ATP (12.5 – 1200 µM). The Figure 39 shows the profiles
obtained for the K167A mutant REase. The response of the fluorimeter was calibrated using
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titration of a Pi standard and was shown to be linear across the range measured. Linear steadystate phases of the ATPase rate profiles were fitted to:

CP 

1
k ATP

 t   ini

(Equation 2)

Where Cp is the phosphate concentration, kATP is the macroscopic steady-state ATPase rate,

ini is the macroscopic initiation delay time and t is the reaction time. The ATP dependent
rates obtained were fitted to a Michaelis-Menten relationship (Equation) to obtain Vmax and
Km values (Table 9).

v

Vmax  [ ATP ]
K M  [ ATP ]

(Equation 3)

Figure 40 Comparison of Pi release by mutant and wt REase. Reactions contained 0.5 nM
DNA, 120 nM MTase, 400 nM HsdR, 8 µM MDCC-PBP, 0.2 mM 7-methylguanosine, 0.01
U/ml purine nucleoside phosphorylase, 0.1 mM AdoMet at 1200 µM ATP. Change of the
fluorescence of the ATPase reaction was measured using stopped-flow apparatus.

All mutants showed Michealis-Menten kinetics and their KM values were all similar (Table 9).
The comparison of the Pi release among mutant REases compared to the wt REase in first 10
seconds is shown in Figure 40. More strikingly, for each mutant the apparent maximum
steady-state ATPase rate was significantly lower than for wild type, only the K167A mutant
appeared to have the highest activity among mutants.
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4.1.3.5 In vitro analysis of DNA translocation activity

The results obtained from ATPase assays indicated that the cleavage-deficient mutant REases
would retain the translocation activity, therefore DNA translocation was further analysed
using both bulk solution measurements and single-molecule magnetic tweezers technique.
The DNA translocation activity of RM enzymes Type I is necessary for following double
strand cleavage, which therefore occurs at a non-specific site several thousands of base pairs
distant from the enzyme-bound target sequence, when translocation is impeded.
4.1.3.5.1 Bulk solution experiments

For bulk experiments we used the method of triplex displacement assay (McClelland et al.,
2005 and Section 3.6.8.4.1). To allow both rapid mixing and continuous measurements of
fluorescence we utilised a stopped flow fluorimeter apparatus.
A four-site triplex DNA substrate pLKS5 was kindly donated by Louise Stanley, University
of Bristol (Figure 17, 41). pLKS5 was generated by cloning DNA triplex binding sites (TBS)
for CT-rich triplex forming oligonucleotides (TFO) downstream a single recognition site for
EcoR124I in different distances. A family of TFOs (TFO #14, #125, #126, #127) was
designed that had mutually exclusive binding to their respective TBSs. The TFO could only
bind stably under acidic conditions (pH<6) and the triplex was stabilised by the presence of
Mg2+. Triplex substrates, DNA with pre-bound TFO, were separately incubated with each
mutant endonuclease, which was in 30-fold molar excess to the site (recognition site = 1 site
per DNA). The pre-incubation time from mixing of enzyme and DNA till the first “shot” in
the stopped flow was ≥5 min. Under these conditions all available sites should be occupied by
endonuclease, while the excess of the enzyme does not interfere with the reaction.
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Figure 41 DNA substrate used for the translocation assays. pLKS5 (Stanley et al., 2006) was
cut at one site using ApaI to generate the linear DNA shown. By using different TFOs in each
translocation assay (TFOs 127, 126, 125 and 14 bound to TBSs 127, 126, 125 and 14,
respectively), spacing between the EcoR124I site and the triplex could be varied as shown.

Displacement of a fluorescent triplex by a translocating enzyme was measured as a change in
fluorescence signal. It was preceded by a lag phase, which is directly proportional to the
moved distance and reflects the initiation and translocation rates (McClelland et al., 2005). A
typical example of time courses is shown in Figure 42.

Figure 42 Example of the stopped flow traces using E165H HsdR. Triplex displacement of
TFOs #14 (magenta line), #125 (red line), #126 (blue line), #127 (green line) off the multiTBS substrate pLKS5. Reaction contained 1 nM DNA, 0.5 nM Tamra-labelled triplex, 30 nM
MTase, 120 nM HsdR, 100 μl AdoMet, 4 mM ATP in buffer R at 25 °C. Data has been
normalised to 100 %.

Triplex displacement data were fitted using a multi-exponential increase with offset function:
y= A1(1−e−k1(t−Tapp)) +A2(1−e−k2(t−Tapp)) +…
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where A1, A2, etc., are the amplitudes of the phases; and, k1, k2, etc., are the corresponding
rates of those phases (Firman and Szczelkun, 2000). The displacement profiles were best
fitted by three for EcoR124I exponentials (examples of the ranges of the constants obtained
were for wt EcoR124I: A1=10–20%, k1=2–4/s, A2=65–85%, k2=0.23–0.30/s, A3=5–20%,
k3=0.01–0.03/s) (Figure 43).

Figure 43 Triplex displacement on pLKS5 by the E165H mutant using a spacing of 315 bp.
Reaction contained 1 nM DNA, 0.5 nM Tamra-labelled triplex, 30 nM MTase, 120 nM HsdR,
100 μl AdoMet, 4 mM ATP in buffer R at 25 °C. Data has been normalised to 100 %. The red
line represents the fit to the displacement data using a triple exponential function.

By fitting of each of the translocation profiles, we obtained four lag times for each protein,
which were then plotted against the corresponding translocated distances (Figure 44). kstep (the
translocation speed) and kini (the initiation speed) were then determined from the linear
relationship between lag and distance (d bp):
 1    1 
Tlag  
d  

 kstep    kini 

(Equation 5)
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Figure 44 Lag times from the translocation on the multi-site substrate pLKS5 by the D151A
mutant. Lag times (s) obtained from triple exponential fits to the fluorescent data of pLKS5.
Distance represents the spacing from the 3' end of the EcoR124I recognition site to the start of
the TBS. Estimates of kstep and kini are shown.

The resulting kinetic data of wt and all mutants are listed in Table 9. The HsdR concentration
used in the assay is saturating, and the rates reported from the assay are for the translocation
of a single HsdR in an R2-complex. Figures 45 and 46 show the differences in the
translocation rates obtained by wt and mutant REases. Figure 45 shows comparison of triplex
displacement profiles for wt and all mutants with 0.5 nM TAMRA-labelled TFO#125; the
differences in the profiles are evident, interestingly the profiles of the wt (black line) and the
K167A mutant (red line) are almost similar in this figure. The profile of the E165A mutant is
clearly distinct, the shape of the profile is flatter than that of the others and the lag time is
longer, demonstrating that this mutant translocates DNA with the slowest rate.
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Figure 45 Triplex displacement profiles at a spacing of 1517 bp on linear DNA for wild type
HsdR and each mutant. Reaction contained 1 nM DNA, 0.5 nM TAMRA-labelled triplex, 30
nM MTase, 120 nM HsdR, 100 μl AdoMet, 4 mM ATP in buffer R at 25 °C. Data was
normalised to 100 %.

Figure 46 DNA translocation of the mutant and wt REases. The histogram shows the rates of
translocation by one HsdR subunit – R1 translocation.

4.1.3.5.2 Single molecule studies

In collaboration with Dr. Ralf Seidel (Delft University of Technology, Netherlands and
Dresden University of Technology, Germany), DNA translocation by EcoR124I cleavage
mutants was investigated using single molecule techniques.
Magnetic tweezers enabled us to see single EcoR124I translocation events as a transient
decrease in the end-to-end distance owing to the formation of DNA loops (Figure 20A;
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(Seidel et al., 2004)). This assay can give information on initiation, translocation and
termination, processes that are more difficult to measure using bulk solution assays, and in
addition, also insight into the number of motor subunits bound. R1-complexes cause only
events (R1-events) with a single translocation rate, whereas R2-complexes can cause events
(R2-events) with temporarily a doubled translocation rate (Figure 47).

Figure 47 Enlarged view on DNA translocation by Type I EcoR124I. I – the MTase bound to
the specific recognition site on the DNA; II – a single motor translocating; III – both R
subunits translocating DNA until one dissociates, the other one continues translocating.

When the solution of in vitro reconstituted endonuclease EcoR124I was flushed into the flow
cell (Figure 20A, B), containing DNA molecules with a single EcoR124I recognition site in
the presence of ATP, complicated translocation events occurred. Figure 47 shows an example
of a translocation event by EcoR124I. The enzyme bound to the DNA translocates the
adjacent DNA towards itself (DNA-enzyme complex), the DNA end-to-end distance is
simultaneously shortening due to the formation of the extruding DNA loop. This is monitored
as a change of z-position of a magnetic bead. Initially only one R subunit translocates, while
the other subunit starts to translocate in approximately 1.5 s time, which causes the steeper
decrease in the DNA distance. One subunit then dissociates from the DNA, which can be seen
as a sudden increase in the DNA end-to-end distance. The other R subunit continues
translocation alone, R1 event, and the event is terminated by its dissociation in a short time.
The cleavage-deficient mutants enabled us to measure DNA translocation for quite a long
time, up to 6000 s, that is not possible with the wt protein because it cleaves off the bead, and
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we observed several different types of events. All events were then fitted to obtain the
translocation rate and the event duration (lifetimes) (Figure 51, Table 9).
The translocation properties of the wild type enzyme were comparable to those measured
previously (Seidel et al., 2005) (Seidel et al., 2008). The translocation rates show symmetrical
distributions (Figure 48A), with the mean R2-rate being almost exactly double that of the R1rate. This is because each HsdR subunit in the complex acts independently and the rate of two
motors translocating is the sum of the rates of the individual motors. In contrast, there is a
difference in the lifetime of an HsdR translocation event of ~3-fold depending on whether the
HsdR is part of an R1- or R2-complex (Table 9). This difference is suggested to arise from a
decreased stability of the HsdR-MTase interaction in an R1-complex compared to an R2complex, possibly because of induced structural asymmetry.
The cleavage-deficient mutants showed different translocation behaviour compared to the wt
enzyme and to each other (Figure 48). Overall the results showed that mutations in Motifs II
and III had significant effects on the translocation rates and lifetimes (Table 9). With the
exception of K167A, all the mutants had reduced mean translocation rates. Moreover, the
distributions of the R1 rates were often bimodal. This indicates that the HsdR populations had
not only become slower but also showed an increased static/dynamic disorder compared to the
wild type subunit. In addition, the D151A, E165A and E165H mutants showed increased
translocation lifetimes while K167A was shorter lived.
Mutation of D151 to an alanine reduced slightly the mean translocation rate for R2-events to
943 bp s-1 (Figure 49A) and showed a distinct bimodal distribution of the R1 translocation
rates, with mean translocation rates of 243 bp s-1 and 490 bp s-1 for the slower and faster
populations, respectively (Table 9). This indicates that this mutant comprises distinct subpopulations of HsdR subunits with distinct translocation properties. While R1-events were
shorter than R2-events, the overall lifetimes were longer than observed for the wild type
enzyme (Figure 49C, Table 9).
Mutation of E165 to an alanine showed even more extreme effects, with a reduction of the R2
translocation rate to 565 bp s-1 and also a bimodal distribution of R1-rates, centred at 130 bp s1

and 320 bp s-1 (Table 9). The translocation lifetime of the R2-complexes was similar to wild

type, whereas the R1-complexes showed a more than 2-fold enhanced stability (Figure 49C,
Table 9).
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Figure 48 The time traces of DNA translocation by the wt and mutant EcoR124I obtained on
magnetic tweezers. A) wt, B) D151A, C) E165A, D) E165D, E) E165H, F)K167A.

Conservative mutation of E165 to glutamate produced a reduction in the translocation rates
for the R1 and R2-complexes to 498 bp s-1 and 961 bp s-1, respectively (Figure 49A, Table 9).
It did not clearly show a bi-modal distribution of the R1 translocation rates and the
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translocation lifetimes of both species were similar to wild type (Figure 49C, Table 9). Thus
these data are the most similar to wild type, and also compatible with the retention of some
nuclease activity (Figure 33).
Non-conservative mutation of E165 to histidine had the most deleterious effects on
translocation of all those examined. It showed a clear bi-modal distribution of R1-rates
(centred at 184 bp s-1 and 370 bp s-1) and an almost random distribution of R2-rates (Figure
49A, Table 9). Because of different sub-populations of R1-species, it was more difficult to
confidently assign R2-events. The reduction in translocation rates was matched by an increase
in the event durations for both R1 and R2-events (Figure 49C, Table 9).
Mutation of K167 to an alanine also produced a bi-modal population of R1-species (centred at
345 bp s-1 and 577 bp s-1), with the faster population equivalent to the rate seen with wild type
HsdR (Figure 49A). The mean R2-rate was also equivalent to wild type (1139 bp s-1). The
translocation lifetime for the R1-events was moderately increased, whilst the lifetime for the
R2-events was moderately decreased (Figure 49C, Table 9).
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Figure 49 DNA translocation by wt and EcoR124I cleavage mutants. A) Histogram of the
translocation rates. The peaks show the mean translocation rates of R1 and R2 events. The
third slowest peak refers to slower R1 events. B) Comparison of the R1 translocation rates
obtained from bulk and single molecule experiments. The arrow indicates that wt and E165D
mutant did not show bi-modal distribution of R1 translocation rates. C) Histogram of the
mean duration of the R1 and R2 translocation events of the wt and mutant enzymes.
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The surprising phenomenon, observed while recording the traces, was “stalling”, regions of
low activity or even inactivity when no translocation occurred, and which duration differed
among the mutants, generally lasting for hundreds of seconds (e.g. K167A in Figure 50).

Figure 50 The cumulative event number. Full dots refer to the R2 events, empty dots refer to
the R1 events.

These regions are readily visualised in the cumulative events traces in Figure 50. For the wild
type enzyme (Figure 48), pausing lasted tens of seconds, but never on the same timescale as
for the mutants, which showed the longer periods of inactivity and less frequent activity.
While the wt showed the regular changing of R1 and R2 events with the stalling, the E165D
mutant (Figure 48D) had regions of intensive translocation and regions when no DNA was
translocated for app 700s, which was followed by other translocation events. The E165A
mutant appeared to have very little and very short stalling events (Figure 48C); the slope of
the E165A line in the Figure 50 is more moderate than that of wt, which means shorter events
with slower translocation rates. In contrast, the K167A mutant initially translocated very
processively (Figure 48F) with very short or no stalling, but after some time, approximately
1200s, translocation events occurred very rarely and the periods of inactivity prolonged
(Figure 51). The slowest translocation rate was observed for the E165H mutant, which slope
appeared to be the mildest, and it showed regular changing of R1, R2 and stalling events.
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Figure 51 DNA translocation by the K167A mutant, time trace obtained on magnetic
tweezers.
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Table 9 Kinetic constants obtained from DNA cleavage, inorganic phosphate release and bulk and single molecule experiments.
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4.2 Analysis of the QxxxY motif of the HsdR EcoR124I
4.2.1 Mutagenesis of the QxxxY motif of EcoR124I

Bioinformatic analysis of Region X of the HsdR subunits of EcoR124I and related Type
I enzymes showed that in addition to the principal PD-(E/D)xK Motifs, I, II and III, a fourth
motif is also present (Figure 22). Identified QxxxY motif is characteristic of RecB-family
nucleases (Aravind et al., 2000) and resides immediately C-terminal to Motif III within a
region of predicted -helix.
Using mutagenesis, we examined the role of the Q and Y residues in DNA binding,
translocation and cleavage, and roles of the QxxxY motif in coordinating the catalytic
residues and in stabilising the nuclease domain on the DNA. QxxxY mutants were generated
from pACR124 using Quik-Change site-directed mutagenesis (Stratagene, Materials and
Methods, Section 3.6.1).

Figure 52 Amino acid substitutions in the QxxxY motif of the hsdR (R124I) gene. Glutamine
Q179 was substituted by alanine and lysine, tyrosine Y183 was substituted by alanine and
phenylalanine.

The Q179 and Y183 residues of EcoR124I HsdR were substituted with alanine, Q179 also
with lysine and Y183 with phenylalanine (Figure 52). A double mutant Q179A,Y183A was
produced by two consecutive rounds of mutagenesis. All mutants were fully sequenced, and
then expressed and purified as described previously (Section 3.6.6. in Material and methods
and Section 4.1.3.1 in Results). They all behaved as wt during expression and purification.
Figure 53 shows the 10% SDS polyacrylamide gel with all mutants.
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Figure 53 10% SDS-PAG of purified QxxxY mutant HsdR subunits. Lane 1 – protein marker
(120, 100, 85, 70, 60, 50, 40 kDa), Lane 2-5 – Q179A, Q179K, Y183A, Y183F mutant HsdR
subunits, respectively.

4.2.2 Analysis of DNA binding activities of QxxxY mutants

The ability of the mutant HsdRs to assemble onto a DNA-bound MTase was analysed as
described above (Section 3.6.8.3.2.2 and 4.1.3.3) and compared to the wt enzyme. A fixed
concentration of

32

P-labelled dsDNA substrate and MTase was incubated with different

concentrations of HsdR subunits in the absence of ATP. The unbound DNA was then
separated from the different protein-DNA complexes by an EMSA. An example EMSA for
Y183F mutant is shown in Figure 54.

Figure 54 Example EMSA gel for Y183F HsdR. 5 nM 32P-labelled dsDNA was incubated
with MTase (0 or 100 nM) and HsdR (0 – 2000 nM) as indicated for >5 min at 25ºC. Samples
were then separated on a 5% (w/v) native acrylamide gel at 5ºC.
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Although we could distinguish the free DNA and R1 and R2 complexes, we could not resolve
clearly the MTase-DNA complex. It seems that DNA binding by the EcoR124I MTase in the
absence of HsdR cannot be always caged in the EMSA. In contrast, binding by HsdR appears
to stabilize the MTase-DNA complex.
To quantify the data, we considered a simplified four-state model:

D   M 
D  M   R 
D  M  R1   R 

D  M  R2 
K DM
K1
K2

Scheme 1

where D is the free DNA, M is the free MTase complex, R is the free HsdR, D·M is the DNAMTase complex, D·M·R1 is the DNA-R1M2S1 complex, D·M·R2 is the DNA-R2M2S1 complex,
KDM is the dissociation constant for the DNA-MTase complex, K1 is the dissociation constant
for the DNA-R1M2S1 complex and K2 is the dissociation constant for the DNA-R2M2S1
complex. As we were unable to resolve a clear MTase-DNA band in our EMSA assays, the
amount of the R1 and R2 complexes were calculated as a fraction of the total input DNA
concentration from the “volume” of the R1 and R2 bands relative to the total volume of that
lane (Figure 55). The values of K1 and K2 were then estimated by fitting of the R1 and R2
complexes only by non-linear least squares regression in Scientist (v2.01 MicroMath
Scientific Software, Salt Lake City, UT). The obtained K1 and K2 values are displayed in
Table 10.
The binding of the first HsdR (K1,

app)

is largely similar for all HsdRs. More significant

differences were observed upon binding of the second HsdR (K2,

app).

Mutations at Q179

produced a 1.2- to 1.7-fold reduction in affinity, whilst mutations at Y183 produced a 2.3- to
3-fold reduction in affinity. The double mutant (Q179A,Y183A) showed the biggest effect
(>3.4-fold reduction in affinity). It is evident that mutation of the QxxxY motif destabilises
the assembly of the R2 complex, with the biggest contribution coming from the Y183 residue.
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Figure 55 Assembly of EcoR124I on DNA in the absence of ATP. The percentage of free
DNA (top graph), R1 complex (middle graph) and R2 complex (bottom graph) was calculated
for each of the HsdRs indicated. Points are the average of 2-3 repeat experiments, error bars
are the standard deviations of the averages. Lines show the linear connections between the
points.

4.2.3 DNA translocation by QxxxY mutants

DNA cleavage by Type I enzymes is preceded by DNA translocation. Any mutation that
affects the translocase activity could alter DNA cleavage activity. To determine whether the
QxxxY mutants had altered DNA translocation properties, we used triplex displacement assay
(McClelland et al., 2005), Section 3.6.8.4.1 and 4.1.3.5.1).
A four-site triplex DNA substrate pLKS5 and a family of triplex forming oligonucleotides
(TFO #14, #125, #126, #127) were used to prepare linear DNA substrates, as described above
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(Section 3.6.8.4.1 and 4.1.3.5.1). Linear DNA substrates were pre-incubated with an excess of
EcoR124I MTase and HsdR to saturate the DNA recognition sites with R2 complex.
Translocation reactions were initiated by addition of ATP to 4 mM, and the change of
fluorescence upon dissociation of the triplex was monitored. A typical example of a profile is
shown in Figure 56.
For each triplex substrate, a clear lag in the kinetics was observed before a characteristic
increase in fluorescence that corresponds to the displacement of the triplex (Figure 57). The
lag times (lag) were obtained from fitting each profile to Equation 2 (Section 4.1.3.5.1). The
translocation rate kstep and initiation rate kini,

app

were derived from the linear relationship

between the triplex distance and lag (Table 10).

Figure 56 Example stopped-flow traces using Y183A HsdR. Triplex displacement of TFOs
#14 (magenta line), #125 (green line), #126 (blue line), #127 (red line) from the multi-TBS
substrate pLKS5. Reaction, containing 1 nM DNA, 0.5 nM Tamra-labelled triplex, 30 nM
MTase, 120 nM HsdR, 100 μl AdoMet, was initiated by rapid mixing with 4 mM ATP in
buffer R at 25 °C.
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Figure 57 Lag times from the translocation on the multi-site substrate pLKS5 by the Y183A
mutant. Graph showing relationship between lag and triplex spacings. The line shows a fit by
least squares regression to Equation 3 to give the translocation rate and initiation rate.
Estimates of kstep and kini are shown.

With the exception of the double mutant (Q179A,Y183A), all the HsdR mutants showed
translocation kinetics within experimental error of the wt HsdR. The obtained data proves that
mutation of the QxxxY motif does not alter the translocation properties of EcoR124I
significantly and all the proteins are still capable of translocating. Because of the larger
experimental error in the Q179A,Y183A data, we cannot explicitly state whether or not this
mutant was a slightly faster motor.

4.2.4 In vitro DNA cleavage by QxxxY mutants

Since the mutations in the QxxxY motif influences the assembly of the R2 complex, and
formation of the R2 complex is required for DNA cleavage (Janscak et al., 1996), it is likely
that these mutations will also affect DNA cleavage efficiency.
To test the endonuclease activity of the mutants, we used the cleavage assay described above
(Section 3.6.8.2 and 4.1.3.2). The complete RM enzymes were reconstituted by mixing the
separately purified HsdR and Mtase. Cleavage reactions were initiated by the addition of ATP
to a final concentration of 4 mM. Individual time points of 20 μl aliquots were stopped at the
time intervals by addition of 10 μl of STEB and inactivated at 67 °C for 20 min. The CCC
DNA substrate, OC intermediate and full length linear product (LN) were separated by
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agarose gel electrophoresis and the percentage of DNA in each band evaluated by scintillation
counting (Vipond, 1995). Data was further analysed using Excel (Microsoft) and GraFit 5.0.8
(Erithacus Software limited).
Mutation of Q179 to an alanine reduces the rate for cleavage of the first strand by ~2-fold
(Figure 58). Although this mutant has translocation properties similar to the wt enzyme, the
first cleavage appears later than for the wt. The amount of linear DNA is markedly reduced
compared to the nicking DNA. After ~5 minute reaction, the DNA is predominantly nicked
(~67%), with very little linear DNA produced (~14%). Despite the normal DNA translocation
properties of the Q179K mutant, DNA cleavage was not observed under any conditions
(Figure 59). This suggests that either strand hydrolysis is no longer possible or that cleavage
is very slow. The Y183F mutation showed a moderately reduced rate for the first strand
cleavage and almost two-fold increase in the lag offset (Figure 61). As observed with the
Q179A mutant, the longer lag offset corresponds to a less concerted cleavage of the DNA.
More nicked DNA is generated, a peak of ~50% OC is observed within two minutes. The
linear DNA production was markedly slower compared to the wt, only ~60% linear DNA was
generated before the reaction was stopped. The Y183A mutation showed more than two-fold
decrease for the first strand cleavage and more than 3.5-fold increase in the lag offset (Figure
60). Consequently, very little second strand cleavage was observed; when the reaction
stopped at 5 minutes, only 65% of the DNA had been cut, with the majority (58%) nicked in
only one strand. For the Q179A,Y183A mutant no DNA cleavage was observed, similar to
the Q179K mutant. The Figure 62 shows comparison of the production of OC DNA for the wt
and mutant proteins. The single mutations in the QxxxY motif have different effect on the rate
of DNA cleavage by EcoR124I as well as on the amount of nicked DNA formed. All the data
obtained from the measurements are summarized in the Table 10.
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Figure 58 Cleavage by EcoR124I Q179A mutant. (A) Cleavage of pLKS5 was monitored
over a 1h time course. Aliquots (20 μl) were removed at the time points indicated. DNA
substrates and products were separated by agarose gel electrophoresis. (B) The reaction
profile. The relative amounts of CCC substrate, OC and full length LN DNAs were
quantified. The DNA profiles show the levels of DNA substrate and reaction products, the
increasing amount of OC DNA form over the time indicates a single-stranded cleavage. Error
bars represent the standard deviations from 3 repeat experiments.
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Figure 59 Cleavage by EcoR124I Q179K mutant. (A) Cleavage of pLKS5 was monitored
over a 1h time course. Aliquots (20 μl) were removed at the time points indicated. DNA
substrates and products were separated by agarose gel electrophoresis. (B) As legend in
Figure 58.
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Figure 60 Cleavage by EcoR124I Y183A mutant. (A) Cleavage of pLKS5 was monitored
over a 1h time course. Aliquots (20 μl) were removed at the time points indicated. DNA
substrates and products were separated by agarose gel electrophoresis. (B) As legend in
Figure 58.
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Figure 61 Cleavage by EcoR124I Y183F mutant. (A) Cleavage of pLKS5 was monitored
over a 1h time course. Aliquots (20 μl) were removed at the time points indicated. DNA
substrates and products were separated by agarose gel electrophoresis. (B) As legend in
Figure 58 The first strand cleavage is slowed but a peak of 50% OC DNA was observed.
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Figure 62 Effect of QxxxY HsdR mutants on the rate of DNA cleavage by EcoR124I.
Comparison of the production of open circle DNA for the wt and mutant proteins as indicated.
Error bars represent the standard deviations from 3 repeat experiments.

Table 10 DNA translocation, binding and cleavage by the wt and QxxxY mutant HsdRs.
DNA binding
(-ATP)

Translocation
(+ATP)

DNA cleavage
(+ATP)

K1,app
nM

K2,app
nM

kstep
bp/s
(±SEM)

kini,app
/s
(±SEM)

Relative
1st strand
rate

Lag Offset
s
(±SEM)

Amplitude
%
(±SEM)

wt

15

900

599±5

2.5±0.1

1.00

10.3±1.5

94.8±0.3

Q179A

12

1500

601±8

2.6±0.2

0.51

25.0±1.6

81.2±0.4

Q179K

10

1100

617±8

2.4±0.2

Y183F

14

2100

621±11

2.2±0.2

0.87

17.2±3.1

92.5±0.8

Y183A

15

2700

596±20

2.1±0.3

0.42

35.7±1.3

66.8±0.6

20

3100

684±38

1.8±0.4

Q179A
Y183A

No cleavage

SEM = standard error from least squares regression analysis.
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5 Discussion
Type I restriction modification (RM) enzymes have been developed by bacteria to protect
themselves from invading DNA. The incoming foreign DNA is cleaved by the restriction
enzyme, while the cellular DNA is protected from the cleavage by a specific modification,
methylation of adenyl residues in the recognition sequence. The RM enzymes are large,
multifunctional and complex proteins, composed of three different subunits encoded by the
genes hsdR, hsdM and hsdS. All three subunits are necessary for production of fully
functional endonuclease complex but individually, they execute different functions in the
complex enzyme. In simple words, HsdS subunit plays the key role in the recognition of
DNA target sequence and is probably responsible for the subunit assembly. Together with
HsdM subunit it forms a methylase complex, which is responsible for modification. HsdR
subunit is responsible for DNA translocation and restriction; it is the motor component of the
enzyme. It is responsible for ATP binding and hydrolysis. It is also absolutely required for
DNA cleavage. The EcoR124I HsdR structure is divided into several domains: N-terminal
nuclease domain is responsible for the DNA cleavage, central is the helicase domain
necessary for DNA translocation and ATP hydrolysis, and C-terminal domain is most
probably responsible for the assembly with MTase.
The HsdR subunits are archetypical examples of the fusion between nuclease and helicase
domains into a single polypeptide, a linkage that is found in a great many other DNA
processing enzymes. The work presented in this thesis explored the interrelationship between
these physically-linked domains. We examined the DNA translocation properties of
EcoR124I complexes in which the HsdR subunits had been mutated in the RecB-like
nuclease motifs II or III. We found that nuclease mutations could have strong effects on
DNA translocation despite being discrete from the helicase domain. A new motif, QxxxY,
was also found in the nuclease domain, and its role in EcoR124I was examined.

5.1 Analysis of Motif II and III in the Region X of the HsdR EcoR124I
The restriction by Type I RM enzymes is a complex reaction and it occurs at a non-specific
site several thousands of base pairs away from the binding site. Preceding ATP-dependent
DNA translocation drives the enzyme to the cleavage site. Previously, it was concluded that
the central helicase domain of the HsdR subunit is responsible for ATP hydrolysis and DNA
translocation (Davies et al., 1998) (Davies et al., 1999a) (Janscak et al., 1999). Evidence has
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been presented that the motor HsdR subunit, containing the canonical SF2 helicase motifs
(seven DEAD-box amino acid motifs), is not an obligate unwindase (Stanley et al., 2006) and
therefore it is not a classical helicase, but instead, EcoR124I can be described as a dsDNA
translocase with a polarity of 3’-5’, which is a common feature for members of SF2
(Gorbalenya, 1993) (Singleton and Wigley, 2002) (Tuteja, 2004). The study of mutations in
DEAD-box motifs has elucidated their role in the endonuclease activity. All mutants deficient
in ATPase activity were also deficient in DNA translocation, and the nuclease activity was
reduced only to the nicking activity. This led to the conclusion that these two functions are
linked together and that that DEAD-box motifs are critical for an ATP-dependent mechanism
of DNA translocation (Davies et al., 1998) (Davies et al., 1999a). The observed nicking
activity was assigned to the endonuclease domain, which should be absolutely independent of
the ATP-dependent translocation mechanism (Davies et al., 1999a) (Janscak et al., 1999).
However, in our study the mutations in the nuclease domain influenced both the ATPase and
the translocation activities of the enzymes.
The nuclease activity of EcoR124I is found in the motif X, a domain N-terminal to the motor
(helicase) domain of HsdR (Figure 22). Region X can be classified as part of the PD-(E/D)xK
superfamily (Aravind et al., 2000) (Bujnicki, 2004), which includes not only Type I, II and III
RM enzymes, but also a great many repair and recombination nucleases. The conserved
structural unit is an  core that serves as a scaffold for more-weakly conserved catalytic
residues (Bujnicki, 2004), principally the charged amino acids clustered in Motifs I, II and III.
Sequence alignment of this domain in particular families of the Type I enzymes revealed the
presence of three conserved amino acids: for EcoR124I it is aspartic acid D151, glutamic acid
E165 and lysine K167 (Figure 23). The involvement of region X in the endonuclease activity
was demonstrated previously for EcoKI (Type IA) (Davies et al., 1999b) and EcoAI (Type
IB) (Janscak et al., 1999). Mutations in the motif X in these two enzymes uncoupled the DNA
translocation and DNA cleavage activities of the enzymes. The single alanine substitutions at
D61, E76 and K78 residues of EcoAI HsdR abolished the enzyme’s restriction activity but
had no effect on its ATPase and DNA translocation activities. The K78A mutant of EcoAI
exhibited a significant nicking activity, while the D61A and E76A mutants had no or very
little nicking activity (Janscak et al., 1999). For EcoKI all four mutations, D298E, E312H,
E312D, K314A, abolished both DNA nicking and the endonuclease activity of the EcoKI
enzyme. Studies of the nuclease motif of EcoKI suggested that at least one nuclease mutation
in this domain could significantly affect motor activity (Davies 1999). To address this
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possibility in more depth, we made previously-uncharacterised mutations of EcoR124I HsdR
in Motifs II and III of the RecB-family nuclease. We have made a collection of mutants with a
single amino acid substitution in these motifs: D151A, E165A, E165D, E165H, K167A. All
mutants were tested in vivo for their restriction phenotype on the basis of complementation
(Section 3.6.5.1.). The method is based on the competition between two HsdR subunits
produced in one cell (the mutant and the wild type HsdR subunit) to assemble with MTase,
and to produce a complex endonuclease EcoR124I. The restriction phenotype is then
determined as an ability of the cells expressing the mutant HsdR subunits to reduce the
growth of the bacteriophage lambda. Then it is possible to distinguish the restriction-deficient
mutants from the restriction-proficient mutants (Section 4.2) (Colson et al., 1965). The
mutants had markedly reduced restriction activity in vivo (1000-fold reduction) but at the
same time retained the ability to modify the phage DNA. They exhibited r-R124I m+R124I
phenotype, as they were able to assemble with MTase and form the complex endonuclease.
Although restriction-deficient, the mutants retained the modification activity, since the phage
grown on these tested strains was able to invade the non-restricting as well as the restricting
indicator strain.
The complementation analysis and subsequent DNA sequencing enabled us to select the
collection of hsdR124I genes containing the single mutation in the Motifs II and III. The
properties of these mutants were analysed in vitro for restriction activity, ATPase activity,
DNA binding and DNA translocation properties.
DNA cleavage has been proposed to occur when a translocating endonuclease collides with
some road-block on a DNA. This can also happen when two specifically bound endonuclease
molecules meet after translocation of the DNA. Cleavage of the DNA with a single
recognition site requires an additional endonuclease molecule available from a solution,
which non-specifically binds to the DNA substrate (Studier and Bandyopadhyay, 1988). We
have investigated the restriction activities of the wild type and mutant enzymes by assaying
the production of nicked and linear DNA from the covalently closed plasmid DNA (Section
4.1.3.2). We were expecting that the mutant enzymes would not be able to nick or to cleave
DNA, the nicking being the first step in the reaction mechanism. The level of the restriction
activity of the enzyme was suggested as a percentage of the linear DNA present in the
reaction mixture at the given molar ratio of the DNA:enzyme after the stopping of the
reaction. To ensure the R2 complex is fully present, capable of cleavage in contrast to R1
complex, we used high molar excess of the HsdR. For the wild type HsdR, maximum
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cleavage (as judged by the production of 80% linear DNA) can be obtained using more than
4-fold molar excess of HsdR relative to the MTase-DNA concentration and a reaction time of
5 minutes. It has been showed that a higher cleavage stoichiometry is observed for the wt R1
complex, which may be explained by the fact that a second HsdR subunit, required to
assemble the R2 complex, is donated from the excess of the enzyme in the solution (Janscak et
al., 1996). An excess of HsdR in the solution is required because of the dynamic nature of the
HsdR interaction with the Mtase (Seidel et al., 2005). Such a situation is unlikely to occur in
the cell, where the HsdR subunit is present in the limited concentration (Weiserova et al.,
1993). However, to ensure that we could capture any cleavage events that occurred with our
mutant enzymes, we increased the molar excess of HsdR to a 20-fold molar excess relative to
DNA. All Motif II and III mutants that we examined were affected in their restriction
activities. For all of them a mutation caused the lost or reduction of DNA cleavage activity,
even the ability for a first strand cleavage. No cleavage activity was observed over five
minutes with the D151A, E165H or K167A mutants. Some partial DNA nicking and the
production of a small amount of full length linear DNA was observed only with the E165A
and E165D mutants (Figure 31 and 33). These results are completely consistent with the in
vivo results (Table 6 and 7) that a DNA nicking activity is insufficient to stop phage infection
(Taylor et al., 1990). To compare the kinetics of DNA cleavage by wild type, E165A and
E165D, we analysed the disappearance of the CCC DNA using Equation 1 (Figure 35). Apart
from a reduction in the apparent rate of first strand cleavage and almost no second strand
cleavage, both E165A and E165D showed an increase in the lag offset (Table 9), which can
also reflect slower translocation. The activity of these mutants – slow in vitro DNA nicking
and a high e.o.p. in vivo - is reminiscent of the slow DNA nicking activity of the positionallyunrelated K78A mutant of EcoAI (Janscak et al., 1999).
Effective DNA binding and ATPase activity of analysed restriction deficient mutant REases
are the basic functions essential for the translocation activity. The DNA binding properties of
the wild type EcoR124I and cleavage-deficient mutant endonucleases were compared on the
basis of their binding affinity to the synthetic oligoduplex containing a single recognition site
for EcoR124I (Section 4.1.3.3). First results of the DNA binding activity were gained from
the fluorescent EMSA (Figure 36) and provided an information whether the mutant
endonucleases were able to bind to the DNA and whether the ratio of HsdR:MTase 2:1 was
sufficient for the formation of the R2 complex. It was shown that the R2 complex of the wild
type EcoR124I enzyme is formed at the ratio of HsdR:MTase higher than 1 (Janscak et al.,
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1998). Increasing of the concentration of the wild type HsdR subunit resulted in formation of
multiple bands, and at HsdR:MTase ratio 2:1 the R2 complexes were formed for both the wild
type and the mutant endonucleases. The EMSA with tritium-labelled DNA was carried out by
incubating dsDNA and MTase with three different concentrations of HsdR (Figure 37). All
mutants formed three types of DNA-protein complexes (DNA-MTase, DNA-R1 and DNAR2), which differed by their mobility in a native polyacrylamide gel, confirming thus the
results obtained from the fluorescent experiments. While the free DNA and R1 and R2
complexes were easy to distinguish, the DNA-MTase complex was rather faint. It seems that
DNA binding by the EcoR124I MTase in the absence of HsdR is not efficiently caged in the
EMSA assay. In contrast, binding by HsdR appears to stabilize the DNA-MTase complex,
while MTase alone binds weakly. We found no significant difference in the efficiency of R2complex formation between the wild type and mutant HsdR subunits, which means that in
vitro assembly of the whole protein complex was not distorted by the mutations.
Hydrolysis of ATP provides the energy for DNA translocation by Type I RM enzymes and
helicases. To measure the EcoR124I ATPase activity, we utilized a coumarine-labelled
phosphate-binding protein (PBP) sensor (Brune et al., 1994) (Webb, 2003) (Webb, 2007)
(Seidel et al., 2008) (Section 4.1.3.4). This sensor allows fast and tight binding of the
phosphate and makes possible a rapid following of the ATPase kinetics using the stoppedflow fluorimeter. The ATPase kinetics could be characterized by low initial rate, followed by
an acceleration phase until a steady-state rate is achieved. This is caused by the initiation,
termination and reinitiation of DNA translocation by EcoR124I previously quantitatively
defined (Seidel et al., 2005) (Seidel et al., 2008). The motor HsdR subunit associates with
DNA via interaction with the MTase, which is stably bound to a specific recognition
sequence. The MTase acts as a loading factor and remains bound to the DNA for prolonged
periods of time compared to HsdR (10 s for HsdR vs. 30 min for MTase). The loaded HsdR
translocates the DNA and forms a loop. At any stage of the translocation, the HsdR subunit
can detach from the DNA-MTase complex, terminating thus the loop. Subsequently, a second
HsdR can be loaded from a solution to repeat this cycle. We found that all our mutants
showed Michaelis-Menten kinetics. While the KM values were all comparable (Table 9), the
ATPase rate of the mutants was significantly lower than for the wild type. Although the
K167A mutant was the only one with wild type-like ATPase activity.
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Our results revealed that the HsdR subunit in the mutant enzyme can still bind the MTase but
cannot cleave the DNA. A lack of cleavage activity could be caused by a disruption in the
nuclease active site or by a disruption of the DNA translocation properties that prevents the
interaction of two HsdR subunits, required for a cleavage. To determine whether the Motif II
and III mutants exhibit altered DNA translocation properties rather than cleavage, we
employed a triplex displacement assay (Firman and Szczelkun, 2000) (McClelland et al.,
2005) and single molecule experiments (Seidel et al., 2004) (Section 4.1.3.5). Using stoppedflow fluorimeter, we could measure the translocation activity of our mutants as a change in
fluorescence resulting upon displacement of triplex by translocating enzyme. We utilized
fluorescent-labelled DNA triplexes bound downstream of an EcoR124I recognition sequence.
The R1 translocation rates were determined using multiple triplex spacings. The results
obtained from triplex displacement assay showed translocation rates very similar to those of
the wild type enzyme. The E165D and K167A mutants showed the wild type-like DNA
translocation properties, the other mutants were affected only slightly (Figure 45, 46). The
slowest one, the E165A mutant, exhibited 30% reduction in the translocation rate compared to
the wild type.
DNA translocation on a single DNA molecule was measured using magnetic tweezers, which
enabled us to monitor translocation events as a transient decrease in the end-to-end length of
the DNA due to the formation of DNA loops (Figure 47). It is possible to score the
translocation rate and the lifetime of the translocation event, the slope giving the translocation
rate, the duration giving the translocation lifetime. The initiation of each HsdR in an R2complex can be visualised by a change in the slope. Therefore, it is possible to assign whether
the translocation event was produced by an R1-complex (one motor running) or an R2complex (both motors running), also two motors running can cause a temporary doubling of
the rate. This is not possible with a triplex displacement, where only translocation by a single
motor subunit (R1 events) can be measured. However, while previously there was very good
correspondence between the translocation rates determined from bulk solution and single
molecule assays (Seidel et al., 2008), it was striking that none of the rates we determined from
the triplex assay were close to those obtained from the tweezers assays, in all cases the former
being greater than the latter. Not only the translocation rates obtained by tweezers technique
were slower but most of the mutants revealed the bimodal distributions of the R1 rates, which
was not observed for the wild type enzyme and which remained hidden in the bulk
experiments. Two different R1 populations were observed for most of the mutants. The E165D
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mutant was the only one, which did not show bimodal distribution of R1 rates, similarly as
observed for the wild type. All mutants exhibited different translocation behaviour as
compared to the wild type and to each other (Figure 48-50).
Another observed phenomenon was the stalling, when no translocation events could be
measured, the periods of low activity or even inactivity. It was also observed for the wild type
but much shorter, pausing lasted tens of seconds, never on the same timescale as for the
mutants. It can be caused by very slow initiation step or there is a possibility that some
amount of the total protein is inactive. Then the period of inactivity is a result of two inactive
species bound or because the inactive HsdR prevents binding or initiation of a second HsdR.
Our results, as well as those of previous studies with EcoKI, show that mutations in the
nuclease domain of the HsdR subunit can have significant effects on the activities of the
distinct helicase domain. They have clearly caused increased heterogeneity in the enzyme
population, and additional effects, not seen in the wild type protein. We did not see a clear
relationship between the translocation rates and ATPase rates. Probably the broader and
bimodal distribution of translocation rates and the stalling events during initiation all lead to a
lower apparent ATPase rates. Also reduced or removed cleavage activity could be caused by
less successful collisions between two HsdR. However, all HsdR subunits showed measurable
translocation, some of them with enhanced processivity. Therefore, the chance of successful
collision was high and the significant effects on cleavage were then probably caused by a
disruption of the active site coordination.
Two possible explanations can elucidate for what could have happened in the DNA-protein
complex. Firstly, mutations affected the conformation of the HsdR subunit. But they could
not have resulted in the level of unfolding, because the in vivo complementation assay
showed that the mutants could compete with the wild type HsdR for MTase binding, which
would not be possible if HsdR were not at least partially folded. Most probably the
conformation was affected to the level that it still allows translocation, but causes greater
heterogeneity in rates and also occasional periods of inactivity.
The second explanation for our observations could be that there is a close mechanistic
interrelationship between the nuclease and helicase domains during motion on DNA. The
translocation relies on protein-protein or protein-DNA interactions by the nuclease domains
that was disrupted by the nuclease mutations. The nuclease domain of the Type I enzymes is
believed to be ahead of the dsDNA motor in the direction of the motion (McClelland, 2004),
and thus it is possible that the nuclease domain in HsdR acts as a processivity clamp (Figure
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63). Then the mutation affected the part of HsdR, which is needed for clamp contacts with
the DNA, and consequently, mutant HsdR catches the adjacent DNA more tightly, which can
then results in reduction of translocation rate and an increase in processivity, dissociation of
HsdR would be prevented by the enhanced DNA binding, It seems that for EcoR124I, the
stabilizing contacts are most likely required to maintain processive translocation. Recently,
Stanley and coauthors (Stanley et al., 2006) showed that EcoR124I, like the other related
dsDNA motors, utilises the entire dsDNA structure for its motor activity. However, it is
unclear which domain(s) are responsible for these contacts. Truncated versions of HsdR
lacking this domain could answer this question. If the domain provides the stabilizing
contacts, the truncated version should show a reduced or no translocation and an increased
dissociation. Without the stabilizing contacts, the stalled complex will probably be less stable
and will dissociate before the translocation can occur.

Figure 63 Model of strand-specific dsDNA translocation by EcoR124I (Stanley et al., 2006)

5.2 Analysis of the QxxxY motif of the HsdR EcoR124I
Numerous studies of Type II RM enzymes have shown that the three canonical PD-(E/D)xK
motifs are sufficient for endonuclease activity. The arrangement of Motifs I, II and III in
RecB is analogous, consistent with a similar mechanism of DNA cleavage, but without the
formation of a covalent intermediate (Pingoud et al., 2005) (Wang, 2000). Mutations in
Motifs II and III of RecB, EcoR124I and related recombinases have confirmed their central
role in catalysis (our unpublished data, (Yu et al., 1998) (Wang, 2000) (Chang, 2001) (Yeeles,
2007)). These observations suggest that the conserved QxxxY motif plays a secondary, but
still important, role in the activity of RecB-family nucleases.
Escherichia coli RecB is the archetypical member of the family possessing a helicase and a
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nuclease activity. In combination with RecC and RecD, it processes DNA ends and thus plays
a central role in homologous recombination (Singleton, 2004). The RecB nuclease domain
cleaves both unwound ssDNA strands that are produced by the dual action of the antipolar
RecB and RecD helicases (Figure 64A). The RecBCD crystal structure shows that the RecB
nuclease domain is sitting over an exit channel in RecC (Figure 64A, B). The hypothetical
route of the 3´-5´ strand passes through this channel and directly over the RecB nuclease
((Singleton, 2004), Figures 64A). Motifs I, II and III are arranged closely in 3D space, with
Motifs II and III coordinating a Ca2+ ion in the crystal structure (Figure 64C). There are
Q1110 and Y1114 residues of the QxxxY motif, which are pointing towards this cluster.
We examined a role of the QxxxY motif in the Type I RM enzyme EcoR124I. All our QxxxY
motif mutants were affected in their assembly of R2-complex in the absence of ATP, and in
the rate and efficiency of DNA cleavage. All mutation in the QxxxY motif resulted in a
decrease in the rate of the first strand hydrolysis and the subsequent second strand cleavage
was affected even to a greater extent. The open-circle DNA was the most significant product
of the reaction. These findings are in contrast to those caused by mutations in Motifs II and
III, where DNA cleavage activity is completely lost or significantly reduced.
There are several suggestions for the role of the QxxxY motif in the complex, which would
produce changes in the rate of cleavage of the first and the second strands. It is possible that
this motif is in direct contact to the magnesium ion(s) required for DNA cleavage. Therefore
mutations resulting in metal ion binding disruption would reduce the cleavage rate. Also, the
motif may indirectly affect the magnesium binding by coordinating interactions with the
catalytic Motifs I, II and III. Although mutations in the QxxxY motif changed the rate of the
hydrolysis of the first and the second strands, the Motifs I, II and III are sufficient for DNA
cleavage in a great many PD-(E/D)xK superfamily enzymes (Aravind et al., 2000). Therefore
it is less likely that the QxxxY motif directly affects the absolute cleavage rates.
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Figure 64 The RecB nuclease domain and location of the QxxxY motif. (Sisakova et al.,
2008) (A) The left scheme shows the structure of RecBCD taken from the crystal structure
(PDB 1W36; (Singleton, 2004)) with RecB in orange, RecC in blue, RecD in magenta and the
DNA in grey. The right scheme shows a cross-section through RecBCD with a putative path
of the separated DNA strands. The yellow asterisk indicates the location of the RecB nuclease
domain. (B) View of the RecB nuclease domain of RecBCD viewed towards the RecC
channel, with RecB shown in cartoon form and the RecC domain in blue space-filling form.
Structural elements that contain the Motifs are coloured I (cyan), II/III (red) and QxxxY
(purple). The bound Ca2+ ion is show as a yellow sphere. (C) The coloured structural elements
and conserved residues of the E. coli RecB nuclease motifs from (B) are shown, rotated by
180º (i.e. viewed from the RecC tunnel).
Another explanation for our observations is that the QxxxY motif may play an upstream role,
perhaps in the collision process that leads to DNA cleavage. The DNA cleavage by EcoR124I
requires an interaction of two independent HsdR motors that move over many thousands of
base pairs (Szczelkun et al., 1996) (Szczelkun, 2002). If each collision event resulted in a
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cleavage of only one strand, then many collision/cleavage events would be needed to occur
before the two strand cuts were ideally located to produce a dsDNA break. Nevertheless, the
probability of two successive collision events occurring at the same place is very small. In this
case, the open-circle DNA would accumulate because many collision/nicking events would be
required to generate a dsDNA break. Alternatively, if each collision event were to result in the
cleavage of both strands, the rate of accumulation of the linear DNA would be faster, and
open-circle DNA would not accumulate. The cleavage profile observed for the wild type
HsdR (Figure 32) is more consistent with the second alternative, in which a cleavage of both
strands occurs during one collision event. The probability of the cleavage will then depend on
the lifetime of the collision complex and on the time required to cut both strands.
The results obtained for the QxxxY mutants suggest a role for the QxxxY motif in the
stabilization of the catalytic site on the DNA during collision. For every QxxxY mutant
examined, still able to cleave DNA, the lag before the accumulation of the OC DNA (first
strand cleavage) was longer than for the wild type. The wild type -like DNA translocation
properties observed for mutants suggest that collision events were less successful. All the
QxxxY mutants showed a greater accumulation of OC DNA intermediate compared to wild
type. The accumulation of linear DNA by the QxxxY mutants was even more inefficient than
the accumulation of OC DNA. The stability of the R2 complex was reduced.
We found that the mutations of Y183 had the greatest effect on both DNA binding and
cleavage, which could suggest that the tyrosine residue of the QxxxY motif could be involved
in stabilizing the catalytic domain on the DNA. The hydroxyl residue is clearly important
since the Y183F mutant still showed a reduced DNA binding affinity and a reduced DNA
cleavage rate. The glutamine residue of the QxxxY motif could play a related role, either in a
direct contact with the DNA, or in a coordination of the tyrosine residue. It is possible that the
role of the glutamine can be fulfilled by other residues. It is also possible that the glutamine is
donated from a different part of the HsdR that is distant in the primary sequence but proximal
in the 3D structure. The combined loss of both Q179 and Y183 residues in EcoR124I
disrupted the interaction to that extent that the DNA cleavage was completely prevented.
A role for the QxxxY motif in a stabilization of protein-protein contacts between Type I
enzymes during collision and DNA cleavage is unlikely since RecB does not require nuclease
domain dimerisation. Instead, the importance of this motif may lie in the fact that many of the
RecB-like nucleases move along and cleave non-specific DNA (e.g. RecE, RecBCD,
EcoR124I). If the nuclease domain is ahead of the dsDNA motor complex in the direction of
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translocation (McClelland, 2004), the probability of the nuclease domain binding the DNA at
a given site will therefore be affected by the rate of the DNA translocation. Although Q179
and Y183 are not critical components of the nuclease motif, they clearly play an important
role, consistent with their conservation amongst the majority of HsdR subunits (Figure 22). It
is possible that not the Motifs II and III but the QxxxY motif acts as a clamp, opposing DNA
motion long enough for the nuclease motifs to engage, and to potentially cleave the DNA.

Figure 65 Putative role for the QxxxY motif in binding the DNA backbone and comparison
with EcoRI. (Sisakova et al., 2008) (A) View of Motifs II and III (D91, E111 and K113) and
the  fold of the Type II restriction endonuclease EcoRI taken from PDB 1ERI (Kim et al.,
1990). Only one subunit of the dimer (in cartoon form) and one strand of the DNA duplex (in
space-filling form) are shown for clarity. The position of the N149 residue that contacts the
“clamp phosphate” is shown ((Kurpiewski, 1996) (Grigorescu, 2004). (B) View of Motifs II
and III and the  fold of E. coli RecB taken from PDB 1W36 (Singleton, 2004), arranged
in a similar orientation as the EcoRI structure in (A). The putative path of the DNA from the
RecC channel is shown. Comparison to the DNA path in the EcoRI structure suggest that the
QxxxY motif would be located close enough to the DNA backbone to make direct nonspecific interactions. The proximity of the QxxxY residues to the catalytic triad of Motifs II
and III suggest that interaction may occur via the scissile or adjacent ‘clamp’ phosphodiester.
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6 Conclusions
1. We used site-directed mutagenesis to produce single amino acid substitutions of the
conserved amino acid residues in Motifs II and III of the N-terminal domain of the HsdR
subunit of EcoR124I. Substitutions were made at the following locations: D151A, E165A,
E165D, E165H and K167A.


As demonstrated by positive and negative complementation test in vivo, all the mutant
enzymes express r-m+ phenotype.



In agreement with the in vivo phenotype, in vitro DNA cleavage assay proved that
none of the mutant enzyme was able to cleave the plasmid DNA to its linear form.
Only one mutant with conservative substitution, E165D, exhibited very little nicking
activity.



An electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA) did not reveal any significant
differences between the wild type and mutant enzymes in the DNA binding properties.



As shown by phosphate binding protein based assay, the substitutions in the Motifs II
and III in most of the mutants caused up to 2-fold reduction in the ATP hydrolysis.
K167A was the only mutant with the wild type-like ATPase activity.



The translocation process was analysed by both bulk stopped-flow experiments and by
single-molecule magnetic tweezers technique. Both techniques revealed reduced
translocation rates of the mutants; these were even more pronounced in the single
molecule experiments. Altered processivity and initiation rates were also detected.

2. The Q and Y residues of the QxxxY motif of the HsdR subunit were substituted by sitedirected mutagenesis to generate the following mutants: Q179A, Q179K, Y183A, Y183F and
a double mutant Q179A,Y183A.
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EMSA experiments revealed that all mutations destabilized the assembly of the R2
complex, with the biggest effect on the Y183 residue. The double mutant
(Q179A,Y183A) showed the biggest reduction in DNA affinity.



With the exception of the double mutant (Q179A,Y183A), all other mutants showed
the same translocation properties as the wild type HsdR. Due to the larger
experimental error in the Q179A,Y183A data, we could not decide whether this
mutant enzyme was a slightly faster motor.



All the mutations in the QxxxY motif altered the rate and efficiency of DNA cleavage.
The rate of both the first strand hydrolysis and the subsequent second strand cleavage
were reduced, the latter being affected to a greater extent.
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7 Summary
Type I restriction-modification enzyme EcoR124I is a multifunctional, hetero-oligomeric
enzyme complex that cleaves DNA after extensive ATP hydrolysis coupled to processive
DNA translocation. ATP hydrolysis and DNA translocation are conferred by superfamily 2
(SF2) helicase motifs in the central domain of its HsdR subunit. The N-terminal domain
carries a conserved region with catalytic residues reminiscent of the PD-(E/D)xK catalytic
motif of Type II restriction enzymes.
Single amino acid substitutions in the motifs II and III reduced or removed DNA cleavage
activity of the enzyme complex without affecting an assembly of the complex and its DNAbinding properties. Using a combination of bulk solution and single-molecule assays, we
investigated the influence of these mutations on the DNA translocation properties of the
enzyme, conferred by the helicase domain. Reduced ATPase activity of the mutants was
detected by steady-state stopped flow measurements with the use of phosphate-binding
protein. These results do not show a clear relationship between the translocation rates and
ATPase rates. Probably the broader and bimodal distribution of translocation rates and the
stalling events during initiation revealed in single molecule experiments all lead to a lower
apparent ATPase rates. We suggest an existence of possible interdomain interactions between
the helicase and the nuclease domains of the HsdR subunit, which is indicated by the
observed effect of these mutations on the ATPase activity and the DNA translocation.
In addition to the principal PD-(E/D)xK Motifs, I, II and III, bioinformatic analysis of the
HsdR subunits of EcoR124I revealed the presence of a QxxxY motif that is characteristic for
RecB-family nucleases. The QxxxY motif resides immediately C-terminally to Motif III
within a region of the predicted -helix. We examined the role of the Q and Y residues in
DNA binding, translocation and cleavage with the use of site-directed mutagenesis. The
mutations in the QxxxY motif did not change the DNA translocation properties; however, all
of them altered the DNA binding affinity and reduced both the rate and the efficiency of DNA
cleavage. Role(s) of the QxxxY motif in coordination of the catalytic residues and/or in a
stabilization of the nuclease domain on the DNA are discussed.
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A
aa
AA/BAA
ADP
A - Ala
ApR
ATP
bp
BPB
C
CBB G-250
CBB R-250
CmR
D - Asp
Da
DNA
dsDNA
E – Glu
E280
ENase
EtBr
F - Phe
G
GTP
H – His
hsd
IPTG
kb
kDa
K – Lys
MDCC
MTase
OD
PBP
ON
Pi
PFU
PMSF
Q - Gln
R – Arg
R1
R2
RT
RNA
RM
Rpm

adenine
amino acids
acrylamid/Bis-acrylamid (N,N´-methylenbisacrylamid)
adenosine – 5´-diphosphate
alanine
resistence to ampiciline
adenosine – 5´-triphosphate
base pair
Bromphenol blue
cytosine
Coomassie Brilliant Blue G-250
Coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250
resistence to chloramfenicol
aspartic acid
Dalton – Non-SI unit of mass, equal to the unified atomic mass unit
deoxyribonucleic acid
double stranded DNA
glutamic acid
extinction coeficient at 280 nm
endonuclease
ethidium bromide
phenylalanine
guanine
guanosine – 5´-triphosphate
histidine
host specifity for DNA
isopropyl- β -D-thiogalactopyranoside
kilobase
kilo Dalton
lysine
N- [2-( l-maleimidyl)ethyl]-7-(diethylamino)coumarin-3-carboxamide
methylase
optical density
phosphate binding protein
over night
inorganic phosphate
phage forming units
phenylmethylsulphonylfluoride
glutamine
arginine
complex ENase containing one HsdR subunit
complex ENase containing two HsdR subunits
room temperature
ribonucleic acid
restriction modification
round per minuter
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SAM
SEM
T
TAMRA
TcR
TBS
TEMED
TFO
Tris
UV
wt
Y-Tyr

S - adenosyl - L- methionine
standard error of the mean
thymine
tetramethylrhodamine
resistence to tetracycline
triplex binding site
N,N,N',N'-Tetramethylethylenediamine
triplex forming oligonucleotide
tris (hydroxymethyl) aminomethane
ultraviolet light
wild type
tyrosine
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